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Application number: 1-2112-4478 for Better 
Living Management Company Limited 
Generated on 08 Jul 2012 

 
 

Applied-for gTLD string 
 
13. Provide the applied-for gTLD string. If an IDN, provide the U-label. 

thai 
 
14(a). If an IDN, provide the A-label (beginning with "xn--"). 

 
 
14(b). If an IDN, provide the meaning or restatement of the string in English, 
a description of the literal meaning of the string in the opinion of the 
applicant. 

 
 
14(c). If an IDN, provide the language of the label (in English). 

 
 
14(c). If an IDN, provide the language of the label (as referenced by ISO-639-
1). 

 
 
14(d). If an IDN, provide the script of the label (in English). 

 
 
14(d). If an IDN, provide the script of the label (as referenced by ISO 15924). 
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14(e). If an IDN, list all code points contained in the U-label according to 
Unicode form. 

 
 
15(a). If an IDN, Attach IDN Tables for the proposed registry. 

Attachments are not displayed on this form. 
 
15(b). Describe the process used for development of the IDN tables submitted, 
including consultations and sources used. 

 
 
15(c). List any variant strings to the applied-for gTLD string according to the 
relevant IDN tables. 

 
 
16. If an IDN, describe the applicant's efforts to ensure that there are no 
known operational or rendering problems. If such issues are known, describe 
steps that will be taken to mitigate these issues in software and other 
applications. 

BLM (The Registry) are applying for a normal ASCII string and do 
not foresee any operational or rendering problems arising from 
the use of the applied-for gTLD string. We have also tested out 
the use of the string in a private DNS root setup using popular 
web browsers and email applications with no problems 
 
17. (OPTIONAL) Provide a representation of the label according to the 
International Phonetic Alphabet (http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa/). 

 
 

Mission/Purpose 
 
18(a). Describe the mission/purpose of your proposed gTLD. 

The mission of .thai TLD is to provide a platform for online 
identity and online presence for the Thai people, the Thai 
language and the Thai culture. 
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18(b). How proposed gTLD will benefit registrants, Internet users, and others. 

The .thai TLD appeals to all businesses, organizations and 
individuals  in Thai communities.  The Thai communities include: 
- Individuals who speak Thai and practise Thai culture; 
- Organizations and individuals with activities in Thailand; 
and 
- Companies, organizations and individuals associated with 
Thai people, language and culture. 
 
Specialties: 
.thai TLD aims to be preferred TLD choice for Thai communities.  
.thai TLD will carry a very strong intuitive association of for 
the Thai communities.  
 
Service Levels: 
BLM provides a platform for Registrars and Service Providers to 
value-add and upsell solutions and services.  
  
All these services are optional and can be bundled into the 
offerings of .thai domain names by the Registrars and Service 
Providers with the aim to improve service availability and 
reputation of the website or services in association with the 
.thai domain names. 
 
Underserved Market 
In general, the domain name market in Thailand is underserved. 
With over 20 million Internet population in Thailand, there is 
less than 300,000 domain names (including all gTLDs and ccTLDs) 
registered in Thailand. There is obviously a lot of room for 
growth of .thai domain names in Thailand.  
 
Short and Intuitive 
As compared with the country codes TLD, .thai 2nd level domain 
names are short and appealing to both registrants and end users. 
It is intuitive with strong association to the branding of 
website related to Thai communities.  
 
The goals of .thai TLD is to provide a platform for online 
identity and online presence for the Thai people, the Thai 
language and the Thai culture. 
 
BLM will adopt Generic Registration Policy with proof of 
presence requirement (similar with .asia).  
BLM will accredit a number of registrars, for the registration 
and other domain name operations such as renew, update, 
transfer, delete etc of .thai domain names. A list of accredited 
registrars will be prominently displayed on the BLM’s website. 
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The composition of a domain name shall contain a string of 
minimum 1 (one) character and can contain up to a maximum of 63 
(sixty-three) characters, excluding the .thai TLD extension. A 
guideline of the characters accepted by BLM includes: 
- The alphabets from “A” to “Z”. There will be no distinction 
between upper-case and lower-case characters i.e. “A” is treated 
as “a” and vice-versa; 
- The numerals from “0” to “9”; and 
- The hyphen character. It shall not occupy the beginning, 
end or the third and/or fourth character of a domain name. 
 
Proof of Presence 
Registrant will be required to declare a ‘Proof of Presence’ 
stating that they are a legal entity within the Thai 
communities. 
 
Thai communities, include: 
- Individuals who speak Thai and practise Thai culture; 
- Organizations and individuals with activities in Thailand; 
and 
- Companies, organizations and individuals associated with 
Thai people, language and culture. 
 
Upon registration of a .thai domain name, a registrant must 
declare from where the proof of presence can be established, and 
what form of proof it is. A suggested list includes, but not 
limited to: nationality, business registration, organization, 
government, etc. BLM does not plan to validate the registrants’ 
proof-of-presence during the registration process, but rather 
will rely on the dispute resolution mechanism to allow 
interested users to dispute on the accuracy of the information.  
 
In addition, Registrants must comply with all rules, policies, 
procedures and guidelines of .thai domain names in respect of 
registration. BLM may amend such rules, policies, procedures and 
guidelines from time to time. BLM will ensure that such changes 
are communicated to its registrants on a timely basis. 
 
.thai domain names are allocated on a “first-come-first-serve 
basis”, provided the information submitted is complete and all 
rules, policies, procedures and guidelines relating to the 
registration have been compiled with.  BLM may cancel or suspend 
a registration accepted by a registrar in its sole and absolute 
discretion should BLM determine that the registration is not in 
conformity with BLM’s rules, policies, procedures and 
guidelines. Each of the registrant and registrar agrees that BLM 
shall not be responsible for any loss or damages arising out of 
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the rejection and/or cancellation of the registration. 
 
The registrant shall provide to his registrar with complete and 
accurate information and maintain this information during the 
term of the domain name registration. The failure of a 
registrant to provide, promptly update or respond to inquires 
from the registrar in regards to complete and accurate 
information may constitute to a material breach of the 
registrant agreement and shall be a basis for cancellation of 
the domain name registration. 
 
BLM shall not be involved in any dispute that the registrant may 
have with a third-party. Any dispute arising from the 
registration and use of a .thai domain name shall be determined 
in accordance with the abuse handling mechanism in Question 28. 
 
The proposed .thai TLD will impose measures for protecting the 
privacy or confidential information of registrants or users.  
 
Firstly, all accredited registrars are required to abide by a 
Code of Practice established by the registry to be used in 
conjunction with the Registry-Registrar Agreement and all rules, 
policies, procedures and guidelines published by the registry. 
 
The Code of Practice is a compulsory set of principles and 
approaches to market conduct for all accredited registrars and 
their appointed resellers. The objective of the Code of Practice 
is to promote and protect the interests of the domain name 
industry, registrants and domain name registrars by:  
 
a) Establishing minimum standards for dealings between domain 
name registrars and registrants;  
b) ensuring that registrants receive accurate, complete and 
timely information concerning domain name activities including, 
but not limited to registrations, renewals, transfers and 
solicitations;  
c) Preventing practices that undermine the reputation of the 
industry and the interests of registrants. 
 
It is mandatory for all domain name registrars to comply with 
the code of practice herein without exception.  
The Code of Practices addresses data privacy of registrants and 
states the following: 
“Domain name registrars must not disclose the registrant’s 
domain data information, including, but not limited to the 
domain name, registrant, contact persons, name servers, 
registration, and expiry and billing information to any third 
party for any reason or purpose.” 
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Alleged breaches of the Code of Practice will be dealt with 
severely under the registry’s Complaints Policy. A breach of the 
Code of Practice is also a breach under the Registry-Registrar 
Agreement and may result in the suspension or termination of the 
registrar’s accreditation. 
Secondly, an acceptable use policy shall be implemented by the 
registry in regards to the WHOIS service. The acceptable use 
policy shall clarify that the information published in the WHOIS 
service is only for informational purposes and can only be used 
for lawful purposes. Users are strictly prohibited to use the 
information published in the WHOIS service for the following 
purposes, but not limited to: 
a) Advertising and/or marketing purposes; 
b) Unsolicited communication purposes via email or otherwise; 
c) Spamming or speculative purposes; 
d) Commercial purposes; 
e) Illegal purpose; and 
f) Any other abusive purposes.  
Any user that is caught abusing the WHOIS service for unlawful 
purposes will be reported to the relevant authorities for 
further actions. This will be on a best effort attempt as not 
every country has implemented relevant policies in regards to 
SPAM and/or use of public information for commercial, illegal 
and other abusive purposes. 
 
Lastly, two preventive measures can be adopted by the registry 
to prevent automated scripts from data-mining from the WHOIS 
service. The measures are as follows: 
a) Implement the use of an Image Verification Check (IVC) on 
web-based WHOIS services where a user is required to type in a 
random word or phrase that is shown to the user in the form of a 
graphical picture. The principle is that machines cannot read 
the words in a graphical picture and only a real person can 
enter the word or phrase successfully. The technology for IVC 
has advanced quite a bit over the past few year and is still 
very effective against data-mining robots today; and 
b) Limit the number of WHOIS queries per hour for a particular 
IP. This helps to thwart data-mining attempts. 
 
 
The outreach and communication program will certainly help to 
create public awareness about the projected benefits of .thai 
TLD for the Thai communities.  
 
Overview of the Outreach and Communications Program 
 
The objective of the Program is to establish .thai TLD as the 
home of the Thai communities, and set a strong foundation for 
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viral marketing through early adopters of .thai domain names. 
 
The targets of the Program are general consumers, adopters of 
.thai domain names and Channels (i.e. Registrars), for the 
reasons of: 
• General Consumers (Public Users) – General consumers will 
be aware of .thai TLD as a specific zone for Thai communities; 
• Adopters (Registrants) – Through the Program, the early 
adopters will reap the benefits and uniqueness of the .thai 
domain names. With the increase of usage of .thai domain names, 
the viral impact of the benefits will be multiplied; and 
• Channels (Registrars) – The Program will bring awareness to 
the Channels about the opportunities to value-add on the various 
bundled services to make .thai domain names for Thai 
communities. It promotes innovation among Channels to bring 
additional services to enhance security, availability and 
reputation. 
 
 
The Program can be segregated into 2 main parts, namely: 
• Marketing Campaign – to bring awareness of BLM positioning 
and awareness of its projected benefit among adopters and 
channels; and  
• Public Relation – to educate the public about the 
positioning of BLM and benefits attached with .thai domain 
names.  
 
 The Key Result Areas (KRAs) for the Program would be the 
financial indicators (sales and profits) and the volume of live 
sites using .thai domain names. BLM will constantly monitor and 
review its approach for the Program. 
 
Marketing Campaign 
 
The marketing campaign for BLM consists of: 
• Outreach to the Thai  Communities; 
• Campaign Support Material; and 
• Channel Reward Programs. 
  
Outreach to Intellectual Property (IP) Communities 
 
• Association with the Communities 
During the initial phase of the campaign, the Registry will 
reach out the Thai communities to raise awareness of .thai 
domain names. The primary effort shall aim to establish ‘co-
marketing’ initiative with key associations that have regional 
influence to their local counterparts, where they have 
conferences and events for outreach to their respective 
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communities. 
 
• Advertising 
BLM could participate in the activities of the Thai communities 
by advertising in the associations’ newsletter, magazines and 
websites.  
 
• Trade Shows 
BLM will participate in the Thai communities’ trade shows to 
build awareness and preference for .thai domain names among the 
communities’ members.  
 
Support Material for Marketing Campaign 
 
BLM will develop support material for marketing campaign for its 
Channels (i.e. Registrars). The marketing material will be 
helpful for registrars simply because: 
• It saves time for registrar to create similar material; 
• The Registry could portray a consistent message for .thai 
domain names; and 
• To be used as training material for registrars and their 
channels to market .thai domain names.  
 
The marketing material shall consist of consistent content, 
message, diagram and taglines for: 
• Presentation – Standard boiler-plate that spells out the 
information about .thai domain names and its benefits; 
• Press articles – Contents for joint press release with 
Channels; 
• Website – Incorporate website contents of standard FAQ, 
‘Why dot-thai?’, benefits and etc.; 
• Banners – Wide array of banner choices with different 
taglines for Registrars to choose; 
• Newsletter – Contents for periodic opt-in newsletters to be 
shared among Registrars and Thai communities; 
• Email – Contents to be incorporated within email 
communications by the Registrars to their clients for converting 
or upselling their prospects or existing clients; and 
• Success Cases – A listing of ‘live’ sites that are using 
.thai domain names, with short overview of the credential of 
these sites. 
 
Channel Reward Program  
 
BLM will develop a Channel Reward Program with the following 
characteristics: 
• Broad-base – We insist on equal treatment to all 
registrars, regardless of their size; 
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• Growth-base – We will reward Registrars based on the 
percentage of growth, benchmarked on its existing size or 
regional volume;  and 
• Time-bound – All reward program shall be time-bound (e.g. 
monthly or quarterly).  
 
The reward program can also be in the form of Marketing Rebates, 
where Registrars conduct marketing activities according the 
guideline given by the BLM. Upon completion of the activities 
with performance assurance, the Registry shall reimburse 
partially or fully on the marketing expenses in association with 
the activity. 
 
BLM will make use of the channel reward features incorporate in 
the Qinetics’ RegistryASP SRS application that meets the above 
mentioned characteristics. We strongly emphasize on quality 
growth to .thai domain names that results in active websites. We 
will reward Registrars who deliver more growth in quality 
registration of .thai domain names. 
 
Public Relation (PR) Program 
The PR Program aims to educate the general public about the 
usage of .thai domain names and its associated benefits. It also 
serves to establish the brand recognition of .thai domain names 
as the online presence for the Thai communities.  
 
Phases of Implementation 
 
The PR program can be implemented in phases, namely: 
• Education – We educate the general public about the usage 
of .thai domain names. We also educate the Registrars about the 
opportunity to bundle related services with .thai domain names; 
• Awareness – We create awareness about .thai domain name 
branding and its benefits over other potential domain name 
choices; and 
• Influence – We make use of our Success Cases – adopters of 
.thai domain names who found success through unique branding, 
traffic generation and customer engagement. Through these 
Success Cases, it will create a viral effect on the usage of 
.thai domain names. 
 
PR Activities 
 
The PR program shall include the following activities: 
• Media Relationship – BLM may establish a press desk to 
satisfy the needs for information about domain names in general 
and .thai domain names in specific. We shall also target the 
Thai communities based media and court for long term 
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relationship.  
• Editorial contribution – The press desk of BLM shall also 
serve to contribute relevant articles and success stories of 
.thai domain names to press and magazine on periodic basis.  
• Speaker’s Bureau – As part of our outreach program, the BLM 
will develop a Speaker’s Bureau program to secure speaking 
opportunities at events focused on the Thai communities.  
 
 
18(c). Describe operating rules to eliminate or minimize social costs or 
financial resource costs, various types of consumer vulnerabilities. 

There will be three main phases for domain name registration 
upon the launch of BLM namely: 
1. Sunrise 
 a. Government 
 b. Trademarks 
 c. Company Name 
2. Landrush 
3. General Availability 
 
During the Sunrise phase, there are three identified sub-phases 
as follows: 
 
a. Government 
This sub-phase is only open to government organisations.  
 
b. Trademarks 
This sub-phase is only open to brand and trademark owners. BLM 
will work with the Trademark ClearingHouse for the verification 
and validation of registered marks. If there are multiple 
applications for the same domain name, Trademark ClearingHouse 
will only verify and validate the genuine owner(s) of the 
registered mark. If there are multiple owners of the registered 
mark in different countries, the registrants that have applied 
for the same domain name will be notified of the contention. The 
domain name contention will be resolved via an English auction, 
where the highest bidder wins. 
 
c. Company Name 
This sub-phase is open to companies that would like to register 
a domain name similar to their company name but do not have an 
existing trademark. The company needs to submit a legal document 
that shows the legal name of the organisation with its 
application. If there are multiple owners of the registered mark 
in different countries, the registrants that have applied for 
the same domain name will be notified of the contention. The 
domain name contention will be resolved via an English auction, 
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where the highest bidder wins. 
 
Next, multiple applications for the same domain name will be 
accepted in the Landrush phase. After the Landrush phase, 
registrants that have applied for similar domain names will be 
notified that the domain name contention will be resolved via an 
auction, where the highest bidder wins. The registration of 
domain names in the last phase of the launch, General 
Availability will be on a first-com/first-serve basis. 
 
BLM may run several programs that will provide cost benefits 
directly to its registrants.  
 
Pioneer Program 
 
BLM may launch a pioneer program prior to the launch of the 
registry which allows Registrant to apply for a domain name that 
he/she is interested in at minimum cost if he/she is able to 
fulfil the stated terms and conditions as described below. 
 
The Pioneer Program is organised into 5 categories: 
- Community 
To cater to general communities based on commonly used words and 
phases such as, “properties.thai”, “music.thai” 
 
- Global Brand 
To cater to proactive brand owners to develop and expand its 
branding online. The Pioneer Program does not replace the 
Sunrise process where most brand owners can register their marks 
for defensive purposes. To qualify, the brand owner must have 
trademark registrations for the brand and demonstrate 
development and promotion of the brand online and offline. 
 
- Partner 
To cater to service and technology partners of BLM to further 
promote and their products and services in conjunction with 
.thai TLD. 
 
- Celebrity / VIP 
To cater to any prominent individual, group or team in the areas 
of sports, entertainment, arts, businesses, politics or other 
areas of human activity. The applicant could be the celebrity 
himself or it could be someone acting on his behalf with the 
appropriate authorization. 
 
- Social 
To cater to any Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs), Non-
Profit Organisations and other social enterprises or initiatives 
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to develop .thai domain name services to benefit the community. 
 
Applicants whose proposals have been selected successfully to 
participate in the relevant categories are expected to dedicate 
time and resources into the marketing and development of the 
relevant services and content as per the submitted proposal to 
promote the selected .thai domain name. 
 
Development commitment includes the assurance of a working 
website and/or relevant services that features the selected 
.thai domain name. The applicant is also expected to commit some 
marketing funds to showcase its website and services in 
conjunction with the selected .thai domain name. The financial 
support of the applicant and the long-term viability of the 
financial proposal would be important criteria in selecting the 
applicant to participate in the Pioneer Program. To ensure that 
the applicant fulfils the marketing commitment, a marketing 
commitment deposit will be collected, which will be refunded to 
the applicant upon document proof of advertising attributed to 
the selected .thai domain name. Certain categories of the 
Pioneer Program may be exempted from collection of the marketing 
commitment deposit. 
 
A comprehensive challenge process will also be setup for 
intellectual property rights owners to challenge decisions that 
may appear to infringe upon the rights of its registered marks. 
Proposals that contain potentially abusive content will also be 
declined. 
 
An applicant will go through the following stages when 
participating in the Pioneer Program: 
- Submission of Proposal 
- Payment of a Marketing Commitment Fee (If applicable) 
- Selection or Rejection of Proposal 
- Challenge Period 
- Execution of Contract 
- Registration of Selected Domain Name 
- Fulfilment of Development and Marketing Commitments 
 
Special Introductory Discount 
 
BLM may introduce Special Introductory Discount (SID) to 
Registrants from selected geographical regions (e.g. Latin 
America) and/or selected community group (e.g. celebrities from 
Bollywood). The SID program is only available after General 
Availability, for a limited duration (e.g. 3 months), and may be 
for a limited volume of registration. 
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The objective of SID is to grow a specific market segment that 
is crucial to the strategy and the market positioning of the 
.thai domain names. It is also applicable for specific under-
served market, where the SID would spur interest for the growth 
market. SID is strictly not meant to bias towards certain 
community or geographical area.  
 
BLM shall extend the SID to Registrants via Registrars. BLM will 
extend the SID program to all Registrars who can serve the 
target market fairly. A pre-determined discount structure will 
be presented in the program prior to the engagement of the 
Registrars into the program. 
 
Other than the commitment of the advance written notice of price 
increases in the Registry Agreement, BLM shall not make any 
contractual commitment to Registrants regarding the magnitude of 
price escalation. 
 
 

Community-based Designation 
 
19. Is the application for a community-based TLD? 

Yes 
 
20(a). Provide the name and full description of the community that the 
applicant is committing to serve. If this application is included in a community 
priority evaluation, it will be scored based on the community identified in 
response to this question. 

Thai communities include: 
- Individuals who speak Thai and practise Thai culture; 
- Organizations and individuals with activities in Thailand; 
and 
- Companies, organizations and individuals associated with 
Thai people, language and culture. 
 
Size of community: 
- Thailand: 70 million (source: World bank) 
- Over 3 million of Thai origins living outside Thailand 
(source: Wikipedia) 
 
 
20(b). Explain the applicant's relationship to the community identified in 
20(a). 
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BLM is a company based in Thailand. BLM receives strong support 
from the Thai government for the application of .thai TLD. 
 
The Ministry of Interior of the Kingdom of Thailand is an 
important Cabinet-level department in the Government of 
Thailand. The Ministry is given wide ranging responsibilities 
over many aspects. For example the Ministry has responsibility 
over: the Royal Thai Police, local administrations, internal 
security, citizenship, disaster management, land management, 
issuing national identity cards and public works. The Ministry 
is also responsible for appointing 74 Governors of the Provinces 
of Thailand. A Letter of Support from the Ministry of Interior, 
authorized by Mr Pranai Suwanrath, the Permanent Secretary of 
Ministry of Interior, is attached in the answer to question (f).  
 
The Ministry of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) 
of Thailand (was established on the 3 October 2002. The Ministry 
envisions Thailand to become a regional center for ICT 
development and business. Other visions of the Ministry include: 
- Enable equitable access to information for entrepreneurs 
and citizens; 
- Direct benefits of ICT are manifested throughout the Thai 
economy, adding values to products and services of every sector; 
- Strengthening Thailand’s competitiveness in the global 
market through ICT; 
- Moving Thai communities towards Knowledge-based society. 
 
A Letter of Support from the Ministry of ICT, authorized by Mr 
Anudith Nakornthap, the Minister of ICT, is attached in the 
answer to question (f).  
BLM is committed to operate the .thai TLD registry according to 
the policy, rules and regulation as set for by the Ministry of 
Interior and Ministry of ICT, Thailand.  
 
BLM will closely collaborate with THNIC – the registry operator 
of .TH country code TLD. BLM intends to hold joint promotion and 
marketing activities with THNIC for the promotion of .thai and 
IDN equivalent.  
 
 
20(c). Provide a description of the community-based purpose of the applied-
for gTLD. 

Intended registrants in the TLD are from the Thai communities 
that include: 
- Individuals who speak Thai and practise Thai culture; 
- Organizations and individuals with activities in Thailand; 
and 
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- Companies, organizations and individuals associated with 
Thai people, language and culture. 
 
Intended end-users of the TLD are from the Thai communities that 
include: 
- Individuals who speak Thai and practise Thai culture; 
- Organizations and individuals with activities in Thailand; 
and 
- Companies, organizations and individuals associated with 
Thai people, language and culture. 
 
Related Activities: 
- Facilitate to promote Thai language, Thai culture and Thai 
people’s activities online 
- Facilitate the government of Thailand to promote Thai 
businesses, cultural activities, languages and other related 
activities locally (in Thailand) and internationally. 
 
As part of its social obligation to the Thai community, BLM is 
committed to re-invest part of the profit into the social and 
technology advancement initiatives within the Thai community. 
 
BLM aspires to bring together the Thai community within Thailand 
and overseas. A dedicated domain can help cement a common 
identity that will be reinforced by the reinvestment of registry 
proceeds into further development.  
 
In addition, the Internet is playing an increasingly important 
role in the economies in Thailand. An intuitive online identity 
for a corporation and entities will play vital roles for their 
digital branding that would be recognized worldwide. 
 
Similarly, when multinationals establish presence in Thailand, 
they would have an option to register a domain name that 
associate strongly with their activities in Thailand, which may 
be best for communicating with the prospective clients in the 
Thai community.  
 
 
20(d). Explain the relationship between the applied-for gTLD string and the 
community identified in 20(a). 

.thai domain name is for the Thai communities that include: 
- Individuals who speak Thai and practise Thai culture; 
- Organizations and individuals with activities in Thailand; 
and 
- Companies, organizations and individuals associated with 
Thai people, language and culture. 
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20(e). Provide a description of the applicant's intended registration policies in 
support of the community-based purpose of the applied-for gTLD. Policies 
and enforcement mechanisms are expected to constitute a coherent set. 

Eligibility  -  
i) Reserved List 
BLM will adopt the ICANN resolution and recommendations on 
maintaining a reserved domain list, such as reserving the list 
of country names and country codes. BLM will also continue to 
adhere to the ICANN recommendations for reserved domains coming 
from ICANN resolution and/or consensus policies.  
BLM will invite all supporting Thai communities to submit 
additions to the list of names to be reserved. These 
supplemental names will serve to provide extra protection to 
preserve names of value within the community that may be ripe 
for abusive registrations. 
 
 
ii) Proof of Presence 
 
Registrant will be required to declare a ‘Proof of Presence’ 
stating that they are a legal entity within the Thai community. 
 
Upon registration of a .thai domain name, a registrant must 
declare from where the proof of presence can be established, and 
what form of proof it is. A suggested list includes, but not 
limited to: nationality, business registration, organization, 
government, etc. BLM does not plan to validate the registrants’ 
proof-of-presence during the registration process, but rather 
will rely on the dispute resolution mechanism to allow 
interested users to dispute on the accuracy of the information.  
 
Name selection  - no restriction except for the following: 
o BLM will adopt the restricted list from the Thai government 
authority; and 
o BLM will reserve the list of geographical names as stated 
in the answer to Question 22. 
 
Content/use – BLM will encourage and promote the use of .thai 
TLD for websites with contents related to Thai people, Thai 
language and Thai culture. 
 
Enforcement 
Upon registration of a .thai domain name, a registrant must 
declare from where the proof of presence can be established, and 
what form of proof it is. A suggested list includes, but not 
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limited to: nationality, business registration, organization, 
government, etc.  
 
BLM does not plan to validate the registrants’ proof-of-presence 
during the registration process, but rather will rely on the 
dispute resolution mechanism to allow interested users to 
dispute on the accuracy of the information 
 
 
 
20(f). Attach any written endorsements from institutions/groups 
representative of the community identified in 20(a). An applicant may submit 
endorsements by multiple institutions/groups, if relevant to the community. 

Attachments are not displayed on this form. 
 

Geographic Names 
 
21(a). Is the application for a geographic name? 

No 
 
21(b). If a geographic name, attach documentation of support or non-
objection from all relevant governments or public authorities. 

Attachments are not displayed on this form. 
 

Protection of Geographic Names 
 
22. Describe proposed measures for protection of geographic names at the 
second and other levels in the applied-for gTLD. This should include any 
applicable rules and procedures for reservation and/or release of such names. 

BLM shall adhere to the list provided by ICANN in Specification 
5 of the Registry Agreement in regards to the schedule of 
reserved names at the second level in gTLD registries. 
 
BLM shall reserve all names of countries and distinct economies 
contained in the ISO 3166-1 list at the second level and any 
other levels within the TLD that is opened for registration 
under..thai TLD. The names shall be reserved in English and all 
related official languages as may be directed by ICANN or GAC. 
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The names of territories, distinct geographical locations, and 
other geographical and geopolitical names shall also be reserved 
as ICANN may direct from time to time. The names shall be 
reserved for registration in ICANN’s name upon the launch of the 
.thai TLD. 
 
BLM shall ensure procedures to allow governments, public 
authorities or inter-governmental organizations to challenge 
abuses of names with national or geographical significance at 
the second level and any other levels within the TLD that is 
opened for registration under .thai TLD. 
 
 

Registry Services 
 
23. Provide name and full description of all the Registry Services to be 
provided. Descriptions should include both technical and business components 
of each proposed service, and address any potential security or stability 
concerns. The following registry services are customary services offered by a 
registry operator: 
  A. Receipt of data from registrars concerning registration of domain names 
and name servers.   B. Dissemination of TLD zone files.   C. Dissemination 
of contact or other information concerning domain name registrations (Whois 
service).   D. Internationalized Domain Names, where offered.  

E. DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC). 
  The applicant must describe whether any of these registry services are 
intended to be offered in a manner unique to the TLD.   Additional proposed 
registry services that are unique to the registry must also be described. 

The Registry shall provide Registry Services as defined below:  
(i) the receipt of data from registrars concerning registrations 
of domain names and name servers;  
(ii) provision to registrars of status information relating to 
the zone servers for the TLD;  
(iii) dissemination of TLD zone files;  
(iv) operation of the Registry zone servers; 
(v) dissemination of contact and other information concerning 
domain name server registrations in the TLD as required by the 
Registry Agreement; 
(vi) Internationalized Domain Names (IDN); 
(vii) DNS Security Extensions (DNSSEC);  
(viii) WHOIS Data Watch Service; 
(ix) Searchable WHOIS Service and 
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(x) Other products or services that the Registry Operator is 
required to provide because of the establishment of a Consensus 
Policy 
 
The Registry will be engaging Qinetics Solutions Berhad of 
Malaysia as the back-end registry service provider for the new 
gTLD operations. 
 
Registry System 
 
The system is based on RegistryASP SRS Application Suite that is 
deployed in ccTLD Registries, namely .sg (Singapore), .hk (Hong 
Kong, SAR), .cd (Congo, Democratic Republic) and .my (Malaysia).  
 
RegistryASP utilizes a ‘thick’ registry model which is EPP 
(Extensible Provisioning Protocol) version 1.0 compliant, where 
registrant data is maintained on a central registry database as 
a contact set. 
 
- Stealth DNS (Zone Generation) 
The resolution of domain names is a crucial function in a 
registry system. The DNS system supports both IPv4 and IPv6. The 
stealth DNS stores the generated zone file from the database, 
which will undergo a complicated reconciliation process before 
the data is reloaded into the master zone. The Stealth DNS is 
hidden in the internal network and is only visible to the 
primary DNS server. The primary DNS server is hidden as well and 
is responsible for the zone transfer to external secondary DNS 
servers. RegistryASP has achieved 100% uptime for all country 
codes that they are supporting on DNS resolution. The DNS is in 
compliance to RFCs 1034, 1035, 1982, 2181, 2182, 2671, 3226, 
3596, 3597, 4343, and 5966. 
 
- External DNS (Zone Resolution) 
The external DNS setup consists of the secondary DNS servers 
dedicated to resolution of the extension domain worldwide. The 
Secondary DNS are utilizing 2 of the main providers in the world 
that supports AnyCast DNS with more than 100 nodes all around 
the world. The provider is CommunityDNS. All zone transfer will 
be protected using TSIG. The DNS is in compliance to RFCs 1034, 
1035, 1982, 2181, 2182, 2671, 3226, 3596, 3597, 4343, and 5966. 
 
- DNSSEC 
The Registry shall provide DNSSEC services to registrars comply 
with RFCs 4033, 4034, 4035, 4509 and their successors, and 
follow the best practices described in RFC 4641 and its 
successors. The DNSSEC services shall include the publishing of 
Delegation Signature (DS) records and signed records to the root 
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zones of the applied TLD. 
 
- WHOIS Services 
General public can check the information of a domain name 
through port 43. The daemon is proven of handling millions of 
WHOIS queries daily for some of the ccTLD reference for 
RegistryASP SRS. WHOIS data watch and web based searchable WHOIS 
will be provided for subscribed users. The WHOIS services are 
highly scalable, capable of handling higher query loads and 
comply with RFC 3912. 
 
- Registry Web Interface 
The control panel is used by the registry operational staff to 
administrate domain names, registrars and other domain name 
data. Key features include multi-users function control, 
flexible product configurations, business process configurations 
and event-triggered alerts. 
 
- Registrar Web Interface 
A registrar can perform daily operations, channel management and 
transaction accounting via the web control panel. Major 
functions include domain, contact and host management for domain 
names registered under the registrar, account balance and 
account top-up. 
 
- EPP Services 
A standard EPP server is used to provide flexibility for 
registrars to automate domain registration and management. The 
EPP server is configured with a SSL communications link that 
uses the EPP version 1.0 protocol comply with RFCs 5910, 5730, 
5731, 5732, 5733, 5734, 3735. 
 
- Reporting Services 
Standard reports are provided to registry and registrar staff to 
perform secondary check on transactions made, payment received, 
domain renewal and balance enquiries. 
 
- Operational Testing and Evaluation (OT&E) 
All newly accredited registrars shall reserve a time slot to 
access OT&E server and perform a technical test. This is to 
ensure that the registrar’s system is capable of registering and 
managing domain names in the production environment without 
unnecessary problems. Once a registrar passes the OT&E Test, the 
registrar will receive an account to access the production 
system to register and manage domain names. 
 
- Security and Monitoring 
The system has been proven to adhere to ISO27001 standards by 
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Hong Kong government and compliance with Singapore government 
security guidelines. User access will be controlled through 3 
tiers of authentication: Registrar SSL Certificate, Registrar IP 
Addresses and Registrar User Name/Password Combination. The 
communication link with registrar will be SSL encrypted. 
Multiple firewalls will be in place to ensure multiple levels of 
security together with IP filtering and Intrusion Detection with 
Prevention. Multiple security monitoring systems will be setup 
within and outside of the network of the Registry System to 
monitor the Registry Services. Host based intruder detection 
system will be in place on top of hardware based intruder 
protection system. Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) will be 
installed to monitor traffic utilization in the network and each 
server of the Registry System. 
 
- Data Escrow 
The data will be deposited into ICANN approved escrow agent 
based on escrow requirements to ensure business continuity and 
data recovery in the unlikely event of data loss. 
 
- Call Centre 
System support and maintenance to guarantee maximum uptime shall 
be provided through Email and Phone to registrars. 24/7 
technical support hotline are available in multiple languages. 
 
- Channel Management 
Client Relation Management (CRM) software is in place to manage 
communications and contact with the registrars. 
 
- Other Registry Services 
The registry will provide IDN domain names to the end users. The 
IDN will be deployed according to the IDN RFCs (5890, 5891, 
5892, 5893) and the languages supported will be based on 
registered language tables in IANA. 
 
 

Demonstration of Technical & Operational Capability 
(External) 
 
24. Shared Regisration System (SRS) Performance: describe the plan for 
operation of a robust and reliable Shared Registration System. SRS is a 
critical registry function for enabling multiple registrars to provide domain 
name registration services in the TLD. 

The Registry is compliant to Specification 6 and Specification 
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10 in the Registry Agreement. The compliance table for 
Specification 6 is as attached. 
 
SRS System Description  
 
1. System Architecture 
RegistryASP SRS application is designed with multiple control 
interfaces to allow access by different parties via defined user 
roles and matrixes. All components have been designed to be 
deployed in a distributed environment. A diagram of the system 
architecture is attached. 
 
Core Component of Registry SRS 
 
The Registry SRS is split into multiple components to improve 
scalability. The Core SRS Component consists of presentation 
layer, application security framework, application layer and 
database layer. It supports HTTP, HTTPS and EPP protocols.  
 
The application layer is used to handle the business flow, 
audits, messages, processes and the daily tasks in the system. 
It has a data logger, which stores the details of all requests 
and responses from the application. The database layer deals 
with raw data management and utilizes relational databases. 
 
2. SRS Data Flow Diagram 
The system architecture of the SRS is designed to allow the EPP, 
WHOIS, registry web panel and registrar web panel to share the 
same set of business logics. In other words, the processing of 
the request will be the same regardless the request comes from 
which interfaces. A diagram of the SRS data flow is attached. 
 
3. SRS System Features 
Business Process Configuration: 
• Administration module to configure business rules, policies 
and practices; 
• Utilization of extensions in EPP to store additional 
information, e.g. language tag etc; 
• Control panels to validate pending transactions and facilitate 
the submission of documents; 
• Control panels for black and white list coupled with a 
pragmatic system to restrict sensitive names; 
• Policy manager panels allow registry staff to control access 
to products and adjust policies; 
• Feature access controller panels allow registry and registrar 
staff to customize functionalities available at various 
channels; and 
• User access controller panel allows registry and registrar 
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staff to customize access level of different users. 
 
Channel Marketing (Registrar Support): 
• Web-based multi-tier administrative control panel; 
• Ability to brand email templates and extensive email tracking; 
• Built-in marketing features such as volume discount and period 
discount tools; 
• EPP connection Software Development Kit (SDK) and toolkits (in 
Java, PERL); 
• Documentation, registrar technical training and change 
management. 
 
Billing and Payment: 
• Reminder notification with configurable alerts, content 
including other parameters; and 
• Billing Manager to manage offline payments, fund alert, 
incentive rebate calculation and online invoice. 
 
Report Management: 
• Comprehensive statistical and transaction reporting system; 
and real-time reports for channel management (transaction, 
balance, renewal, announcements etc). 
• Registrars detail and summary monthly statements; and 
• Transaction tracking and action audit logs 
 
Network Diagram 
The attached diagram shows the network architecture and 
connectivity for all the components of The Registry SRS System. 
The Registry System infrastructure is located in 2 different 
data centers for redundancy and scalability purposes. The 
primary data center consists of the SRS, DNSSEC signing and Data 
Escrow. The secondary data center will be running the WHOIS 
services. The stealth and primary DNS are located in the primary 
data center. DNS Resolution Services are fully AnyCast enabled 
and dispersed geographically. 
 
The primary data center has full redundancy up to the node 
level. The network is separated into 2 segments. The first 
network segment is IP restricted area for registrars to access 
the SRS which is the DMZ zone. The second segment is for 
internal access which consist of the database. All servers are 
protected by redundant firewall.  
 
The Web and EPP services are load-balanced between multiple 
servers. This provides maximum reliability, and is highly 
extensible by adding more servers behind the load balancers.  
Each server has redundant components (Power supplies, hard disk 
RAID, fans, network interfaces). The presence of multiple 
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servers, multiple facilities, and multiple network providers 
means that the services will be well protected against single 
points of failure. 
 
All services are setup in the secondary data center for 
emergency recovery in case of melt down in the primary data 
center. The services in the secondary data center can be online 
within 2 hours from the activation. Each site has at least 2 
different network connections to the Internet. Our data centre 
belongs to a tier 1 provider with has four backbones peering to 
other tier 1 provider.  
 
The OTE server connects to the test database where the data 
resembles the production database. The Disaster Recovery Site 
(Secondary data center) is designed to replicate the primary 
site except the OTE environment. The OTE environment is not 
essential during a disaster. The DR site shall only be used to 
temporarily take over The Registry operations while the primary 
site is being restored. A diagram of the network is attached. 
 
Interconnectivity 
The main components in the systems are SRS, Data Escrow, WHOIS, 
DNS, Reporting, Registrar Systems, Accounting System and System 
Monitoring. A diagram of the interconnectivity is attached which 
explains the interconnectivity between these components. 
 
The system consists of a SRS system where the main database 
server resides. The interfaces in the SRS system are mainly web 
and EPP. The data are received from registrars through Web panel 
or automation from registrar system to the EPP server in real 
time. The central data will then be distributed to DNS, 
Accounting system and Data escrow agent through batch processing 
mode.  
 
A secondary database cluster is configured using bidirectional 
geographical replication to replicate data from the main 
database in near real time. The secondary database will provide 
WHOIS query and data access for reports. The monitoring system 
will probe the services in the SRS in real time.  
 
Synchronization Scheme 
Interconnectivity between registry system components appear in 3 
synchronization scheme: 
1. Replication Synchronization (Only for database) 
Source (SRS) to Destination (WHOIS) 
- A secondary database cluster will be installed for providing 
the WHOIS response. The synchronisation is done using 
bidirectional database replication. The data are replicated to 
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secondary database within mili seconds. 
 
Source (SRS) to Destination (Reporting Services) 
- A secondary database cluster will be installed for providing 
reports. The synchronisation is done using bidirectional 
database replication. The data are replicated to secondary 
database within mili seconds. 
 
2. Batch Processing 
Source (SRS) to Destination (Stealth DNS) 
- A DNS reconciliation and generation program is in place to 
regenerate the zones in the interval of 2 hours. 
 
Source (Stealth DNS) to Destination (Primary DNS) 
- The zone is transfer to primary using notify = yes. Once 
records changed in stealth DNS, the primary will be notified to 
transfer the zone. The transfer takes less than 1 second. 
 
Source (Primary DNS) to Destination (Secondary DNS) 
- The zone is transfer to secondary using notify = yes. Once 
records changed in primary DNS, the secondary will be notified 
to transfer the zone. The transfer takes less than 1 second. 
  
Source (SRS) to Destination (Data Escrow) 
- A backend program will be running daily to deposit the data 
into Escrow agents SFTP server. 
 
Source (SRS) to Destination (Accounting System) 
- A backend program will be running daily to generate data file 
in the accounting system data import format. 
 
3. Real Time Access 
Source (Registrar System) to Destination (SRS) 
- All transactions will be processed in real time and response 
will be returned immediately after processing. 
 
Source (System Monitoring) to Destination (SRS) 
- The monitoring software will be probing the services in near 
real time interval (every second). 
 
Resource Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the registry service for the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. During the 
implementation of the registry system, new server hardware will 
be provisioned for SRS services. The Data Center Engineer will 
perform the server provisioning and installation of OS. Once the 
hardware is provisioned, System Administrator shall continue to 
install the required software and perform security 
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configurations. On the other hand, the Database Administrator 
will create the required schemas. The assigned Software 
Developer will configure the rules and policies into the SRS 
system. Once done, the Test Engineer will perform rigorous 
testing procedures to ensure the system performs according to 
specifications. Upon the testing is fully completed, the SRS 
system shall be hand-over to System Administrator to perform 
deployment to production environment. Throughout the process, a 
Project Manager is assigned to perform project management and 
overall control on the implementation. The Project Manager will 
conduct training to The Registry users on the functionalities of 
the system. The SRS setup shall be completed within a month. 
 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the SRS is 
deployed. The SRS will be supported by general helpdesk support 
for enquiries. Any support issue related to SRS will be 
escalated to the Application Support Engineer for trouble 
shooting. System Administrator is tasked to monitor the SRS 
availability. Whenever there is a support ticket, Application 
Support Engineer and System Administrator will further escalate 
the support request base on severity. The emergency response 
team will be triggered whenever there is a catastrophe scenario 
at the highest severity.  
 
Once a remedy is identified, Test Engineer will perform testing 
on the fixes before deployment by System Administrator. During 
maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 resources for 
the 24 x 7 helpdesk, 4 data center engineers, 2 application 
support engineers, 1 support manager, 1 test engineer and 2 
system administrators. As part of on going policy changes, a 
team of software developer is available for any common upgrade 
to the SRS and the changes will trigger the change request 
procedure in accordance to CMMI standards. 
 
Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
The Registry is committed to provide SLA according to the 
parameters below in accordance to Specification 10: 
DNS 
- DNS service availability: 0 min downtime = 100% availability 
- DNS name server availability: = 432 min of downtime (˜99%) 
- TCP DNS resolution RTT: = 1500 ms, for at least 95% of the 
queries 
- UDP DNS resolution RTT: = 500 ms, for at least 95% of the 
queries 
- DNS update time: = 60 min, for at least 95% of the probes 
 
RDDS (WHOIS) 
- RDDS availability: = 864 min of downtime (˜98%) 
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- RDDS query RTT: = 2000 ms, for at least 95% of the queries 
- RDDS update time: = 60 min, for at least 95% of the probes 
 
EPP 
- EPP service availability: = 864 min of downtime (˜98%) 
- EPP session-command RTT: = 4000 ms, for at least 90% of the 
commands 
- EPP query-command RTT: = 2000 ms, for at least 90% of the 
commands 
- EPP transform-command RTT: = 4000 ms, for at least 90% of the 
commands 
 
 
25. Extensible Provisioning Protocol (EPP): provide a detailed description of 
the interface with registrars, including how the applicant will comply with 
Extensible Provisioning Protocol in the relevant RFCs, including but not 
limited to: RFCs 3735, and 5730-5734. Provide the EPP templates and 
schemas that will be used. Include resourcing plans (number and description 
of personnel roles allocated to this area). 

Qinetics deploys real time Interface between registry and 
registrar based on EPP implementation. EPP implements a thick 
model registry where WHOIS information is stored in registry 
main database as contact set. Every registration requires a set 
of contacts to be submitted to registry system. The EPP commands 
and responses are compliance to RFC 5730 to RFC 5734. The EPP 
supports all Login Commands (login, logout), Query Commands 
(check, info, poll, transfer) and Object Transform Commands 
(create, delete, renew, transfer, update). The supported 
commands in the system are: 
 
Greeting, Hello, Login, Logout, Poll, Domain Check, Domain Info, 
Domain Create, Domain Update, Domain Delete, Domain Renew, 
Domain Transfer, Contact Check, Contact Info, Contact Create, 
Contact Update, Contact Delete, Contact Transfer, Host Check, 
Host Info, Host Create, Host Update, Host Delete  
 
The full set of commands and responses syntax are in a 30 pages 
document which can be furnished on demand.  
 
The system utilizes EPP statuses stated in the RFC as follows:  
Domain Action Statuses: 
- clientDeleteProhibited: Requests to delete the object must be 
rejected.  
- serverDeleteProhibited: Requests to delete the object must be 
rejected.  
- clientHold: Delegation information must be withheld from 
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publication in the object's nominal zone.  
- serverHold: Delegation information must be withheld from 
publication in the object's nominal zone.  
- clientRenewProhibited: Requests to renew the object must be 
rejected.  
- serverRenewProhibited: Requests to renew the object must be 
rejected.  
- clientTransferProhibited: Requests to transfer the object must 
be rejected.  
- serverTransferProhibited: Requests to transfer the object must 
be rejected.  
- clientUpdateProhibited: Requests to update the object (other 
than to remove this status) must be rejected.  
- serverUpdateProhibited: Requests to update the object (other 
than to remove this status) must be rejected.   
 
Domain State Statuses: 
- ok: This is the nominal status value for a domain object at 
all times, whether or not the domain has prohibition of 
operation statuses.  
- Expired: This is the domain status when the domain fall into 
auto renew grace period 
- RedemptionPeriod:  The domain has fall out of renewal grace 
period into redemption grace period 
- pendingRestore: A restore request has been received for the 
object, and completion of the request is pending.  
- pendingDelete: A delete request has been received for the 
object, but the object has not yet been purged from the server 
database.  
- pendingTransfer: A transfer request has been received for the 
object, and completion of the request is pending.  
 
When the requested action has been completed, the pendingDelete, 
pendingTransfer, or pendingRestore status value are removed.  
All clients involved in the transaction will  be notified using 
a service message (Poll Command) that the action has been 
completed and that the status of the object has changed. 
 
Below are conditions where domain statuses cannot co exist: 
-  "ok" status cannot be combined with any other status. 
- "pendingDelete" status is cannot be combined with either 
"clientDeleteProhibited" or "serverDeleteProhibited" status. 
-  "pendingTransfer" status is cannot be combined with either 
"clientTransferProhibited" or "serverTransferProhibited" status. 
 
The pendingDelete, pendingTransfer, and pendingRestore status 
values cannot be combined with each other. 
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All Client statuses can be performed by the Registry or 
registrar, all server statuses can only be performed by the 
Registry. 
 
Domain Transfer State Statuses: 
Pending - The domain transfer request is initiated 
clientApproved - Domain Transfer is approved by losing registrar 
clientCancelled - Gaining registrar cancel domain transfer 
request 
clientRejected - Losing registrar rejected the domain trainsfer 
request 
serverApproved  - Domain Transfer is approved by system after 
transfer grace 
serverCancelled - Domain transfer is cancelled by registry 
system 
 
Registrar will be required to download the EPP SDK (bundled with 
documentation) to establish connection to EPP Server. Procedure 
of TCP connection: 
a. Post SSL request 
b. SSL Handshaking 
c. SSL session established 
d. Send Greeting command 
e. Greeting acknowledgment 
f. Send login information 
g. Authentication process 
h. TCP over SSL connection established 
i. Send command for operation such as Domain check command 
j. Send Poll command to keep connection alive 
k. Session will be closed automatically after 20 minutes if Poll 
command is not issued 
l. Send logout command 
m. Session closed 
 
XML parser will be used against request and response to ensure 
integrity of the data and detect corruption of data. Once data 
is found to be loss or corrupted, EPP command fail response will 
be sent to the requestor. 
 
SSL 
The EPP handshake requires exchange of certificates between the 
client and the server. Qinetics implementation accepts any 
certificates issued by authorized Certificate Authority (CA). 
The authorized CA list supported: Verisign, Thawte, GeoTrust, 
EnTrust, Comodo, GlobalTrust, DigiCert, USERTrust, CyberTrust, 
Microsoft 
 
Qinetics provides a self signed certificate as optional to the 
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registrar for better security. Registrars can file in a request 
through email for Qinetics generated certificate.  
 
Once SSL handshake is established, registrar shall send in a 
Login command with username and password to access the EPP 
services. The EPP services implements IP address check before 
responding to the client. 2 Tier IP check are implemented in 
firewall and the EPP services respectively to provide double 
protection. 
 
Operation and Test Environment (OTE) 
As part of the standard procedure, registrar will be given 
access to the OTE environment only. Registrar will have to 
download the OTE guideline and program according to the 
documentation. 
 
Registrar will then send a request to start OTE test at a 
predefined time slot. Once the registrar pass the test, the 
production username and password will be sent to the registrar 
technical contact.  
  
Registration Tools 
• EPP 1.0 client SDK and documentation; and 
• Tools are downloadable from registrar interface. 
 
EPP Extensions Schemas 
The EPP shall not implement and extension except for DNSSEC 
according to RFC 5910 and IDN according to RFC 3735. The 
extensions are applied to the following commands only: 
• Domain Info 
• Domain Create 
• Domain Update 
 
The table detailing the XML for the EPP commands and responses 
are as follows: 
 
Domain Info 
- Request 
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
<epp xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance  
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0 epp-1.0.xsd"> 
  <command> 
    <info> 
      <domain:info xmlns:domain="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-
1.0" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0 domain-
1.0.xsd"> 
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        <domain:name hosts="all">example.com</domain:name> 
      </domain:info> 
    </info> 
    <clTRID>ABC-12345</clTRID> 
  </command> 
</epp> 
 
 
- Response 
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
<epp xmlns=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0” 
xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”     
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0 epp-1.0.xsd"> 
     <response> 
       <result code="1000"> 
         <msg>Command completed successfully</msg> 
       </result> 
       <resData> 
         <domain:infData 
 Xmlns:domain="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0" 
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0 domain-
1.0.xsd"> 
<domain:name>example.com</domain:name> 
           <domain:roid>EXAMPLE1-EP</domain:roid> 
           <domain:status s="ok"/> 
           <domain:registrant>jd1234</domain:registrant> 
           <domain:contact type="admin">sh8013</domain:contact> 
           <domain:contact type="tech">sh8013</domain:contact> 
           <domain:ns> 
<domain:hostObj>ns1.example.com</domain:hostObj> 
<domain:hostObj>ns1.example.net</domain:hostObj> 
           </domain:ns> 
           <domain:host>ns1.example.com</domain:host> 
           <domain:host>ns2.example.com</domain:host> 
           <domain:clID>ClientX</domain:clID> 
           <domain:crID>ClientY</domain:crID> 
           <domain:crDate>1999-04-03T22:00:00.0Z</domain:crDate> 
           <domain:upID>ClientX</domain:upID> 
           <domain:upDate>1999-12-03T09:00:00.0Z</domain:upDate> 
           <domain:exDate>2005-04-03T22:00:00.0Z</domain:exDate> 
           <domain:trDate>2000-04-08T09:00:00.0Z</domain:trDate> 
           <domain:authInfo> 
             <domain:pw>2fooBAR</domain:pw> 
           </domain:authInfo> 
         </domain:infData> 
       </resData> 
<extension> 
     <secDNS:infData 
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xmlns:secDNS="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:secDNS-1.1"> 
<secDNS:dsData> 
   <secDNS:keyTag>12345</secDNS:keyTag> 
   <secDNS:alg>3</secDNS:alg> 
   <secDNS:digestType>1</secDNS:digestType> 
   <secDNS:digest>49FD46E6C4B45C55D4AC</secDNS:digest> 
 
(Below are optional) 
                   <secDNS:keyData> 
               <secDNS:flags>257</secDNS:flags> 
               <secDNS:protocol>3</secDNS:protocol> 
               <secDNS:alg>1</secDNS:alg> 
              <secDNS:pubKey>AQPJ////4Q==</secDNS:pubKey> 
                   </secDNS:keyData> 
</secDNS:dsData> 
     </secDNS:infData> 
 </extension> 
       <trID> 
         <clTRID>ABC-12345</clTRID> 
         <svTRID>54322-XYZ</svTRID> 
       </trID> 
     </response> 
</epp> 
 
 
Domain Create (IDN) 
- Request 
   <?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
   <epp xmlns=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0” 
xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”        
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0 epp-1.0.xsd"> 
     <command> 
       <create> 
         <domain:create  
xmlns:domain=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0” 
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0 
 domain-1.0.xsd"> 
           <domain:name>xn--asjeiu3h34jhew.com</domain:name> 
           <domain:period unit="y">2</domain:period> 
           <domain:ns> 
<domain:hostObj>ns1.example.com</domain:hostObj> 
<domain:hostObj>ns1.example.net</domain:hostObj> 
           </domain:ns> 
           <domain:registrant>jd1234</domain:registrant> 
           <domain:contact type="admin">sh8013</domain:contact> 
           <domain:contact type="tech">sh8013</domain:contact> 
           <domain:authInfo> 
             <domain:pw>2fooBAR</domain:pw> 
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           </domain:authInfo> 
         </domain:create> 
       </create> 
<extension>  
<ext:extension xmlns:ext="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:ext-1.0" 
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:ext-1.0 ext-1.0.xsd">  
      <langtag>CHI</langtag>  
</ext:extension>  
</extension>  
       <clTRID>ABC-12345</clTRID> 
     </command> 
   </epp> 
 
 
- Response 
 <?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
   <epp xmlns=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0” 
xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance” 
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0 
epp-1.0.xsd"> 
     <response> 
       <result code="1000"> 
         <msg>Command completed successfully</msg> 
       </result> 
       <resData> 
         <domain:creData 
 xmlns:domain=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0” 
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0 
 domain-1.0.xsd"> 
           <domain:name> xn--asjeiu3h34jhew.com </domain:name> 
           <domain:crDate>1999-04-03T22:00:00.0Z</domain:crDate> 
           <domain:exDate>2001-04-03T22:00:00.0Z</domain:exDate> 
         </domain:creData> 
       </resData> 
       <trID> 
         <clTRID>ABC-12345</clTRID> 
         <svTRID>54321-XYZ</svTRID> 
       </trID> 
     </response> 
   </epp> 
 
 
Domain Create (DNSSEC) 
-Request 
   <?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
   <epp xmlns=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0” 
xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance”        
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0 epp-1.0.xsd"> 
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     <command> 
       <create> 
         <domain:create  
xmlns:domain=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0” 
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0 
 domain-1.0.xsd"> 
           <domain:name>example.com</domain:name> 
           <domain:period unit="y">2</domain:period> 
           <domain:ns> 
<domain:hostObj>ns1.example.com</domain:hostObj> 
<domain:hostObj>ns1.example.net</domain:hostObj> 
           </domain:ns> 
           <domain:registrant>jd1234</domain:registrant> 
           <domain:contact type="admin">sh8013</domain:contact> 
           <domain:contact type="tech">sh8013</domain:contact> 
           <domain:authInfo> 
             <domain:pw>2fooBAR</domain:pw> 
           </domain:authInfo> 
         </domain:create> 
       </create> 
<extension> 
<secDNS:create xmlns:secDNS="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:secDNS-1.1"> 
   <secDNS:maxSigLife>604800</secDNS:maxSigLife> 
   <secDNS:dsData> 
<secDNS:keyTag>12345</secDNS:keyTag> 
<secDNS:alg>3</secDNS:alg> 
<secDNS:digestType>1</secDNS:digestType> 
<secDNS:digest>49FD46E6C4B45C55D4AC</secDNS:digest> 
 
(below are optional) 
<secDNS:keyData> 
       <secDNS:flags>257</secDNS:flags> 
       <secDNS:protocol>3</secDNS:protocol> 
       <secDNS:alg>1</secDNS:alg> 
       <secDNS:pubKey>AQPJ////4Q==</secDNS:pubKey> 
</secDNS:keyData> 
</secDNS:dsData> 
</secDNS:create> 
</extension> 
       <clTRID>ABC-12345</clTRID> 
     </command> 
   </epp>    
 
- Response 
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
   <epp xmlns=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0” 
xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance” 
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0 
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epp-1.0.xsd"> 
     <response> 
       <result code="1000"> 
         <msg>Command completed successfully</msg> 
       </result> 
       <resData> 
         <domain:creData 
 xmlns:domain=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0” 
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0 
 domain-1.0.xsd"> 
           <domain:name>example.com</domain:name> 
           <domain:crDate>1999-04-03T22:00:00.0Z</domain:crDate> 
           <domain:exDate>2001-04-03T22:00:00.0Z</domain:exDate> 
         </domain:creData> 
       </resData> 
       <trID> 
         <clTRID>ABC-12345</clTRID> 
         <svTRID>54321-XYZ</svTRID> 
       </trID> 
     </response> 
   </epp> 
 
 
Domain Update 
-Request 
 <?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
   <epp xmlns=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0” 
 xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance” 
 xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0 
epp-1.0.xsd"> 
     <command> 
       <update> 
         <domain:update 
 xmlns:domain=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0” 
xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:domain-1.0 
domain-1.0.xsd"> 
           <domain:name>example.com</domain:name> 
           <domain:add> 
             <domain:ns> 
<domain:hostObj>ns2.example.com</domain:hostObj> 
             </domain:ns> 
             <domain:contact type="tech">mak21</domain:contact> 
             <domain:status s="clientHold" 
              lang="en">Payment overdue.</domain:status> 
           </domain:add> 
           <domain:rem> 
             <domain:ns> 
<domain:hostObj>ns1.example.com</domain:hostObj> 
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             </domain:ns> 
             <domain:contact type="tech">sh8013</domain:contact> 
             <domain:status s="clientUpdateProhibited"/> 
           </domain:rem> 
           <domain:chg> 
<domain:registrant>sh8013</domain:registrant> 
             <domain:authInfo> 
               <domain:pw>2BARfoo</domain:pw> 
             </domain:authInfo> 
           </domain:chg> 
           <domain:add> 
                <domain:status s="clientHold"/> 
            </domain:add> 
         </domain:update> 
       </update> 
    <extension> 
<secDNS:update xmlns:secDNS="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:secDNS-1.1"> 
     <secDNS:rem> 
         <secDNS:dsData> 
              <secDNS:keyTag>12345</secDNS:keyTag> 
              <secDNS:alg>3</secDNS:alg> 
              <secDNS:digestType>1</secDNS:digestType> 
              
<secDNS:digest>38EC35D5B3A34B33C99B</secDNS:digest> 
         </secDNS:dsData> 
     </secDNS:rem> 
     <secDNS:add> 
         <secDNS:dsData> 
              <secDNS:keyTag>12346</secDNS:keyTag> 
              <secDNS:alg>3</secDNS:alg> 
              <secDNS:digestType>1</secDNS:digestType> 
              
<secDNS:digest>38EC35D5B3A34B44C39B</secDNS:digest> 
 
(below are optional) 
<secDNS:keyData> 
       <secDNS:flags>257</secDNS:flags> 
       <secDNS:protocol>3</secDNS:protocol> 
       <secDNS:alg>1</secDNS:alg> 
       <secDNS:pubKey>AQPJ////4Q==</secDNS:pubKey> 
                </secDNS:keyData> 
         </secDNS:dsData> 
      </secDNS:add> 
</secDNS:update> 
    </extension> 
    <clTRID>ABC-12345</clTRID> 
    </command> 
   </epp> 
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-Response 
 
<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?> 
   <epp xmlns=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0” 
xmlns:xsi=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance” 
 xsi:schemaLocation=“urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:epp-1.0 
epp-1.0.xsd"> 
     <response> 
       <result code="1000"> 
         <msg>Command completed successfully</msg> 
       </result> 
       <trID> 
         <clTRID>ABC-12345</clTRID> 
         <svTRID>54321-XYZ</svTRID> 
       </trID> 
     </response> 
   </epp> 
 
 
Resource and Operation Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the registry service for the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. During the 
implementation of the registry system, new server hardware will 
be provisioned for EPP services. The Data Center Engineer will 
perform the server provisioning and installation of OS. Once the 
hardware is provisioned, System Administrator shall continue to 
install the required software and perform security 
configurations. The assigned Software Developer will configure 
the rules and policies into the EPP system. Once done, the Test 
Engineer will perform rigorous testing procedures to ensure the 
system performs according to specifications. Upon the testing is 
fully completed, the EPP system shall be hand-over to System 
Administrator to perform deployment to production environment. 
Throughout the process, a Project Manager is assigned to perform 
project management and overall control on the implementation. 
The Project Manager will conduct training to the Registry users 
on the functionalities of the system. The EPP setup shall be 
completed within a month. 
 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the System is 
deployed. The EPP will be supported by general helpdesk support 
for enquiries. Any support issue related to EPP will be 
escalated to the Application Support Engineer for trouble 
shooting. System Administrator is tasked to monitor the EPP 
availability. Whenever there is a support ticket, Application 
Support Engineer and System Administrator will further escalate 
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the support request base on severity. The emergency response 
team will be triggered whenever there is a catastrophe scenario 
at the highest severity.  
 
Once a remedy is identified, Test Engineer will perform testing 
on the fixes before deployment by System Administrator. During 
maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 resources for 
the 24 x 7 helpdesk, 4 data center engineers, 2 application 
support engineers, 1 support manager, 1 test engineer and 2 
system administrators. As part of on going policy changes, a 
team of software developer is available for any common upgrade 
to the EPP and the changes will trigger the change request 
procedure in accordance to CMMI standards. 
 
EPP Server Capacity Plan 
System performance depends heavily on the application server 
capability and the processes required for completing a 
transaction.  As the transaction load increases, the system 
performance can be increased by tuning the application server, 
upgrade the hardware of the server or increase the number of 
servers and utilizing load balancers. A test has been carried 
out using the below hardware for the capacity planning: 
 
- 1 x Dual Core CPU 1.6GHz 
- 2G RAM 
 
The test results recorded with a database of 180,000 names and 
100 concurrent EPP connections for each commands (in parallel 
1500 commands posting) in our test environment are as follows: 
 
EPP Queries 
- Average 1.5 seconds response time for query transactions 
- Average 4 seconds response time after 90% line 
 
EPP transactions 
- Average 1.5 seconds response time for transactional commands 
- Average 5 seconds response time after 90% line 
 
The results are shown in the screen shot below. According to the 
result, more than 90% of online transactions take less than 2 
seconds in average to response and the remaining of 10% (more 
time-consuming) transactions can also be completed in 5 seconds 
as per expectation. 
 
Based on the proposed 2 EPP server hardware which is 4 times 
more powerful than the test server, the system can handle up to 
500 concurrent connections easily. The number of servers will be 
increased based on the growth of number of registrars or change 
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in the maximum number of connections allocated. 
 
Shall the number of registrars increase, new servers will be 
provisioned into shared pool. Each registrar will have equal 
access to the shared pool of connections. The shared pool will 
serve registrars on First Come First Serve basis. 
 
 
26. Whois: describe how the applicant will comply with ICANN's Registry 
Publicly Available Registration Data (Whois) specifications for data objects, 
bulk access, and lookups as defined in Specifications 4 and 6 to the registry 
agreement. Describe how the Applicant's Registry Publicly Available 
Registration Data (Whois) service will comply with RFC 3912. Describe 
resourcing plans (number and description of personnel roles allocated to this 
area). 

WHOIS System Architecture  
The WHOIS service contains data submitted by registrars during 
the domain name registration process. Any changes made to the 
data will be reflected in real-time, thus providing all 
interested parties with up-to-date information. 
The WHOIS services to be provisioned include: 
a. Port 43 command prompt WHOIS; 
b. Searchable Port 80 web based WHOIS; 
c. Configurable Port 43 rate limiter to prevent excessive 
request from the same IP; 
d. Penalty for violation of query limit (e.g. barring access for 
the next 24 hours); 
e. Ability to exclude certain IPs from normal rate limiting 
facilities; 
f. Support multilingual WHOIS display;  
g. Easy, scalable and reliable WHOIS service; 
h. Ensure accuracy in the display of WHOIS data; and 
i. Conforms to RFC 3912. 
 
WHOIS Access Method 
WHOIS service shall be accessed via: 
Command line (port 43) 
The command line WHOIS allow queries by domain name in 
compliance to RFC 3912. The information will be displayed in a 
standard format. The WHOIS client makes a text request to the 
WHOIS server, then the WHOIS server replies with text content.  
All requests are terminated with ASCII CR and then ASCII LF.  
The response might contain more than one line of text, so the 
presence of ASCII CR or ASCII LF characters does not indicate 
the end of the response.  The WHOIS server closes its connection 
as soon as the output is finished. The closed TCP connection is 
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the indication to the client that the response has been 
received. 
 
Registry Public Web Site (port 80) 
The web based WHOIS is a searchable WHOIS by domain name. The 
corresponding information will be displayed if a match is found. 
  
Both web and command prompt WHOIS will be accessing a standard 
database connection pool before connecting to the database as 
shown below. The secondary database is configured to replicate 
the data from production database in real time. A 
interconnectivity diagram between the SRS and WHOIS service is 
attached. 
 
DB Connection Thread Controller 
The WHOIS system will connect directly to replicate secondary 
database using a connection pool which will limit the number of 
maximum connections that can be connected to the database at any 
given time. Once the maximum is reached, the remaining requests 
are queued until the current connections are released. If the 
connection(s) could not be released on time (until database 
timeout hits), the system will throw an error out stating that 
the system is currently busy.  
 
Searchable WHOIS Service 
The Registry will offer searchable web-based WHOIS service on a 
subscription basis and reserves the rights to impose a fee. The 
searchable WHOIS will have partial match capabilities on the 
following fields:  
• domain name 
• registrant’s name 
• registrant’s postal address 
• all the sub-fields described in EPP (e.g., street, city, state 
or province, etc.). 
 
The WHOIS will offer exact-match capabilities on the following 
fields:  
• registrar id 
• name server name 
• name server’s IP address (only applies to glue records). 
 
The searchable WHOIS will allow Boolean search capabilities 
supporting logical operators to join a set of search criteria: 
AND, OR, NOT. The search results will include domain names 
matching the search criteria. 
 
A potential form of abuse for this feature is data-mining, which 
is already commonly seen in the domain name industry with many 
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domain name registries implementing reviewing their public WHOIS 
display policies to mitigate the problem. For example, SGNIC 
(.SG Registry) has recently revamped their WHOIS display to 
remove the mailing address of the registrant and administrative 
contact, the mailing address and telephone number of the 
technical contact and all of the information of the billing 
contact. The formal announcement from SGNIC can be found at 
http://sgnic.sg/news/sgnic-sg-whois-changes-2-may-2012. 
 
The subscribers can access the searchable WHOIS feature from the 
Registry website. To access this feature, the subscriber would 
have to apply for access to the feature and sign an agreement 
with the Registry. The Registry reserves the right not to 
approve the application. Upon approval, the subscriber would be 
given an unique login to ensure non-abusive use of this feature. 
The search is also protected by Image Verification Check (IVC). 
The access to this service will be monitored by the Registry. 
Any abuse detected by the Registry will be severely dealt with 
and the access of the offending subscriber will be revoked 
immediately. 
 
All subscribers will agree to abide by all applicable privacy 
laws and policies as stated in the Searchable WHOIS Subscription 
Agreement. 
 
WHOIS Data Watch Service 
The Registry will provide a service for alerts on WHOIS 
information change. Any changes on the WHOIS data will be 
alerted to the previous and the new email address of the 
registrant contact. The Registry shall provide the services for 
free but reserves the right to impose a fee on the service. This 
feature provides extra security to ensure accuracy of the WHOIS 
information.  
 
WHOIS Query Control 
The WHOIS service has the capability to perform query limit to 
avoid bulk access. The Registry has the flexibility to amend the 
rate limit any time. To avoid further access to the registrant 
information, the search do not allow query on the registrant 
name. The search will return exact match results to avoid 
harvesting of related matching records.  
 
WHOIS and Privacy 
The Registry shall provide access to registrant information to 
the extent compatible with applicable privacy laws and policies. 
The Registry shall not use the WHOIS data to send any 
unsolicited email to registrants, to solicit registrants by 
telephone or to otherwise engage in unauthorized uses of their 
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data. the Registry shall not sell any WHOIS data to third party 
under any circumstances.  
 
Registrars will agree to abide by all applicable privacy laws 
and policies as stated in the Registry Registrar Agreement. 
Registrars shall require customers to enter into an agreement 
prohibiting the customer from using the WHOIS database to send 
email, contact by phone or use it for other commercial purposes.  
 
Registrars are required to post privacy policies that provide 
clear and complete notice to registrants of the type of data 
that will be collected, the use of such data in operating the 
Registry service and correct data maintained by the Registry. 
Such data are required for submission of domain registration. 
 
System Network and Hardware: 
For optimum effect of WHOIS server, minimum 2 WHOIS servers will 
be provisioned. 2 database servers are provisioned as replicated 
secondary database cluster from the production site. A backup 
WHOIS server is setup for disaster recovery purposes in the 
primary data center. The network diagram is attached. 
 
Interconnectivity and Synchronization 
A replicated secondary database cluster is configured to 
replicate data from the main database in the SRS system. The 
secondary database will provide WHOIS query and data access for 
reports. The replication will be done using MySQL bidirectional 
geographical replication feature which is near real time and 
providing active-active hot site. The monitoring system will 
probe the services in the SRS in real time.  
 
Source (SRS) to Destination (WHOIS) 
- A secondary database cluster will be installed for providing 
the WHOIS response. The synchronisation is done using 
bidirectional database replication. The data are replicated to 
secondary database within mili seconds. 
 
WHOIS Output 
The WHOIS server is based on a template system for both web 
interface and command line based WHOIS. The templates can be 
configured and changed in real time. The standard WHOIS output 
format is as below: 
 
Sample WHOIS Output (Search By Domain): 
Domain Name:EXAMPLE<New gTLD String> 
Created On:18-Feb-1996 05:00:00 UTC 
Last Updated On:26-Mar-2010 16:53:27 UTC 
Expiration Date:19-Feb-2015 05:00:00 UTC 
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Sponsoring Registrar:GoDaddy.com, Inc. (R91-VIP) 
Status:DELETE PROHIBITED 
Status:TRANSFER PROHIBITED 
Status:UPDATE PROHIBITED 
Registrant ID:VIP-0000012 
Registrant Name:Registration Department 
Registrant Organization:Domain Company. 
Registrant Street1: 
Registrant Street2:
Registrant Street3: 
Registrant City:
Registrant State/Province:
Registrant Postal Code:
Registrant Country:
Registrant Phone:
Registrant Phone Ext.: 
Registrant FAX:
Registrant FAX Ext.: 
Registrant Email:
Admin ID:VIP-22131674 
Admin Name:Registration Department 
Admin Organization:Domain Company. 
Admin Street1:
Admin Street2:
Admin Street3: 
Admin City:
Admin State/Province:
Admin Postal Code:
Admin Country:US 
Admin Phone:
Admin Phone Ext.: 
Admin FAX:
Admin FAX Ext.: 
Admin Email:
Tech ID:VIP-12131674 
Tech Name:Registration Department 
Tech Organization:Domain Company 
Tech Street1:
Tech Street2:
Tech Street3: 
Tech City:
Tech State/Province:
Tech Postal Code:
Tech Country:
Tech Phone:
Tech Phone Ext.: 
Tech FAX:
Tech FAX Ext.: 

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Informat on Redacted
Contact n ormation Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact nformation Redacted

Contact Informat on Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact nformation Redacted

Contact nformation Redacted

Contact Informat on Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Informat on Redacted

Contact nformation Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
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Tech Email:
Name Server:NS1.EXAMPLE<New gTLD String> 
Name Server:NS2.EXAMPLE<New gTLD String> 
DNSSEC:Signed 
DS Created 1:26-Mar-2010 16:52:50 UTC 
DS Maximum Signature Life 1:3456000 seconds 
DS Key Tag 1:54135 
Algorithm 1:5 
Digest Type 1:1 
Digest 1:225F055ACB65C8B60AD18B3640062E8C23A5FD89 
DS Created 2:26-Mar-2010 16:53:27 UTC 
DS Maximum Signature Life 2:3456000 seconds 
DS Key Tag 2:54135 
Algorithm 2:5 
Digest Type 2:2 
Digest 
2:6CDE2DE97F1D07B23134440F19682E7519ADDAE180E20B1B1EC52E7F58B283
1D 
 
If the information does not exist, WHOIS will display a message  
e.g. “No Record Found”. 
Sample WHOIS Output (Search By Host or Host IP: For Searchable 
WHOIS Subscribers Only): 
 
Hostname: ns1.fivio.tld 
Created On:18-Feb-1996 05:00:00 UTC 
Last Updated On:26-Mar-2010 16:53:27 UTC 
Expiration Date:19-Feb-2015 05:00:00 UTC 
Sponsoring Registrar:GoDaddy.com, Inc. (R91-VIP) 
IP address: 202.11.11.90 
IP address: 202.11.11.91 
 
Sample WHOIS Output (Search By Registrar Name, Address, Phone 
etc: For Searchable WHOIS Subscribers Only): 
Registrar Name: Example Registrar, Inc. 
Street: 1234 Admiralty Way 
City: Marina del Rey 
State/Province: CA 
Postal Code: 90292 
Country: US 
Phone Number: +1.3105551212 
Fax Number: +1.3105551213 
NEW GTLD AGREEMENT SPECIFICATIONS 
Email: registrar@example.tld 
WHOIS Server: whois.example-registrar.tld 
Referral URL: http://www. example-registrar.tld 
Admin Contact: Joe Registrar 
Phone Number: +1.3105551213 

Contact Information Redacted
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Fax Number: +1.3105551213 
Email: joeregistrar@example-registrar.tld 
Admin Contact: Jane Registrar 
Phone Number: +1.3105551214 
Fax Number: +1.3105551213 
Email: janeregistrar@example-registrar.tld 
Technical Contact: John Geek 
Phone Number: +1.3105551215 
Fax Number: +1.3105551216 
Email: johngeek@example-registrar.tld 
 
Sample WHOIS Output (Search By Registrant ID: For Searchable 
WHOIS Subscribers Only): 
Registrant ID:TLD-0000012 
Created On:18-Feb-1996 05:00:00 UTC 
Last Updated On:26-Mar-2010 16:53:27 UTC 
Expiration Date:19-Feb-2015 05:00:00 UTC 
Sponsoring Registrar:GoDaddy.com, Inc. (R91-VIP) 
Registrant Name:Registration Department 
Registrant Organization:Domain Company. 
Registrant Street1: 
Registrant Street2:
Registrant Street3: 
Registrant City:
Registrant State/Province:
Registrant Postal Code:
Registrant Country:
Registrant Phone:
Registrant Phone Ext.: 
Registrant FAX:
Registrant FAX Ext.: 
Registrant Email:
 
Internationalized Domain Name (IDN) 
The same templates that are used for the English version will be 
used for IDN display. Users will have to convert the domain name 
to xn—before executing the query.  
 
IPv6 Address 
Any hostname submitted with IPv6 AAAA record will be displayed.  
 
Resource and Operation Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the registry service of the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. During the 
implementation of the registry system, new server hardware will 
be provisioned for WHOIS services. The Data Center Engineer will 
perform the server provisioning and installation of OS. Once the 
hardware is provisioned, System Administrator shall continue to 

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Con ac  nforma ion Redac ed

Contact Informat on Redacted

Contact Informat on Redacted

Contact Informat on Redacted

Contact nformation Redacted
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install the required software and perform security 
configurations. On the other hand, the Database Administrator 
will ensure the database cluster work fine across geographically 
different data centers. The assigned Software Developer will 
configure the WHOIS display template into the WHOIS system. Once 
done, the Test Engineer will perform rigorous testing procedures 
to ensure the system performs according to specifications. Upon 
the testing is fully completed, the WHOIS system shall be hand-
over to System Administrator to perform deployment to production 
environment. Throughout the process, a Project Manager is 
assigned to perform project management and overall control on 
the implementation. The Project Manager will conduct training to 
the Registry users on the functionalities of the system. The 
WHOIS setup shall be completed within 2 weeks. 
 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the System is 
deployed. The WHOIS will be supported by general helpdesk 
support for enquiries. Any support issue related to WHOIS will 
be escalated to the Application Support Engineer for trouble 
shooting. System Administrator is tasked to monitor the EPP 
availability. Whenever there is a support ticket, Application 
Support Engineer and System Administrator will further escalate 
the support request base on severity. The emergency response 
team will be triggered whenever there is a catastrophe scenario 
at the highest severity.  
 
Once a remedy is identified, Test Engineer will perform testing 
on the fixes before deployment by System Administrator. During 
maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 resources for 
the 24 x 7 helpdesk, 4 data center engineers, 2 application 
support engineers, 1 support manager, 1 test engineer and 2 
system administrators. As part of on going policy changes, a 
team of software developer is available for any common upgrade 
to the WHOIS and the changes will trigger the change request 
procedure in accordance to CMMI standards. 
 
Compliance Table (Specification 4) 
The table showing our compliance to specification 4 is attached. 
 
 
27. Registration Life Cycle: provide a detailed description of the proposed 
registration lifecycle for domain names in the proposed gTLD. The 
description must explain the various registration states as well as the criteria 
and procedures that are used to change state. It must describe the typical 
registration lifecycle of create/update/delete and all intervening steps such as 
pending, locked, expired, and transferred that may apply. Any time elements 
that are involved - for instance details of add-grace or redemption grace 
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periods, or notice periods for renewals or transfers - must also be clearly 
explained. Describe resourcing plans (number and description of personnel 
roles allocated to this area). 

Registration (1 to 10 years) 
A .THAI domain name can be registered for a span of 1 to 10 
years. 
1. Active Period 
A .THAI domain name becomes ACTIVE immediately upon being 
registered, meaning that it is no longer available for 
registration. The WHOIS record of the newly registered domain is 
created upon registration. A .THAI domain name can be active for 
1-10 years depending on the duration of the registration term 
selected by the registrant. A .THAI domain name can be 
transferred from one registrar to another while it is in ACTIVE 
state. The domain will have OK status. 
 
2. Registry-Lock 
This condition can only be set by the Registry. A .THAI domain 
name with this status cannot be transferred, modified or deleted 
by its registrar. The domain can however be renewed. The domain 
will be resolvable as it is included in the Registry zone files 
if the domain has been delegated to at least one name server. 
The domain will have serverTransferProhibited, 
serverUpdateProhibited, serverDeleteProhibited statuses. 
 
3. Registry-Hold 
This condition can only be set by the Registry. A .THAI domain 
with this status cannot be transferred, modified or deleted by 
its registrar. The domain can however be renewed. The domain 
will not be resolvable as it is not included in the Registry 
zone files. The domain will have serverHold Status. 
 
Renewal 
A .THAI domain name can be renewed up to a maximum period of 10 
years. The following are the rules that govern the renewal of a 
domain name: 
• The request to renew a domain name should contain the Period 
parameter to identify the number of years to be added to the 
registration. If not provided, the system provides a default one 
year renewal. 
• The request to renew a domain name must contain the current 
expiration date. This is required to ensure that repeated 
attempts to retry this command do not result in multiple 
successful renewals. 
• The system renews the domain name for the period specified by 
the registrar.  If the domain name renewal is completed 
successfully, the system returns the new registration expiration 
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date in the response. 
• The number of years requested plus the time of the remaining 
registration period cannot exceed 10 years.  Registration 
periods are capped at 10 years per the agreements between the 
Registry and ICANN.  Any attempt to create a registration period 
longer than 10 years will be rejected with an error response 
code.  For example, if a registration has 18 months remaining 
until expiration and 9 years are requested for the renewal, the 
request would be rejected.  The resulting period would be 10 
years and 6 months - this is not allowed because it is greater 
than 10 years. 
 
The state diagram of the .THAI domain life cycle is attached. 
 
Grace periods are available for billable EPP commands to account 
for errors and support the auto-renewal model.  The applicable 
grace period information is returned in the domain info EPP XML 
response. 
 
Add Grace Period  
The Add Grace Period is a specified number of calendar days 
following the initial registration of the domain.  The proposed 
Add Grace Period is 5 calendar days. The domain could be in OK 
or prohibited statuses. 
 
If a Delete, Renew, or Transfer operation occurs within the 5 
calendar days, the following rules shall apply: 
• Delete. If a domain name is deleted within the Add Grace 
Period, the sponsoring registrar will be refunded the amount of 
the registration fee. The domain name is immediately deleted 
from the Registry database and available for registration by any 
registrar. If a domain name is deleted after the 5 calendar day 
grace period expires, it will be placed in the Redemption Period 
Status for 30 calendar days and then deleted via the system 
after going through a 5 calendar day Pending Delete Period.  
• Renew. If a domain name is renewed within the Add Grace 
Period, there will be no grace period credit for the 
registration fee. In addition to the initial registration 
charge, the sponsoring registrar will be charged for the number 
of years the domain name is renewed up to a maximum resulting 
registration period of not more than 10 years.  
• Transfer. A domain name may not be transferred within the Add 
Grace Period. Registrants are prohibited from changing 
registrars within the first 60 days of the initial registration 
of the domain name. 
 
Add Grace Period Consensus Policy 
If a domain is deleted within the Add Grace Period, the 
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sponsoring registrar is credited for the amount of the 
registration fee.  However, the Add Grace Period Consensus 
Policy limits the number of deletes within the grace period that 
are allowed per registrar. It is the intention of this Policy is 
to limit the behavior known as “domain tasting” through 
modifications to the Add Grace Period (AGP) process. 
 
The Add Grace Period Consensus Policy can be found on the ICANN 
website at http://www.icann.org/en/tlds/agp-policy-17dec08-
en.htm 
 
The Registry will not offer any refund to an ICANN accredited 
registrar for any domain names deleted during the AGP that 
exceed (i) 10% of that registrar's net new registrations 
(calculated as the total number of domain name registrations of 
one-year through ten-year registrations) in that month, or (ii) 
fifty (50) domain names, whichever is greater, unless an 
exemption has been granted by the Registry. The calculation will 
be done automatically by the system.  
 
A registrar may seek an exemption from the Registry from the 
application of such restrictions in a specific month under 
special circumstances. A report would have to be presented to 
the Registry by the registrar requesting for the exemption 
stating the circumstances and that the registrar was unable to 
prevent the deletions from taking place. The acceptance of any 
exemption will be at the sole and reasonable discretion of the 
Registry, however special circumstances which reoccur regularly 
for the same registrar will not be deemed acceptable and will be 
rejected as a reason.  
 
Example: 
If a registrar has 1,000 net new registrations, had its account 
with the Registry auto-debited for US$5,000 (based on a price of 
US$5 per domain name registration), and had 250 AGP deletes, the 
Registrar would be entitled to a refund of US$500 for 100 AGP 
deletes (10% of 1,000 net new registrations at US$5 per domain 
name registration). The registrar would not be eligible for a 
refund of US$750 for the additional 150 deletes made. 
 
Renew Grace Period  
The Renew Grace Period is a specified number of calendar days 
following the renewal/extension of a domain name registration 
period.  The proposed Renew Grace Period is 5 calendar days. The 
domain could be in OK or prohibited statuses. 
 
If a Delete, Renew, or Transfer occurs within that 5 calendar 
days, the following rules apply: 
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• Delete: If a domain name is deleted within the Renew Grace 
Period, the sponsoring registrar will be refunded the renewal 
fee.  The domain then enters the Redemption Grace Period unless 
the deletion occurs during the 5 day Add Grace Period.  
• Renew A domain name can be renewed up to a total of 10 years. 
If a domain name is renewed within the Renew Grace Period, there 
will be no grace period credit for the renewal fee. The 
sponsoring registrar will be charged the renewal fee for each of 
the additional number of years the domain name is renewed.  
• Transfer: If a domain name is transferred within the Renew 
Grace Period, the number of years that was renewed for the 
domain name will still be valid. 
 
If a domain name is deleted and then restored or if a domain 
name transfer is approved or auto-approved [within the grace 
period], then the domain name is no longer considered to be in 
the renew grace period. 
 
Transfer Grace Period  
The Transfer Grace Period is a specified number of calendar days 
following the completion of a domain name transfer, The proposed 
Transfer Grace Period is 5 calendar days. The domain could be in 
OK or prohibited statuses. 
 
If a Delete, Renew, or Transfer operation occurs within the 5 
calendar days, the following rules apply:  
• Delete. If a domain is deleted within the Transfer Grace 
Period, the sponsoring registrar will be refunded the 
registration fee.   
• Renew. If a domain is renewed within the Transfer Grace 
Period, there will be no grace period credit for the transfer 
fee. In addition to the transfer fee, the registrar will be 
charged for the number of years the registration is renewed 
resulting in a registration period of not more than 10 years. 
• Transfer. A domain can be transferred to another registrar 
within the Transfer Grace Period.  There will be no refund for 
the transfer fees.  The gaining registrar will be charged for 
the transfer fee.    
 
If a domain is deleted and then restored or if a domain transfer 
is approved or auto-approved [within the grace period], then it 
is considered no longer to be in the transfer grace period. 
 
Auto-renew Grace Period  
The Auto-Renew Grace Period is a specified number of calendar 
days following the completion of the auto-renewal (via batch 
process) of the domain name. The proposed Auto-Renew Grace 
Period is 45 calendar days. The domain will be in Expired 
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status. 
 
If the sponsoring registrar does not renew the domain name prior 
to its expiration date, The Registry automatically renews the 
domain for 1 year. The renewal of the domain name is executed by 
The Registry system the day prior to the expiration date via a 
batch process.  The sponsoring registrar has 45 calendar days to 
delete the domain and receive a refund for the domain name 
renewal fee.   
 
If a Delete, Renew, or Transfer operation occurs within the 45 
calendar days, the following rules apply: 
• Delete. If a domain name is deleted within the Auto-Renew 
Grace Period, the sponsoring registrar will be refunded the 
renewal fees. 
• Renew. A domain name can be renewed up to a total of 10 years. 
If a domain name is renewed within the Auto-Renew Grace Period, 
there will be no grace period credit for the renewal fee.  
• Transfer. If a domain name transfer is approved or auto-
approved within the Auto-renewal Grace Period, the losing 
registrar is refunded the renewal fees.. 
  
Overlapping Grace Periods  
If an operation is performed that falls into more than one grace 
period, the actions appropriate for each grace period apply as 
follows: 
• If a domain is deleted within the Add Grace Period and the 
renew Grace Period, then the registrar is credited the 
registration and renew amounts, taking into account the number 
of years for which the registration and renewal were done.  
• If several billable operations, including transfers, are 
performed on a domain and the domain is deleted within the grace 
periods of each of those operations, only those operations that 
were performed after the latest successful transfer, including 
the latest transfer, are credited to the current registrar.  
• If a domain is deleted within one or several transfer Grace 
Periods, then only the current sponsoring registrar is credited 
for the last transfer amount.  For example, if a domain is 
transferred from Registrar A to Registrar B, and then to 
Registrar C and finally deleted by Registrar C within the 
Transfer Grace Period of the first, second, and third transfers,  
then only the last transfer is credited to Registrar C. 
 
NOTE: There is no special logic for renewals within any grace 
period. For example, if a domain is renewed within the Transfer 
Grace Period, then the current registrar’s account is debited 
for the number of years the registration is renewed.  
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5. Pending Period 
Pending Periods are defined as a specified number of calendar 
days following a specific operation during which certain 
operations are prohibited.  The following subsections define the 
length of each pending period and the operations that are 
allowed within each pending period. 
 
Types of Pending Periods  
There are three Pending Periods - Redemption Period, Pending 
Restore, and Pending Delete.   
NOTE: These three periods correspond to the following statuses 
in EPP – redemptionPeriod, pendingRestore, and pendingDelete. 
 
When a delete domain request is successful, the domain is placed 
on redemptionPeriod status for 30 days.  During this 30-day 
Redemption Period, the domain can be restored if the registrar 
submits a successful Restore request and Restore Report.   
 
The successful restore request changes the domain to 
pendingRestore status and subsequently, the successful Restore 
Report replaces the pendingRestore status with the ok status 
 
If a domain in pendingRestore status does not have a Restore 
Report successfully submitted within the 7 day pending period 
Pending Restore Period, then the domain is moved to the 
beginning of a new 30 day Redemption Period. 
 
If the domain is not successfully restored within the 30 day 
Redemption Period, then the domain is changed to pendingDelete 
status. The domain remains in the Pending Delete Period for 5 
days before it is purged and made immediately available for 
registration. 
 
Redemption Period 
The proposed Redemption Period is 30 calendar days.  When a 
domain name is deleted outside of the Add Grace period, it is 
placed on redemptionPeriod status for 30 days.   
 
The Redemption Period status does NOT apply to domain names 
deleted within the 5 day Add Grace Period.  If a domain name is 
deleted within the 5 day Add Grace Period, it is immediately 
purged from the Registry, and immediately made available for 
registration. 
 
The Redemption Period is designed to help registrars defend 
against inadvertent deletions. By placing the domain name on 
Redemption Period status for 30 days, the registrar has a 
sufficient time to realise the deletion and restore it, and not 
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worry about the domain name being purged from the Registry. 
 
Pending Restore Period 
The proposed Pending Restore Period is 7 calendar days. A domain 
stays in the redemptionPeriod status for 30 days OR until a 
successful RESTORE command places the domain on pendingRestore 
status.  
 
The domain name stays in pendingRestore status for 7 calendar 
days or until a Restore Report is received from the Registrar 
and verified to be complete. 
 
If a domain in pendingRestore status does not have a Restore 
Report successfully submitted within the 7 day pending period, 
then the domain is moved to the beginning of a new 30 day 
Redemption Period. 
 
Pending Delete Period 
The proposed Pending Delete Period is 5 calendar days.  A domain 
name that is deleted outside of the Add Grace Period, and does 
not have a RESTORE command issued during the 30 day Redemption 
Period is placed into the Pending Delete Period. 
 
Once a domain enters the Pending Delete Period, it cannot be 
restored. The domain stays in pendingDelete status for 5 days 
and then it is purged from the system at the end of the 5 days. 
It should be noted that no EPP operations can be performed on 
domains with the pendingDelete status. 
 
Pending Transfer Period 
The proposed Pending Transfer Period is 5 calendar days. A 
successful TRANSFER REQUEST command will place the domain on 
pendingTransfer status for 5 days or until the transfer is 
explicitly approved, rejected, cancelled, or auto-approved.  
 
The sponsoring registrar (also referred to as the losing 
registrar) has 5 calendar days to approve or reject the request. 
If the potential winning registrar receives an approve response, 
then the domain is automatically transferred.  If the potential 
gaining registrar receives a reject response, then the 
pendingTransfer status is removed. If the potential gaining 
registrar does not receive any response by the end of 5 calendar 
days, then the request is automatically approved. 
 
Resource and Operations Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the registry service for the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. The assigned Software 
Developer will configure the domain life cycle into the system. 
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Once done, the Test Engineer will perform rigorous testing 
procedures to ensure the system performs according to 
specifications. Upon the testing is fully completed, the 
configurations shall be hand-over to System Administrator to 
perform deployment to production environment. Throughout the 
process, a Project Manager is assigned to perform project 
management and overall control on the implementation. The 
Project Manager will conduct training to the Registry users on 
the domain life cycle of the system. The domain life cycle setup 
shall be completed within 2 weeks. 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the System is 
deployed. The domain life cycle will be supported by general 
helpdesk support for enquiries. Any support issue related to 
domain life cycle will be escalated to the Application Support 
Engineer for trouble shooting. Whenever there is a support 
ticket, Application Support Engineer will further escalate the 
support request base on severity. The emergency response team 
will be triggered whenever there is a catastrophe scenario at 
the highest severity.  
 
Once a remedy is identified, Test Engineer will perform testing 
on the fixes before deployment by System Administrator. During 
maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 resources for 
the 24 x 7 helpdesk, 2 application support engineers, 1 support 
manager, 1 test engineer and 2 system administrators. As part of 
on going policy changes, a team of software developer is 
available for any common upgrade to the domain life cycle and 
the changes will trigger the change request procedure in 
accordance to CMMI standards. 
 
The Registry shall allocate resources from its Operation team to 
the following finance and billing activities: 
- Refund and billing activities with the registrars; 
- Discrepancies on billing with the registrars; 
- Reconcile the billing on the accounts and the systems 
 
The Registry relies on the automated system for calculation of 
billing and refund activities based on the logics of the 
Registration Life Cycle as described in this section. Operation 
Manager will lead the management and administration for the 
finance and billing function. 
 
 
 
28. Abuse Prevention and Mitigation: Applicants should describe the 
proposed policies and procedures to minimize abusive registrations and other 
activities that have a negative impact on Internet users. Answers should 
include: 
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• safeguards the applicant will implement at the time of registration, policies 

to reduce opportunities for abusive behaviors using registered domain 
names in the TLD, and policies for handling complaints regarding 
abuse. Each registry operator will be required to establish and publish 
on its website a single abuse point of contact responsible for addressing 
matters requiring expedited attention and providing a timely response 
to abuse complaints concerning all names registered in the TLD 
through all registrars of record, including those involving a reseller. 

• a description of rapid takedown or suspension systems that will be 
implemented. 

• proposed measures for management and removal of orphan glue records for 
names removed from the zone. 

• resourcing plans (number and description of personnel roles allocated to 
this area). 

The Registry recognizes that the abusive uses of domain names, 
such as phishing, spamming and distribution of malware, are 
growing problem across the Internet. These behaviors are 
increasingly perpetrated by professional criminals who use 
technically and socially sophisticated means to victimize the 
public and misuse Internet resources. 
 
The Registry will adopt an anti-abuse use policy that is 
designed to benefit registrants, registrars and end-users of the 
domain names across the Internet. It will define the abusive 
practices with respect to the domain names and outline the 
prevention and mitigation effort towards these practices. 
 
Implementation Plan 
1. Single Abuse Point of Contact 
 
The Registry will establish an Implementation Plan for handling 
complaints about abuse, as following: 
• Registry will prominently publish abuse contact information on 
its website; 
• The abuse contact will prominently displayed on its webpage, 
and a uniform naming convention will be utilized to facilitate 
discovery of the website; 
• The abuse contact information shall consist of telephone and 
email address. The email address may be an alias, not a specific 
person’s name, to manage operational efficiency; 
• Request submitted by verified law enforcement agencies to this 
contact will receive an acknowledgement of receipt from the 
registry within 24 hours; and 
• The contact at the registry will be empowered to act in 
response to a well-founded report of illegal, criminal or 
malicious activity involving the domain name registration. 
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Policies for Handling Complaints regarding Abuse 
1. Scope of Jurisdiction 
The Registry’s area of jurisdiction for handling complaints is 
only limited to matters related to the domain names. It does not 
have the authority to handle complaints related to other Top 
Level Domains (TLDs), web hosting, email services and 
objectionable website content. 
 
2. Anti-Abuse Use Policy 
a. Registrar 
The Registry intends to incorporate Anti Abuse Use Policy into 
the The Registry Registrar Agreement (RRA). Registrars should 
not tolerate abusive use related to the domain names for which 
they act as sponsoring registrars.  
 
Under the provision of the Registry Registrar Agreement (RRA), 
Registrar shall promptly investigate complaints alleging any 
such abusive practices, and shall take all appropriate actions 
based upon such investigations.  Registrar shall use 
commercially reasonable effort to resolve the complaints, as 
request or recommended by the registry or any legal authority.  
 
Registrar’s failure to comply with the policy shall constitute a 
material breach of the RRA, and shall give rise to the rights 
and remedies available to the registry under the RRA.  
 
b. Registry  
Pursuant to the RRA, The Registry reserve the right to deny, 
cancel, or transfer any registration or transaction, or place 
any domain name(s) on registry lock or hold, in its discretion, 
with the aim to: 
• Protect the security and stability of the DNS; 
• Comply with any applicable court order, laws, government rules 
and requests of law enforcement; 
• Comply with any dispute resolution process; 
• Comply with the terms of Registration Agreement; 
• Avoid any liability, civil or criminal, on the part of the 
registry, as well as its affiliates, subsidiaries, officers, 
directors and employees; 
• Correct mistakes of the registry or any registrars with 
regards to the domain registration. 
 
The Registry reserves the right to place upon registry lock, 
hold or similar status a domain name during resolution of a 
dispute. 
 
Glue Records 
The Registry does not allow orphan glue records. Glue records 
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are removed when (or required to be removed before) the 
delegation point NS record is removed. Other domain names that 
need the glue record for correct DNS operation may become 
unreachable or less reachable depending on their settings of DNS 
service. 
 
Resource Plan 
Anti-Abuse Desk 
The Registry will have a management staff (i.e. Operations 
Manager) to spearhead the setting up of an anti-abuse desk, 
dedicated to handle all matters with regards to abuse. An 
Administrative Executive will be hired to assist the Operations 
Manager for the handling of abuse complaints, shall the workload 
increase. 
 
The Registry will intend to engage external providers to resolve 
the abuse complaints, such as: 
• Uniform Rapid Suspension (URS), as drafted by ICANN;  
• Rapid Takedown, as similar service engaged by ICM Registry 
(the operator of .XXX TLD); or/and 
• Legal professional to deal with any legal matters arise.  
 
The budget for the engagement of the legal professional is 
provisioned in the projection forecast in Template 1. The fees 
for the URS and Rapid Takedown would be borne by the 
complainant. 
 
Joining Working Groups 
To keep up with knowledge in dealing with anti-abuse issues and 
mitigation practises, The Registry intends to participate in 
Anti-Phishing Working Group (APWG). The APWG is the global pan-
industrial and law enforcement association focused on 
eliminating fraud and identity theft that result from phishing, 
pharming, and email spoofing of all types. The APWG also focuses 
on policy-related issues associated with the DNS to examine 
abuses of the DNS that may require remediation.  
 
The Registry may also tap into the forum of Registry Internet 
Safety Group (RISG). The purpose of RiSG is to facilitate 
dialogue, affect change, and promulgate best practices to combat 
domain name abuse, Internet identity theft in all its forms and 
malware distribution. The member registry operators are 
examining anti-abuse best practices and use cases for 
registries, and opportunities for data sharing.  
 
WHOIS Accuracy 
The Registry intends to outline measures to promote WHOIS 
accuracy that to be undertaken by the registry directly or by 
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the registrars via the requirements in the The Registry-
Registrar Agreement (RRA). 
 
The Registry intends to incorporate the WHOIS Accuracy policy 
into the RRA where Registrars are required to regularly monitor 
registration data for accuracy and completeness.  
 
Registrar shall use commercially reasonable effort to monitor 
and check on the registration data, as requested or recommended 
by the registry.  
 
Registrar’s failure to comply with the policy shall constitute a 
material breach of the RRA, and shall give rise to the rights 
and remedies available to the registry under the RRA.  
 
Authentication of registrant information 
The domain name is for open registration and generic use TLD. 
The Registry (via its registrars) will perform authentication of 
the registrant information as complete and accurate during 
Sunrise registration.  
 
Regular Monitoring of Registration Data for Accuracy and 
Completeness 
The Registry will randomly sample WHOIS data from the registry 
database daily, and will check on the registration data for 
accuracy and completeness. Any WHOIS irregularities or 
inaccuracies found during the sampling will be forwarded to the 
sponsoring registrars for their subsequent remedies.  
 
Any failure to remedy the situation in a timely fashion may 
result the domain name to be treated as violation of 
Registration Agreement, where anti-abuse domain use policy shall 
be enforced. 
 
The Registry will rely on the WHOIS Data Reminder Policy (WDRP) 
set down by ICANN for the accredited registrars to ensure the 
WHOIS data of all the domain names are at least reviewed once a 
year for accuracy. 
 
The Registry provides a Data Watch service which will will email 
the new and old registrant contact address when there is a 
change in contact information for the domain. This mechanism 
works as a counter check measurement to ensure that the 
registrant validates that the information. The registrant can 
contact The Registry through the anti-abuse helpdesk. 
 
Policies and Procedures that define malicious or abusive 
behavior  
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1. Definition of Abuse 
The Registry does not tolerate the abusive use of its domain 
name, which causes security and stability issues for the 
registry, registrars and the general Internet community. The 
Registry defines abusive use as the wrong use of power, position 
or ability and includes but is not limited to the following: 
- Illegal or fraudulent actions; 
- Any form of spam i.e. email spam, messaging spam etc; 
- Phishing which involves the use of bogus websites to obtain 
personal information; 
- Pharming which involves redirecting unknowing users to 
fraudulent websites to obtain personal information; 
- Willful dissemination of malware; 
- Fast-flux hosting which involves the use of DNS to frequently 
change the location of a website to hide its location or host 
illegal activities; and 
- Botnet command and control. 
 
Establishing Service Level Requirement for resolution 
2. Participating in Uniform Rapid Suspension (URS) 
The Registry will cooperate with ICANN for the implementation of 
URS, shall the policies and procedures are finalized. The 
involvement of the registry for the scope of URS shall include 
the followings: 
• Upon completion of the Administrative Review, the URS Provider 
will immediately notify the registry (via email) (“Notice of 
Compliant”) after the Compliant has deemed compliant with the 
filing requirements. Within 24 hours of receipt of the Notice of 
Complaint from the URS Provider, the registry shall “lock” the 
domain name, meaning the registry shall restrict all changes to 
the registration data, including transfer and deletion of the 
domain names, but the name will continue to resolve. The 
registry will notify the URS provider immediately upon locking 
the domain name (“Notice of Lock”). 
• If after the Examination in Default case, the Examiner rules 
in favor of the Registrant, the URS provider shall notify the 
registry. Upon receiving the official notice from the URS 
provider, the registry will unblock the name and return full 
control of the domain name registration to the Registrant. 
• If the Determination is in favor of the Complainant, upon 
receiving the official decision from the URS provider, the 
registry will suspend the domain name, which shall remain 
suspended for the balance of the registration period and would 
not resolve to the original web site. The nameservers shall be 
re-directed to an informational web page provided by the USR 
Provider.  
• The Registry will incorporate URS into the Registration 
policies, as a takedown measures and procedures to minimize 
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abusive registration.   
 
3. Alternative use of Rapid Takedown Dispute Resolution Policies 
In the absence of URS, The Registry may provide a Rapid Takedown 
process through engagement with a dispute resolution provider 
that consists of a response team of qualified expert (qualified 
UDRP panelist).  
 
The Registry agrees that majority of cases that go through the 
Uniform Dispute Resolution Process (UDRP) are mainly obvious 
variant of well-known marks. As such, it would be a waste of 
time or resources for the most obvious cases of infringement to 
go through the UDRP filings. The Registry may provide a rapid 
takedown process where a response team of qualified experts 
(qualified UDRP panellists) will be involved to determine within 
48 hours of receipt of a short and simple claim of involving a 
well-known mark or otherwise inherently distinctive mark and a 
domain name where no conceivable good faith basis exists. The 
results may result in an immediate termination of the domain 
name, but will not prejudice either party’s election to pursue 
other dispute mechanisms. 
 
4. Service Level for responding to law enforcement requests 
In responding to law enforcement requests, The Registry will use 
the provision within the Anti-Abuse Domain Use policy to act 
quickly to take down sites that are harboring malware, launching 
phishing attacks, or otherwise being used to launch attacks 
across the Internet.  
 
5. Disqualification of Registrant 
Traditionally, speculative abusive domain registrations have 
always attracted a small group of individuals and organizations 
specializing in high volume registrations due to the 
profitability of abusive registrations. The Registry may 
disqualify any registrants that have been found to be making 
abusive registrations and their agents or any parties determined 
to be acting in cahoots will also be disqualified from 
maintaining any registrations or making future registrations in 
the TLD. 
 
Control for proper access to domain function 
The Registry intends to outline measures to promote access 
control to domain functions by the registrars. The measures to 
be outlined in the RRA shall include: 
• Requiring strong passwords from registrants to process update, 
transfers and deletion requests; 
• Requiring the notification of multiple, unique points of 
contact when a domain has been updated, transferred or deleted.  
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29. Rights Protection Mechanisms: Applicants should describe how their 
proposal will comply with policies and practices that minimize abusive 
registrations and other activities that affect the legal rights of others. Describe 
how the registry operator will implement safeguards against allowing 
unqualified registrations, and reduce opportunities for behaviors such as 
phishing or pharming. At a minimum, the registry operator must offer either 
a Sunrise period or a Trademark Claims service, and implement decisions 
rendered under the URS. Answers may also include additional measures such 
as abusive use policies, takedown procedures, registrant pre-verification, or 
authentication procedures, or other covenants. Describe resourcing plans 
(number and description of personnel roles allocated to this area). 

The Registry shall implement and adhere to any Rights Protection 
Mechanisms (RPMs) that may be mandated by ICANN from time to 
time. Additional RPMs as further described below may also be 
developed and implemented by The Registry to discourage and 
prevent abusive domain name registrations. All RPMs mandated by 
ICANN and independently developed by The Registry will be 
included in the The Registry registry-registrar agreement. 
 
Compliance with RPM mandated by ICANN 
Trademark Clearinghouse 
The Registry will use Trademark Clearinghouse to support its 
pre-launch or initial launch period rights protection mechanism 
(RPMs). These RPMs, at minimum, will consist of a Trademark 
Claim service and a Sunrise process. 
 
The Registry agrees to adhere to the Clause 6 ‘Mandatory Rights 
Protection Mechanisms’ and Clause 7 ‘Protection for Marks in 
Clearinghouse’ of the Trademark Clearinghouse attachment to the 
DAG.  
 
The Registry shall also take reference to the Trademark Notice 
as attached in the same document.  
 
The Registry has allocated budget as cost of sales to pay 
Trademark Clearinghouse for the Trademark Claims and Sunrise 
service.  
 
Uniform Rapid Suspension System (“URS”) 
The Registry will cooperate with ICANN for the implementation of 
URS, shall the policies and procedures are finalized. The 
involvement of the registry for the scope of URS shall include 
the followings: 
• Upon completion of the Administrative Review, the URS Provider 
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will immediately notify the registry (via email) (“Notice of 
Compliant”) after the Compliant has deemed compliant with the 
filing requirements. Within 24 hours of receipt of the Notice of 
Complaint from the URS Provider, the registry shall “lock” the 
domain name, meaning the registry shall restrict all changes to 
the registration data, including transfer and deletion of the 
domain names, but the name will continue to resolve. The 
registry will notify the URS provider immediately upon locking 
the domain name (“Notice of Lock”). 
• If after the Examination in Default case, the Examiner rules 
in favor of the Registrant, the URS provider shall notify the 
registry. Upon receiving the official notice from the URS 
provider, the registry will unblock the name and return full 
control of the domain name registration to the Registrant. 
• If the Determination is in favor of the Complainant, upon 
receiving the official decision from the URS provider, the 
registry will suspend the domain name, which shall remain 
suspended for the balance of the registration period and would 
not resolve to the original web site. The nameservers shall be 
re-directed to an informational web page provided by the USR 
Provider.  
• The Registry will incorporate URS into the Registration 
policies, as a takedown measures and procedures to minimize 
abusive registration.   
 
Trademark Post-Delegation Dispute Resolution Procedure 
(Trademark PDDRP) 
As part of the intended Registry Agreement, The Registry agrees 
to participate in all post delegation procedures and be bound by 
the resulting Determinations.  
 
Registry Restriction Dispute Resolution Procedure (RRDRP) 
The TLD is a generic use TLD and there is no intention to set 
out any registration restriction in the Registry Agreement. At 
such, it is unclear if the RRDRP would apply with The Registry.  
 
Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP) 
The Registry will adopt UDRP within the Registration Agreement 
and also be adopted by the registrars. Essentially, the UDRP is 
a policy between a registrar and its customer and is included in 
registration agreements for all ICANN-accredited registrars.  
 
Transfer Dispute Resolution Policy (TDRP) 
The Transfer Dispute Resolution Policy (TDRP) applies to 
transactions in which a domain-name holder transfers or attempts 
to transfer a domain name to a new registrar. The TDRP concerns 
registrar disputes under the Inter-Registrar Transfer Policy. 
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The Registry will support the TDRP, and the proceedings may be 
filed with an independent dispute resolution provider (i.e. 
HKIRC).  
 
Additional Measures Specific to Rights Protection 
Sunrise Program for Registrant Pre-Verification 
The Registry intends to adopt a Sunrise Program that has the 
following details: 
RPMs   
- Sunrise with three phases: 
Phase 1: Sunrise for Governments 
Phase 2: Sunrise for registered trade marks 
Phase 3: Sunrise for company names 
 
- Schedule / Length of Sunrise  
Phase 1: 4 weeks 
Phase 2: 4 weeks 
Phase 3: 4 weeks 
Landrush: 2 weeks 
General Availability 
 
- Term of Registration 
Sunrise: Two years minimum 
Open registration: One year minimum, ten year maximum 
 
- Submission Process 
a) Via The Registry accredited registrars. 
b) All applications under each Sunrise phase deemed to have 
arrived at the same time. Electronic auctions held between 
eligible competing applicants for the same term.  
c) English auction format selected with highest bidder winning.  
d) Auction will be carried out by outsourcing provider. 
 
- Policies Key term 
Comply with terms in Trademark Clearing House 
 
- Character strings 
Comply with terms in Trademark Clearing House 
 
- Authentication 
All application validated by third party Verification Agent, 
namely Trademark Clearinghouse appointed by ICANN. 
 
- Amendments & Reconsiderations  
a) Verification Agent could request an Amendment Clarification 
from applicant to correct a typographical mistake. No additional 
fee charged. 
b) Applicant could apply for Reconsideration within seven days 
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of a rejection on the basis of original application or with the 
provision of further information. 
 
- Supporting information  
Proof of eligibility such as Certified copy of trade mark 
certificate could be requested by Verification Agent. Certified 
translations of such document into English could also be 
requested. 
 
- Challenge Mechanism  
a) Sunrise Registration Challenge Policy administered by TCH or 
Hong Kong International Arbitration Center (HKIAC) 
b) During domain auction, an invited bidder who disputed the 
entitlement of a competing bidder must notify The Registry and 
initiate a dispute prior to the commencement of the auction.  
c) HKIAC will administer the Challenge Process for Pioneer 
Names.  
 
- Disputes  
All registrants agree to be bound by the UDRP.  
 
- Dispute provider 
Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre (HKIAC) 
 
- Auction  
a) Selecting auctions between competing applicants rather than 
First Come First Served. 
b) Pre-validation offer by Validation agent. Pre-validation 
applications were to assign a code with which permitted instant 
approval following submission to the registry.  
 
- Pioneer Program 
Pioneer Program allocates desirable names to applicant who 
competed via a provision of Business Plans stating why they 
deserved a term. Applications accompanied by a deposit, and 
shall return to winning applicant when they showed receipts for 
marketing to the value of the deposit.  
 
Sunrise Challenge Policy 
The Sunrise Challenge Policy shall be applied only during the 
sunrise period for the TLD. The challenges under the Sunrise 
Challenge Policy shall be administered by the Hong Kong 
International Arbitration Centre (the “Centre”). 
 
A third-party (the “Challenger”) is required to submit to a 
mandatory administrative proceeding to seek cancellation, 
transfer or other changes to a domain name registration, in 
compliance with the rules that: 
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• Phase 1: Sunrise for Governments 
The corresponding government body objects to the right the 
applicant claims or fails to acknowledge the application. 
•Phase 2: Sunrise for registered trade marks 
o The applicant is not the owner, co-owner or assignee of the 
corresponding registered mark. 
o The registered mark was not registered in full force and 
effect at the time of application of the domain name. 
o The applied-for domain names is not a exact match or 
acceptable match to the textual or word elements of the 
registered mark which the application of the domain name is 
based on. 
o The registered mark was not registered with a trademark office 
or trademark registry that corresponds  to one of the states or 
other entities  set out in the WIPO Standard ST.3 code. 
• Phase 3: Sunrise for company names 
o The applied-for domain name does not correspond with the name 
of the registered entity. 
o The applied-for domain name is not an exact match or 
acceptable match to the textual or word elements of the name of 
the registered entity which the application of the domain name 
is based on. 
 
All challenges under this Policy must be submitted to the Centre 
no later than 120 days after the conclusion of the proposed 
Sunrise Period. The first challenge to be filed will be granted 
priority by the Centre if there are multiple challenges for the 
same domain name. The Centre’s challenge is of an administrative 
nature and shall be final. The Centre shall not be required to 
state reasons for its decision. 
 
The fees for the submission of a challenge and its response 
shall be decided by the Centre prior to the start of the Sunrise 
Period. 
 
The Registry shall not participate in the administration or 
conduct of any proceeding before the Centre under this Policy. 
The Registry shall also not be liable as a result of any 
decisions rendered by the Centre. 
 
The Centre shall notify the challenger and The Registry of all 
its decision made under this Policy. If the Centre rules in 
favor of the challenger and the domain name is to be transferred 
to the new registrant, the Centre shall provide an authorization 
code provided by the Registry to transfer the domain name to its 
preferred registrar and update all the WHOIS information within 
30 days that the authorization code is provided. 
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Abusive Use Policy 
The Registry does not tolerate the abusive use of its domain 
name, which causes security and stability issues for the 
registry, registrars and the general Internet community. The 
Registry defines abusive use as the wrong use of power, position 
or ability and includes but is not limited to the following: 
- Illegal or fraudulent actions; 
- Any form of spam i.e. email spam, messaging spam etc; 
- Phishing which involves the use of bogus websites to obtain 
personal information; 
- Pharming which involves redirecting unknowing users to 
fraudulent websites to obtain personal information; 
- Wilful dissemination of malware; 
- Fast-flux hosting which involves the use of DNS to frequently 
change the location of a website to hide its location or host 
illegal activities; and 
- Botnet command and control. 
 
In regards to abusive use as defined above, The Registry 
reserves the right to deny, cancel or transfer any registration 
and lock or place any domain name(s) on hold that it deems 
necessary in its discretion to protect the integrity and 
stability of the registry and comply with any applicable laws, 
government rules, requests of law enforcement, or any dispute 
resolution process.  
 
Resource Plan 
The Registry will have a management staff (i.e. Operations 
Manager) to spearhead the compliance to ICANN policy matters, 
and enforce our policies for RPMs are adhered by the Registrars 
and Registrants. An Administrative Executive will be hired to 
assist the Operational Manager for the policy matters, shall the 
workload increase.  
 
During the Sunrise periods, the RPM mechanisms are outsourced to 
the respective outsourcing partners, namely Trademark Clearing 
House, URS provider, PDDRP provider, and UDRP providers, 
Registry backend service provider and legal professionals. Our 
internal resources are deployed for the following areas: 
- Coordination with the providers; 
- Liaison with ICANN for the compliance issues; 
- Communication with registrars and registrants (where 
necessary); 
- Public relation; and 
- Development of new policies.  
 
During the implementation phase, the software developer of 
Qinetics shall configure the reserve words based on input by the 
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operations manager and ICANN default reserve list. The developer 
shall perform the configuration of the sunrise, landrush and 
general availability phases into the SRS between sunrise cooling 
periods.  
 
Upon the completion of the implementation phase, the Test 
Engineer of Qinetics will perform rigorous testing procedures to 
ensure that the system performs according to specifications. 
Once the testing phase is completed, the configuration shall be 
hand-over to System Administrator to be deployed to the 
production environment. A Project Manager is assigned to perform 
project management and overall control during the implementation 
phase. The Project Manager will conduct training for the 
registry users on the sunrise, landrush and general availability 
handling in the system. The setup shall be completed in stages 
according to the sunrise process. The configuration in each 
stage shall be completed in 2 weeks. 
  
The system will be in maintenance mode after the System is 
deployed. The Operation Manager and the Administrative Executive 
of The Registry will monitor the registration and WHOIS data 
daily for any potential trademark issues. They will process the 
trademark cases and complaints according to policy set by the 
operations manager. The Operation Team of The Registry shall 
participate in various workgroups to be updated on any new 
trademark infringement scenarios and best practices. They shall 
perform policy review and refinement from time to time so that 
the rights protection policy can cover as many cases as 
possible. The application support engineer of Qinetics is tasked 
to maintain the reserve list according to instructions given by 
the Operation Team of The Registry. 
 
 

Demonstration of Technical & Operational Capability 
(Internal) 
 
30(a). Security Policy: provide summary of the security policy for the 
proposed registry, including but not limited to: 

• indication of any independent assessment reports demonstrating secuirty 
capabilities; 

• description of any augemented secuirty levels or capabilities commensurate 
with the nature of the applied for gTLD string; 

• lists of commitments made to registrants concerning security levels; 
Summary of Security Policies 
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The Registry adopts standard registration policies without any 
specific services related to e.g. financial services. As such 
Criterion 5 is not applicable to the Registry. The Registry 
outsource the technical backend registry service to Qinetics. 
The Registry will deploy Security Policy and Security Measures 
of Qinetics.  
 
The policies established provides a comprehensive approach as 
highlight below, to identify and prevent unauthorized access, 
intrusion, loss of information and software error. Qinetics has 
wide experience on security implementation with successful 
implementation of ISO27001 in .HK registry system. 
 
• Physical Security 
Physical security is provided by data center. Only authorized 
personnel are allowed to enter the premises of the data center. 
Below are standard policies set: 
o Data Center Access Policy 
o Equipment Policy 
o Site Visits Policy 
 
• Network Security 
This layer protects all equipment in the network from hacker or 
malicious attack. Another layer of sniffer (IPS) is put in place 
as second layer of screening. Security alarm will be triggered 
if there are abnormal activities in the network. Standard 
policies applied: 
o Firewall Policy 
o Denial of Services Policy 
o System Monitoring Policy 
 
• Host Security 
At the server level, governance policy is required to establish 
control over access to the servers and movement of servers. 
Below are the standard policies to achieve control over these 
parameters: 
o Server Access Policy 
 
• Application Security 
Security is built within the applications running on the 
servers. The applications are built using the well known Open 
Web Application Security Project (OWASP) security policy  
 
• General 
Other that the above policies, general policies below applied 
across the network, server, application and data center to 
ensure system and registrants are well protected: 
o Password Policy 
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o Data Integrity Policy 
o System audit Policy 
o Security Patch Policy 
o Security Response Policy 
o Acceptable Use Policy 
 
Security Assessment 
Qinetics has engaged independent 3rd party auditor to perform 
product assessment which is inclusive of security assessment as 
1 of the core assessment.  The Malaysia MSC Product Assessment & 
Rating Standard was developed by TUV Rheinland Malaysia Sdn. 
Bhd., in collaboration with Macrofirm Technology Sdn. Bhd., 
under the commissioning of the Multimedia Development 
Corporation (MDeC). TUV Rheinland Malaysia is a member of TÜV 
Rheinland Group, a global leader in independent testing and 
assessment services. The TÜV Rheinland Group was established in 
1872, and has offices located in over 490 locations in 61 
countries on all five continents.  
 
Existing software quality evaluation standards were used as the 
basis for the development and endorsement of the software 
quality criteria and sub-criteria to be assessed in MSC Malaysia 
Software Product Assessment and Rating Standard. This is also 
referred to as the “As-is Situation”. The standards used as the 
basis for development of this assessment standard are as 
follows: 
• CMMI (Capability Maturity Model Integration) Ver. 1.3 Dev  
• ISO/IEC 9126 (Software Engineering – Product Quality)  
• ISO/IEC 14598 (Information technology - Software product 
evaluation)  
• Common Criteria (CC) 
 
In the product assessment, a total of 13 main requirements or 
criteria, divided into 6 process-related criteria (criteria in 
which the process of development of the software product is 
assessed) and 7 product-related criteria (criteria in which the 
developer’s methods to manage and ensure the actual performance 
of their software product is assessed), were identified for 
inclusion in the Standard. These criteria in turn were divided 
into a further 44 process-related sub-criteria and 32 product-
related sub-criteria to make a total of 76 sub-criteria. 
 
Evaluation Report 
This evaluation report is based on the findings of the MSC 
Malaysia Product Assessment & Rating on-site product evaluation. 
As a supplement to the awarded rating, this report provides 
recommendations to improve the company’s methods of ensuring 
product quality. 
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The MSC Malaysia Product Assessment & Rating rates the product 
on 13 main criteria which are divided into: 
1) Six (6) Process-related criteria, ie. criteria in which the 
process of development of the software product is assessed. 
2) Seven (7) Product-related criteria, ie. criteria in which the 
developer’s methods to manage and ensure the actual performance 
of their software product itself is assessed. 
 
Results of the evaluation are as below: 
Overall % Compliance 97% 
Process-Related Requirements: 
- Requirements Management   95% 
- Technical Solution   100% 
- Product Integration   100% 
- Validation   98% 
- Verification   100% 
- Support   100% 
 
Product-Related Requirements: 
- Functionality   100% 
- Reliability   100% 
- Security   91% 
- Usability   92% 
- Maintainability   100% 
- Portability   96% 
- Architectural Principles   97% 
 
A copy of the Product Assessment Evaluation and Rating Report 
and Product Assessment Certificate is attached. 
 
 
30(b). Security Policy: provide the security policy and procedures for the 
proposed registry, including: 

• system (data, server, application / services) and network access control, 
ensuring systems are maintained in a secure fashion, including details of 
how they are monitored, logged and backed up; 

• resources to secure integrity of updates between registry systems and 
nameservers, and between nameservers, if any; 

• independent assessment report to demonstrate security capabilities (if any), 
and provision for periodic independent assessment reports to test 
security capabilities; 

• provisioning and other measures that mitigate risks posed by denial of 
service attacks; 

• computer and network incident response policies, plans, and processes; 
• plans to minimize the risk of unauthorized access to its systems or 
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tampering with registry data; 

• intrusion detection mechanisms, 
• details for auditing capability on all network access; 
• physical security approach; 
• identification of department or group responsible for the registry's security 

organization; 
• background checks conducted on security personnel; 
• a threat analysis for the proposed registry, the defenses that will be deployed 

against those threats, and provision for periodic threat analysis updates; 
• number and description of personnel roles allocated to this area; and 
Security Policy and Procedures 
 
Physical Security Policies 
Data Center Access Policy 
- Automated Access - Keycard (card swipe) holder 
Card swipe access is available to the data center on a 7x24 
basis for authorized card holders. Card swipe access is limited 
to authorized Qinetics Data Center staffs. 
- Manual Access - Non-keycard holder 
Qinetics will maintain a list of authorized personnel who are 
granted access to the equipment housed in the data center. The 
list is provided to Data Center for authorization purpose. When 
access is required, proper notification and justification will 
need to be provided, in accordance with the access policy set 
forth in the Site Visit section of this document. Qinetics 
authorized personnel with pre-approved manual access to the Data 
Center are required to identify themselves to Data Center 
Operations and sign in/out of the Data Center using the Site Log 
located in the Data Center Operations Surveillance Area. 
- Vendor Access 
An approved Qinetics vendor list is maintained at the data 
center. With proper notification and justification as set forth 
in the Site Visit section of this document, approved vendors 
will be allowed into the data center to perform scheduled 
maintenance or repair work. Vendors with approved manual access 
to the Data Center are required to identify themselves to Data 
Center Operations and sign in/out of the Data Center using the 
Site Log located in the Data Center Operations Surveillance 
Area. 
- Data Center Tours / Visitors 
In general, casual visits and/or tours of the data center are 
not allowed.  
 
Receiving new equipment 
Qinetics authorized personnel will inform Data Center Operations 
via telephone or email with details of what is included in a 
particular shipment. Data Center Operations will receive the 
equipment, store it in a secure location, and notify Qinetics 
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when the shipment arrives.  
 
Installation of new equipment 
Staging and racking policies at the Data Center requires all 
equipment housed in the Data Center machine room to: 
• be rack-mountable, and housed in standard racks using standard 
rack configurations, and 
• possess power and heat consumption specifications that are 
within Data Center specified thresholds. 
 
Equipment is to be moved directly from the loading dock to a 
separate, pre-designated “staging” area for de-skidding and de-
boxing. After equipment has been removed from its packaging, it 
may be brought into the Data Center machine room for 
installation in a rack. Unpacking and de-skidding of equipment 
is not allowed within the Data Center machine room in order to 
maintain a clean room environment.  
 
Site Visits Policy 
- Planned Work Visit 
Qinetics authorized personnel who are planning to work on 
equipment within the Data Center will provide Data Center 
Operations with at least 3 days advance notice of the scheduled 
work taking place. Planned-work site visits must be pre-approved 
by the Data Center Manager, providing as much notice as possible 
increases the likelihood that the desired work window will be 
available. Requests for planned site visits should be made in 
accordance with the policy set forth below in the “Requesting a 
Site Visit” section of this document. Planned work site visits 
are approved and tracked via the ticketing system. 
- Unplanned (Emergency) Work visit 
Qinetics Authorized personnel will be allowed immediate access 
to the Data Center when an emergency situation warrants that 
access. It is requested that Emergency-work site visits be 
preceded by a telephone call to Data Center Operations 
explaining the situation and the need for immediate access. 
 
Requesting a Site Visit 
- Request Access for a Planned Work visit 
Requests for planned work must be made to the Data Center 
Operations staff as far in advance of the planned work as 
possible. The request can be made either via a Change/Outage 
ticket or directly to the Data Center Operations staff via phone 
or email. 
 
Open Change/Outage requests are regularly reviewed by Data 
Center Management for possible work conflicts and ultimately, 
for approval and scheduling of the request. 
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- Request Access for an Emergency Work visit 
Immediate visits are permitted for emergency work only. The 
emergency visit must be accompanied by notification to Data 
Center Operations by an authorized Qinetics representative with 
details of the urgent issue and corresponding need for access. 
In order to preserve the security of the facility, emergency 
access will not be granted to personnel who have not been 
identified to Data Center Operations as authorized Qinetics 
personnel. 
 
Network Security Policies 
- Firewall Policy 
1. The Network Firewall Rulesets where Firewall Administration 
is performed are recorded and documented. All requests are 
subject to the approval of team leader and review by operation 
manager. All related documentation are retained by the support 
staff for seven (7) years and is subjected to review by External 
Audit and Advisory Services. 
2. Firewall Rulesets and Configurations are backed up frequently 
to alternate storage (not on the same device). Multiple 
generations are captured and retained in order to preserve the 
integrity of the data, should restoration be required. Access to 
rulesets and configurations and backup media are restricted to 
those responsible for administration and review. 
3. Network Firewall administration logs (showing administrative 
activities) and event logs (showing traffic activity) are 
written to alternate storage (not on the same device) and 
reviewed daily, with logs retained for ninety (90) days. 
Appropriate access to logs and copies is permitted to those 
responsible for Firewall and/or system maintenance, support and 
review. 
4. Support staff will execute approved changes to the Firewall 
Rulesets during the scheduled maintenance window. The support 
staff will perform changes to Firewall Configurations according 
to approved production maintenance schedules. 
- Policies Based on IP Addresses and Protocols  
Firewall policies only allow IP protocol numbers, 17 are ICMP 
(1), TCP (6), and UDP (17) to pass through. These necessary 
protocols are restricted to the specific hosts and networks. By 
permitting only necessary protocols, all unnecessary IP 
protocols are denied by default.  
- IP Addresses and Other IP Characteristics  
Firewall policies only permit appropriate source and destination 
IP addresses to be used.  
 
Invalid IPv4 addresses 127.0.0.0 to 127.255.255.255 (also known 
as the localhost addresses), link-local addresses (169.254.0.0 
to 169.254.255.255) and 0.0.0.0 (interpreted by some operating 
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systems as a localhost or a broadcast address) are blocked.  
 
Traffic with an invalid source address for incoming traffic or 
destination address for outgoing traffic (an invalid “external” 
address) are blocked at the network perimeter. This traffic is 
often caused by malware, spoofing, denial of service attacks, or 
misconfigured equipment. The invalid external addresses is an 
IPv4 address within the ranges in RFC 1918, Address Allocation 
for Private Internets that are reserved for private networks. 
These ranges are 10.0.0.0 to 10.255.255.255 (10.0.0.0/8 in 
Classless Inter-Domain Routing [CIDR] notation), 172.16.0.0 to 
172.31.255.255 (172.16.0.0/12), and 192.168.0.0 to 
192.168.255.255 (192.168.0.0/16).  
 
Traffic with a private destination address for incoming traffic 
or source address for outgoing traffic (an “internal” address 
are be blocked at the network perimeter. Perimeter devices can 
perform address translation services to permit internal hosts 
with private addresses to communicate through the perimeter, but 
private addresses are not allowed to be passed through the 
network perimeter.  
 
Outbound traffic with invalid source addresses are blocked (this 
is often called egress filtering). Systems that have been 
compromised by attackers can be used to attack other systems on 
the Internet; using invalid source addresses makes these kinds 
of attacks more difficult to stop. Blocking this type of traffic 
at an organization’s firewall helps reduce the effectiveness of 
these attacks. Incoming traffic with a destination address of 
the firewall itself are blocked.  
- IPv6  
Although IPv6’s internal format and address length differ from 
those of IPv4, many other features remain the same—and some of 
these are relevant to firewalls. For the features that are the 
same between IPv4 and IPv6, firewalls work the same.  
 
The firewall is configured to filter ICMPv6, as specified in RFC 
4890, Recommendations for Filtering ICMPv6 Messages in 
Firewalls.  
 
For firewalls that permit IPv6 use, traffic with invalid source 
or destination IPv6 addresses are be blocked—this is similar to 
blocking traffic with invalid IPv4 addresses.  
- TCP and UDP  
As with aspects of firewall rulesets, deny by default policies 
are used for incoming TCP and UDP traffic.  
- ICMP  
To prevent malicious activity, firewalls at the network 
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perimeter deny all incoming and outgoing ICMP traffic except for 
ICMP type 3 messages because they are used for important network 
diagnostics. The ping command (ICMP code 8) is  blocked by 
firewall policies to prevent attackers from learning more about 
the internal topology of the network.  
- IPsec Protocols  
The firewall will block ESP and AH because IPsec is not 
implemented in the network.. 
 
Denial of Services policy 
This policy is in place as a protection and response towards 
DDOS attack. While the system is under attack, the below policy 
will be triggered in sequence: 
• Geo-location Based Policies 
These policies define which countries are allowed or denied. 
Under attacks, many times, these policies are useful to a first 
level filtering. 
• High Level Access Control Policies 
These policies define which IP addresses/subnets are 
allowed/denied or not tracked. 
• Granular Rate Threshold Based Policies 
The below parameters will be monitored and gradually reduce if 
the DDOS is getting heavier: 
• SYN Packets/second  
• SYN Packets/source/second  
• Number of concurrent connections/source  
• Number of HTTP GETs/second, number of Posts/second etc.  
• Number of accesses per user-agent/second  
- Response Time Policies 
In the severe case of DDOS traffic exceeding the bandwidth of 
tier-1 providers, the above policies will be implemented. In 
extreme case, it is possible the DDOS is destructive enough to 
deny services even after the above policies are implemented.  
 
The policies for handling extreme DDOS case are outlined below: 
- DNS 
• The Registry shall engage 2nd and 3rd anycast provider. 
• The estimated provisioning time required is 48 hours. 
- WHOIS 
• The Registry shall trigger DDOS protection services by 3rd 
party (TATA or prolexic). 
• The estimated provisioning time required is 24 hours. 
- SRS 
• The Registry shall trigger DDOS protection services by 3rd 
party (TATA or prolexic). 
• The estimated provisioning time required is 24 hours. 
  
System Monitoring Policy 
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By Default, the system must be configured to monitor below 
parameters: 
 
Hardware statuses that will be monitored:  
• Host up/down 
• CPU load 
• Server memory usage 
• Storage space 
• Services 
 
The following software services will be monitored for service 
availability: 
• Webservers  
• Database Server 
• Database Replication 
• WHOIS Daemon  
• DNS server 
• Mail Server  
• Cron-job Server 
• Data Escrow Services 
 
System Access 
All user access, especially the login attempt failure, will be 
logged and monitored. This information allows the system 
administrator to identify potential hacking or unauthorized 
access that going onto the system. 
 
Host Security Policies 
Server Access Policy 
Strict Access Control Matrix will be implemented as below: 
Level 1: Support Engineer (Authority to view logs, select data) 
Level 2: Senior Support Engineer (Authority to view logs, 
restart services, select data) 
Level 3: Deployment Engineer (Authority to alter files, restart 
services, select data) 
Level 4: Support Manager (Full administrative rights to the 
system) 
Level 5: One-Time Access Emergency User (Full administrative 
rights to the system) 
 
All access to the servers shall be limited unless explicitly 
informed by support manager to open access. All personnel with 
access above shall sign NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement) to ensure 
information is not flown out to unauthorized personnel. The 
access matrix shall be documented and reviewed from time to 
time. 
 
All servers will use different root password, username and 
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direct root access shall be blocked. Only level 4 and level 5 
users will have super user rights. Level 4 and level 5 users 
will be able to SSH into server via restricted IP using specific 
username and later login as super user.  
  
Application Security Policies 
Application authentication is done through centralized user 
database for web and EPP. Web and EPP are separately stored with 
2 different passwords to ensure security and isolation of both 
systems where most Registrars will have 2 different teams of 
people handling web and EPP transactions. 
 
Application authentication password utilizes keyword and 
proprietary encryption algorithm to increase difficulty in 
cracking. For example, a password with six characters after 
applying the algorithm will becomes 20 characters long and 
stored in database table. 
 
Application access control for the proposed System is built as 
such that each user will have specific rights to access various 
functions. Users will be blocked if exceeds pre-configured 
failed number of attempts. The system will later auto unblock 
the users following a pre-defined time frame or administrator 
can explicitly remove the lock status. The application currently 
forces users to change password after a configurable period. 
 
Test accounts will not be created in production environment. 
System default accounts which are not required will be removed 
from login access. The System will automatically close a user 
session when there is no activity over a period of defined time.  
 
Other than the above, the application is using OWASP as 
guideline for the product’s security. Details of OWASP can be 
found in www.owasp.org  
 
General Policies 
- Password Policy 
The first key principle is that the password must be 
sufficiently complex.  Having a password that is complex would 
mitigate the risk of a brute force attack who will try to guess 
a password. To ensure that a password is sufficiently complex, 
the password must conform to the following requirements: 
• It must be at least 7 characters long but less than 16. 
• It must contain at least one digit and one alphabet. 
- Data Integrity 
OSSEC (Open Source Host-based Intrusion Detection System) will 
be installed in all systems to ensure data integrity. 
Notification will be sent if abnormal change of files is 
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detected in the system. As for database, only view access will 
be granted to production server for level 1, 2, 3. Any 
alteration will require approval from level 4 users and 
temporary access will be granted. Engineers will specifically 
provide deployment plan and modification to the system will be 
monitored by team leader. 
 
Automated scripts are available to perform dig check between 
stealth DNS and primary DNS. Another script is installed to 
perform dig check between primary DNS and Secondary DNS Servers 
in Any Cast network. The dig check program compares: 
• SOA and serial number 
• NS records by domain 
• Glued records by domain 
 
Any discrepancy will be alerted to the support team for further 
actions. The support team will perform diagnostic according to 
the security response policy. 
- System Auditing 
A centralized server will be mapped to all servers and logs will 
be copied to the server daily. All server access logs will be 
logged using Syslog which provides information on host (access 
terminal identifier), user identifier, action taken, number of 
attempts and date/ time stamp for the activities.  
 
By default, Syslog will log: 
• Successful or failed login attempt; 
• Logout; 
• System startup event; 
• System shutdown event; and 
• Services event 
 
Application logs will be stored to local file system and a copy 
will be stored in database for all transactions e.g. 
registration, renewal, transfer, deletion etc. In any case if 
the flat file or database logs are corrupted, information still 
available in the other form. Exception logs will be stored 
separately from transaction logs in exception log folder. 
 
Refer to the Access Control Matrix, only deployment engineer 
will be able to alter any log file which will trigger 
notification to administrator and recorded if any unauthorized 
editing is done (tripwire). 
By default, all files are stored and tar monthly using logadm 
and files shall be kept for 7 years before it is rotated. The 
files are stored into tape library daily. For database audit 
log, it will be stored for 1 month before being recycled. 
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Additional alerts are built on top of the logs to identify 
potential security risk e.g. alerts on the number of logins per 
day by registrars users through EPP and WEB. 
 
Security Patch Policies 
Support staffs will periodically (half yearly) conduct manual 
audit on any system or device. Systems and software will be 
evaluated to verify currency of patch and update levels and an 
analysis of vulnerabilities will be performed. Online resources 
such as US Computer Emergency Response Team (www.us-
cert.gov/federal/) and the National Vulnerability Database 
(http://nvd.nist.gov) should be consulted in this process. 
Specific guidelines for applying patches and updates will be 
developed and made available to support staffs. 
- Patch Management: 
1) Manual scans and reviews will be conducted on systems half 
yearly. 
2) An informal risk assessment will be performed within 2 
business days of the scheduled patches. If a determination 
regarding the applicability of the patch or mitigating controls 
cannot be made in that time a formal risk assessment will begin. 
3) Vendor supplied patch documentation will be reviewed in order 
to assure compatibility with all system components prior to 
being applied. 
4) Patches will be successfully tested on non-production systems 
installed with the majority of critical applications/services 
prior to being loaded on production systems. 
5) Successful backups of mission critical systems will be 
verified prior to installation of patches and a mechanism for 
reverting to the patch levels in effect prior to patching will 
be identified. 
6) Patches will be applied during an authorized maintenance 
window in cases where the patch application will cause a service 
interruption for mission critical systems. 
7) Logs will be maintained indicating which devices have been 
patched. System logs help record the status of systems and 
provide continuity among support staffs. The log may be in paper 
or electronic form. Information to be recorded will include but 
is not limited to: date of action, support staff’s name, patches 
and patch numbers that were installed, problems encountered, and 
remarks. 
8) In the event that a system must be, reloaded, all relevant 
data on the current OS and patch level will be recorded. The 
system should be brought back to the patch levels in effect 
before reloading. 
9) In the event that a patch will not be applied due to 
incompatibility or risk assumption, precautions to mitigate the 
risk of exploitation to the network will be implemented and 
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documented in the log. 
 
Roles & Responsibilities: 
1) Support Staff are responsible for ensuring that their systems 
are maintained in compliance with patch management policies. 
2) The team leader is responsible for auditing information 
systems to ensure that they comply with patch management 
policies. 
 
Security Response Policies 
A diagram showing the various phases of a security incident 
response is attached. 
 
- Incident Declaration 
Whenever any of the policies are violated, the system internally 
declares an incident or an event. Depending on the type of 
incident the system automatically goes into a triage mode. 
- Triage 
Support staff will prioritize and isolate the incidents to 
facilitate further investigation later. 
- Investigation  
Investigation will be conducted to find the root cause of the 
attack. The investigation performs source tracking to see what 
causes the security problems and other impacts that may not have 
been observed.  
- Analysis 
The purpose of analysis is to determine: 
• What happened during the incident  
• How did it happen?  
• What is the scope?  
• What is common amongst all incidents?  
• How can the incidents be contained?  
- Containment  
Once incidents have been analyzed, solution will be formulated 
to contain the problems. The objective at this stage will be to 
stop the damage, prevention of further damage and recurrence. 
- Recovery  
The purpose of the Recovery Phase is to: 
• Restore to pre-incident condition  
• Include measures to prevent recurrence  
- Debriefing   
Finally, the team shall inform affected parties and management 
on the details of the incidents. Incident reports will be 
produce to document what happened and the measures taken. 
 
Resource Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the registry service of the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. The security policies 
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are already in place and serving other Qinetics customers. The 
assigned System administrator will configure the Registry's 
specific security rules and policies into the system. Once done, 
the Test Engineer of Qinetics will perform rigorous testing 
procedures to ensure the system performs according to 
specifications. Upon the testing is fully completed, the 
configurations shall be hand-over to System Administrator to 
perform deployment to production environment. Throughout the 
process, a Project Manager is assigned to perform project 
management and overall control on the implementation. The 
security policies configuration shall be completed within 2 
weeks. 
 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the system is 
deployed. The registrar IP change request will be supported by 
general helpdesk support. The system administrator shall 
configure the rules into the system and helpdesk support will 
feedback to registrars on the completion of the changes.  The 
system security alerts will be sent to the helpdesk support too. 
The ticket will be reassigned to the system administrator. 
System administrator will further escalate the support request 
base on severity. The emergency response team will be triggered 
whenever there is a catastrophe scenario at the highest 
severity.  
 
Once a remedy is identified, Test Engineer will perform testing 
on the fixes before deployment by System Administrator. During 
maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 resources for 
the 24 x 7 helpdesk, 2 application support engineers, 1 support 
manager, 1 test engineer and 2 system administrators. 
 
 
31.Technical Overview of Proposed Registry: provide a technical overview of 
the proposed registry.  

The technical plan must be adequately resourced, with appropriate expertise 
and allocation of costs. The applicant will provide financial descriptions of 
resources in the next section and those resources must be reasonably related 
to these technical requirements. 
 
The overview should include information on the estimated scale of the 
registry's technical operation, for example, estimates for the number of 
registration transactions and DNS queries per month should be provided for 
the first two years of operation. 
 
In addition, the overview should account for geographic dispersion of 
incoming network traffic such as DNS, Whois, and registrar transactions. If 
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the registry serves a highly localized registrant base, then traffic might be 
expected to come mainly from one area. 
This high level summary should not repeat answers to questions below. 

Technical Overview 
High Level Data Flow Diagram 
The Registry implements full registry system which consists of 
all 5 components as stated in the new Application Guide Book. 
The attached data flow diagram explains the overview of how the 
system works from data collection to resolution and backup.  
 
Domain name transactions will be posted from Registrars through 
automated registrar systems. The Registrars’ request will pass 
through the Registry’s redundant firewall and perimeter defence 
before reaching the EPP and Web Servers. The firewalls are 
configured in active-active mode to avoid any down time. 
Redundant Load balancers are in place to ensure scalability of 
the EPP and Web services. At any time, the Registry can expand 
the capacity by putting in more servers to serve the EPP and Web 
requests. Due to the nature of redundant servers, the load 
balancer will automatically route the request to the other 
servers in case of hardware failure with near zero down time. 
The request will be validated and served; data will be stored 
into the primary database.  
 
The primary database is setup in multiple servers under cluster 
mode. In case of failure, the database will automatically swing 
to the failover instance with zero downtime. The data are 
replicated to the slave database at the secondary site to serve 
WHOIS request and to act as real time backup. The primary and 
secondary database are in active-active mode where updates to 
primary and secondary database cluster can be done at the same 
time with auto conflict resolution. At the time of emergency, 
the backup servers can be activated to take over the SRS system 
in the primary site if the service at the primary site is down.  
Both sites are geographically separated in Singapore and Hong 
Kong. Both locations are earth quake free zone. 
 
The DNS services will pickup the data from the primary database 
to generate the signed zones in stealth. The zones will be 
transferred to primary DNS before transmitting to Any Cast 
Stealth DNS through secure channel. The Registry will engage 
multiple Any Cast DNS networks to provide DNS resolution 
throughout the world. The Any Cast Stealth DNS will distribute 
the updates to Any Cast Node around the world for quick 
resolution conforming to the required SLA by ICANN. 
 
An Escrow Agent Service is in place to generate the data 
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conforming to ICANN standards and deposit to 3rd party escrow 
agent daily through secure channel. Any failed deposit will be 
automatically retry and alerted to the system administrator. All 
data transmission will pass through our perimeter defence 
firewalls.  
 
The data are back-up into a local repository from the database 
daily. The data will be deposited to the tape library on a daily 
basis. The tape will then be transported to off site location 
weekly. In case of emergency, data are available in escrow agent 
and off site tapes up till the records of the previous day. 
 
All WHOIS request are redirected to the secondary site to ensure 
primary site will not be accessible by public. The WHOIS agents 
will respond to public request using the replicated data in the 
slave database. If the secondary site is not available due to 
natural disaster, WHOIS agent can be available in primary site.  
 
All hardware is at least RAID 1 with redundant network card and 
hot swap capability hard disk, CPU and power supply for real 
time replacement.  
 
Registry Operation Outsourcing 
The Registry will outsource the technical operation, registry 
services platform to Qinetics, DNS services to CommunityDNS and 
Data Escrow to NCC Group. The Registry believes in leaving the 
critical system to the experts rather than building its own team 
to maintain the Registry system. The services will be outsourced 
to industry’s service providers who have tremendous experience 
in managing a registry system. All outsourcing providers’ 
resources are committed and readily available for the 
implementation of the Registry.  
 
The Registry will be the operator of the TLD and manage all 
business and policy aspect of the TLD.  
 
Resource Plan 
The technical plan shall be managed by the assigned solution 
architect by Qinetics. The Solution Architect shall monitor the 
implementation of the whole system and drill into the details of 
the implementation to ensure conformance to ICANN 
specifications. A Project Manager is assigned to perform project 
management and overall control on the implementation. The 
technical plan shall be completed within 3 months. 
  
The solution architect shall continuously monitor the overall 
technical plan and fine tune the plan according to new standards 
that are required to be implemented by ICANN during maintenance 
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mode. 
 
Organisational Chart of Project Team (During Implementation 
Phase Only) 
The organisation chart of the project team during implementation 
phase is attached. 
 
The role and scope of work for each resources are described in 
next section: overall project plan. 
 
Overall Project Plan 
The overall project plan is attached. 
 
Organisational Chart of Maintenance Team 
The organisation chart of the maintenance team during 
implementation phase is attached. 
 
During Maintenance mode, the registry system will be supported 
by the support manager of Qinetics with a team of resources 
handling application, database and system support. A first level 
helpdesk is available to handle general enquiries. The Support 
Manager will be the command center to communicate with Data 
center, esrow and anycast DNS engineers for any potential fault.  
The support manager will work closely with the registry policy 
manager and operation manager for effective communications. 
 
The Support Manager, Policy Manager and Operation Manager are 
members of Emergency Response Team (ERT). The maintenance team 
are responsible to carry out yearly fault tolerant test and the 
execution of business continuity plan. 
 
Registry Size Estimation 
The registry system is scaled according to 3 years volume 
estimation in the financial response. A matrix of the estimation 
is attached. 
 
The estimation above is based on the aggregated figures 
collected while operating .SG, .HK, .MY and .CD registry system. 
The maximum capacity of the servers is at least 2 times more 
than 3rd year’s estimation. The number of servers will be 
expanded once the transactions exceed 80% of the peak capacity 
of the machines. 
 
Due to the amount of DNS queries, the Registry has identified 
Any Cast provider to handle the DNS queries. Please refer to the 
response on DNS services. The estimation above can be 
comfortably handled by the AnyCast provider without any worries 
of resolution or response time. 
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The initial setup and engagement of the outsourced service 
providers can easily handle the estimated load during the first 
3 years without any addition of hardware. 
 
Data Centers 
Primary Site: Hong Kong 
  
Peering, bandwidth, upstream provider: 
The datacenter have 2 x 1Gb bandwidth directly connecting to 
HKIX which is served for local connection. The international 
bandwidth is provided by TATA with peering to tier 1 provider 
such as NTT, China Telecom and China Unicom. The bandwidth can 
also be routed to any of the peering providers. This provides 
redundancy on the Internet connection and better coverage in 
Asia, South Pacific, Africa, America and Europe. The attached 
diagram exhibits the peering within TATA and NTT that covers all 
continents. 
 
Cooling Facility: 
The datacenter conform to international standards. The 
environment is controlled by 24x7 temperature and humidity 
control system to keep the air-conditioned environment constant. 
Standard rack and air-conditioning system keeps the environment 
stable and suitable for all servers. 
  
Power Arrangement: 
The datacenter provides reliable power supply including 
redundant AC supply, uninterruptible power supply and diesel 
generator. In addition, extra equipment is in place to ensure 
even electricity usage between different racks and to avoid 
interruption caused by electricity overload in other server 
rack. 
  
Secondary Site: Singapore 
 
Peering, bandwidth, upstream provider: 
Domestic Carriers 
- SingTel with Multiple STM-4 (622 Mbps) with redundant fibre 
routes 
- Starhub with Multiple STM-1 (155 Mbps) and STM-16 (2.4Gbps) 
present with redundant fibre routes 
 
Reginal Carriers 
- Orient Networks 
- PLDT 
- China Motion 
- MacQuarie 
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- TeleKom Malaysia 
 
International Carriers 
- TATA 
- NTT  
- Sprint International 
- FLAG Telecom 
- T-System 
- REACH 
- France Telecom 
- MCI 
 
UPS and Power Generator Backups 
To achieve high availability and redundancy, individual racks 
are fed with separate power feeds. Power is further backed by 
multiple diesel generators with fuel storage tanks (for an 
additional 40 hours of power) as well as multiple UPS that 
provide backup power for another 30 minutes. 
 
Network Operations Center 
The Network Operations Center allows data center staff to put 
their finger on the operations to ensure round-the-clock 
availability and reliability. Multiple networks, systems and 
security are constantly monitored and managed on a 24 x 7 x 365 
basis. 
 
Continuous Video Surveillance, Security Breach Alarms 
Surveillance cameras, video surveillance cameras, motion 
detectors and security breach alarms safeguard the data center 
and its perimeter. 
 
FM 200TM and Pre-Action Dry Sprinkler Fire Suppression System 
A state-of-the-art fire suppression system constantly monitors 
the physical environment for smoke, chemicals and other 
hazardous materials that might spark a fire. The data center is 
zoned and monitored separately to contain the spread of any 
fires. Non-corrosive FM 200™ fire suppression gas is used to 
prevent equipment damage.  
 
Raised Floors 
Cables, network and bandwidth connectivity points laid beneath 
the raised floors offer a plug-and-play approach for customers 
moving into the data center. 
 
Test / Staging Suites 
In order to secure and reduce movement in the data center, our 
testing and staging suites replicate the data center environment 
so that customers can install, configure and test their 
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equipment in a secure setting before actual move-in. 
 
Secure Smart Card Access and Exit Sensors to Monitor Movements 
to and from the IBX Center 
Constant monitoring of staff and visitor access to and from the 
data center prevents unauthorized entry or exit. 
 
Redundant Precision Air-Conditioning with Dehumidifier and Power 
Distribution 
Multiple air-conditioning units and dedicated chillers ensure 
redundancy, consistent temperature control and maximum airflow 
through secure ducts beneath the raised floors. The data center 
is also equipped with dehumidifiers to achieve optimal climate 
controls. 
 
 
32. Architecture: provide documentation for the system and network 
architecture that will support registry operations for the proposed scale of the 
registry. System and network architecture documentation must clearly 
demonstrate the applicant's ability to operate, manage, and monitor registry 
systems. Documentation may include multiple diagrams or other components 
sufficient to describe: 

• Network and associated systems necessary to support registry operations, 
including: 

• Anticipated TCP/IP addressing scheme  
• Hardware (CPU and RAM, Disk space, networking components, virtual 

machines)  
• Operating system and versions  
• Software and applications (with version information) necessary to support 

registry operations, management, and monitoring 
•  
• General overview of capacity planning, including bandwidth allocation 

plans  
• List of providers / carriers  
• Number and description of personnel roles allocated to this area 
Network Architecture 
 
The registry system is installed at 2 different geographical 
located data centers as shown in the attached diagram. There are 
multiple layers of network addressing at each data center for 
network segmentation of registry sub-system.  
 
The primary data center and secondary data center have different 
roles and provision different registry services.  
 
The primary data center is configured with active-active 
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firewall for redundancy purpose. The traffic passes through an 
Intruder Protection System (IPS) which inspects any suspicious 
traffic and patterns. The IPS has a unique pass through feature 
where traffic will still flow through even if there’s a failure 
on the IPS. 
  
The network is segregated into 2 virtual LAN which are 
configured as different subnet. Access to the VLAN is controlled 
by access list in the firewall.  VLAN1 is the red zone where 
access is allowed only by the registrars with IP restriction. 
The primary DNS is located in this zone as access is granted to 
zone transfer to AnyCast Stealth DNS.  
 
VLAN2 is the green zone which only allows access from internal 
IPs. Logically, VLAN1 is the DMZ zone and VLAN2 is in the 
internal network which is guarded by 2 logical layers of 
firewalls. 
 
All servers and equipment are in pairs for redundancy purpose. 
All components are in pair such as hard disk, power unit, 
network card etc. Due to the design, the capacity can be 
increased by adding new servers to the server farm easily. 
 
The same network design and architecture is deployed into 
secondary data center. All servers and equipment are in pairs 
for redundancy purpose. All components are in pair such as hard 
disk, power unit, network card etc. The capacity can be 
increased by adding new servers to the server farm easily. 
 
A virtual private network is in place to ensure data 
transmission from the main database to the slave database is 
secured. Based on the redundancy and high availability setup 
with easy future expansion of servers, The Registry can 
comfortably provide the overall SLA that is required by ICANN. 
 
DNSSEC Signing Infrastructure 
The DNSSEC implementation are done at the stealth DNS. The 
stealth DNS is a secure box which has proper access control for 
storage of the keys and zones. Key generation, management and 
rolling are done in the box by authorized personnel as described 
in response to Question 43. 
   
DNS Network Infrastructure 
The Registry uses CommunityDNS as its outsourced provider for 
AnyCast DNS. CommunityDNS deploys AnyCast DNS in over 40 
countries. The attached diagrams details the connectivity and 
network infrastructure of the DNS network. 
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Community DNS Master Centers 
Spanning multiple continents, CommunityDNS redundant master 
centers ensure maximum resilience through multiple levels of 
redundancy designed into each master site. 
 
Redundant networks within each Master Center are isolated into 
no less than four distinct networks to ensure maximum security 
and high levels of efficiency. 
 
Data between the European and North American Master Centers is 
mirrored in real time. Data from Europe to the Asia Master 
Center is mirrored at delayed intervals should data at the 
European Master Center become corrupted. 
 
A diagram showing the node configuration and information of 
CommunityDNS setup is attached and detailed as follows: 
• Highly modified and hardened version of Linux. 
• OS locked down and using AES-256 encryption. 
• Encryption key unique to OS per node. 
• Operates on multiple hardware platforms for platform 
diversity. 
• Tested to handle 500,000,000 domain names. 
• 10 times faster than BIND and 8 times faster than NSD. 
• Faster than Oracle’s fastest database – over 11 times faster 
on reads and close to 4 times faster on writes. 
• Database locked down and using AES-256 encryption. 
• Encryption key unique to database per node. 
• Fast disaster recovery of 1 million+ names per minute database 
reload 
• Uses onboard firewall for greater troubleshooting ability and 
resilience should external firewalls become disabled. 
• Hard drive automatically wiped clean prior to each 
installation. 
• Sensing tampering, node automatically shuts down until 
reinstallation. 
• Outbound zone transfers not allowed. 
• Zone data transmitted through network consists only of zone 
changes. 
• Nodes accessed only from CommunityDNS Network Operating Center 
(NOC). 
• Each node reached by NOC through second, International link 
for out-of-band management. 
• Advanced encryption used between nodes 
 
Bill of Materials 
The total number of servers in both primary and secondary site 
is summarized as below: 
9 units of Servers: 
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- DELL PowerEdge Rack Mount Intel Xeon Quad Core 2.66GHz 450GB x 
2 SAS RAID 1 (Hot Swap) 12GB RAM, 2 network cards, 2 power units 
 
4 units of Database Servers: 
- DELL PowerEdge Rack Mount Server 2 x Intel Xeon Quad Core 
2.4GHz 600G x 2 SAS RAID 1 (Hot Swap) 16GB RAM, 2 network cards, 
2 power units 
 
2 units of SAN Storage: 
- DELL PowerVault MD3620f Fibre Channel Storage Arrays, dual 
controllers, 2 power units, 4SFP, 1T storage space 
 
2 units of Load Balancers: 
- Barracuda Load Balancer (BBF340) Model 340 - with instant 
replacement support 
 
4 units of Firewall: 
- Juniper SRX240 
 
4 units of Switches: 
- Cisco Catalyst 2950 24 ports and 12 ports 
 
1 unit of Tape Library: 
- PowerVault 124T LTO3 400/800GB x 10 Pack included 
 
2 units of IPS: 
- Juniper IDP75 
 
1 unit of KVM: 
- HP TFT7600 
 
1 unit of HSM: 
- AEP Networks: Professional Ultra Keyper HSM 
 
4 units of WAN Routers: 
- To be provided by Data Center Provider 
 
Bandwidth allocation in the primary data center: 
Local bandwidth  : 100Mbps 
International bandwidth : 10Mbps 
 
Bandwidth allocation in the secondary data center: 
Local bandwidth  : 10Mbps 
International bandwidth : 10Mbps 
 
Software and Operating System 
The details of the software and operating system to be used is 
as follows: 
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Operating System 
- CentOS 6.0 
RegistryASP Software 
- RegistryASP EPP services 
- RegistryASP WHOIS services 
- RegistryASP Batch Job Services 
- RegistryASP Registry Web Panel Module 
- RegistryASP Registrar Web Panel Module 
- RegistryASP Reporting Module 
- RegistryASP DNS Generation Program 
- RegistryASP DNSSEC Module 
- RegistryASP IDN Module 
- RegistryASP OTE ModulesJava Engine 
Javae Engine 
- J2SE 6.0 
Mail Relay 
- SendMail 9.0 
Monitoring 
- Nagios Core Monitoring Software 
- MRTG Monitoring Software 
- MySQL enterprise monitor 
DNS 
- BIND 9.9.0 
Web Application Server 
- Glassfish Application Server 3.0 
Database 
- MySQL Cluster edition 
 
Capacity Planning 
Qinetics has performed capacity planning for peak usage volumes, 
based on the experience managing .SG and .HK registry. The SRS, 
Whois, and nameserver architectures are designed with highly 
scalable servers and connected through networks that can be 
smoothly scaled up without disrupting the system. Expansion 
provisions include the following: 
• Hardware Upgrades: 
o CPU Upgrades 
o RAM Upgrades 
o Extra Servers 
• Bandwidth Upgrade 
• Extensible switches  
 
SRS peak capacity 
The SRS provides the core subsystems that handle registrar 
transaction-based services, including billing and collection, 
promotions, registrar management and audit logs. The peak 
transaction load is projected to be 500 transactions per second 
in 3rd year. The average packet size is estimated to be 6Kb 
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which requires a capacity of 3Mbps. The allocated line can 
comfortably cater for 100 times expansion.   
 
The EPP and Web servers are front ended with load balancers that 
distribute the transaction processing workload across the 
servers. Distribution algorithms include least connections, 
weighted least connections, round robin, and weighted round 
robin. At any time, new servers can be deployed to increase the 
number of transactions that can be supported per second.  
 
Whois peak capacity 
The peak Whois transaction rate is estimated to be 250 queries 
per second, with an estimated packet size of 10kb. This produces 
a maximum load of 2.5 Mbps. The local and international 
bandwidth provisioned for the Registry in secondary site is well 
exceeding the estimated peak bandwidth.  
 
Whois request to the servers are distributed through DNS round 
robin.  The transaction-processing workload is split across the 
servers. New servers can be provisioned to increase the number 
of transaction the services can response to.  The Registry will 
closely monitor Whois usage and increase the system capacity to 
accommodate increasing demand. 
 
DNS Query peak capacity 
The DNS resolution service is out sourced to AnyCast provider. 
The AnyCast provider has more than sufficient capacity to handle 
the DNS queries world wide with their AnyCast DNS network. We 
estimated our traffic will take less than 2% of AnyCast 
provider’s maximum capacity. 
 
Miscellaneous servers and personnel 
The backup/recovery systems, escrow systems, system/network 
management, and system administration systems of the Registry 
use enterprise strength hardware and software platforms that can 
easily be scaled to meet the growth estimates throughout the 
entire registry operations lifespan. Additional 
desktops/workstations can be added to accommodate growth in 
staff and registry workload as usage increases and the Registry 
infrastructure grows.  
 
Providers/Carriers 
The providers/ carriers for the registry platform is as follows: 
Registry System 
- Qinetics Solutions Berhad 
DNS 
- CommunityDNS 
Primary Data Center 
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- TATA (Backbone) 
- NTT, China Telecom and China Unicom (Peering) 
Secondary Data Center 
- Singtel, Starhub (Backbone) 
- NTT, TATA (Peering) 
 
DNS Attack and Mitigation 
DDoS attacks are a daily occurrence across the Internet.  One 
independent study in 2008 determined 1,300 DDoS attacks occurred 
daily.  The key to mitigating DDoS attacks is to provide a 
highly-distributed network, provide a platform that delivers 
exceedingly high amounts of capacity, provide a platform that 
can respond to such attacks within the direct control of 
CommunityDNS technicians, and finally a team that can take 
appropriate action based upon the type of attack that may be 
occurring.   
 
At a high level, CommunityDNS mitigates the impacts of DDoS 
attacks in four ways: 
• CommunityDNS uses Anycast technology.  Anycast allows the same 
IP Address to be available at multiple locations on the 
Internet.  The more locations, the more difficult it will be to 
bring down the service.  BGP (the Internet's core Border Gateway 
routing Protocol) then ensures that a query to a CommunityDNS 
server is routed to the closest available server, thus serving 
to geographically isolate such attacks.  
• The speed and efficiency with which the CommunityDNS platform 
software is designed provides extremely high levels of capacity 
which can easily handle extremely large volumes of queries per 
second; thus ensuring all properly formed queries are answered 
very efficiently. 
• CommunityDNS ignores any query which is not properly formed, 
thus providing another defense to attacks.  CommunityDNS has 
special algorithms that also monitor suspected malicious 
activity to make the nodes more resilient to attack traffic 
leaving legitimate traffic obtaining our exemplary level of DNS 
resolution service. 
• In addition, CommunityDNS has dedicated staff to effectively 
handle major attacks based on the individual style, or attack 
profile. 
 
It should be noted that CommunityDNS has never experienced an 
outage, thus always having ample capacity to handle any DoS/DDoS 
that have been encountered by the network, easily sustaining an 
attack of over 2 million transactions per second for more than 
13 hours with no service degradation. 
 
CommunityDNS utilizes its own highly-secure platform designed to 
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provide extremely high levels of capacity to ensure all 
legitimate queries continue to be answered during heavy DDoS 
attacks.  The on-server firewall allows for rapid response to 
such attacks based upon the attack’s unique profile.  
CommunityDNS’ extensive global monitoring network is utilized to 
ensure traffic statistics are accurate. 
 
Understanding that each DDoS attack can have its own unique 
characteristics, CommunityDNS utilizes the basic policy when 
dealing with major attacks. 
 
1) CommunityDNS can throttle or divert the attack.  If the 
attack is only hitting a single node it can be preferable to 
remove one or more subnets from the node’s BGP; spreading the 
attack across a number of nodes.  Also, BGP prefixes can be used 
to temporarily make the route to that node appear more expensive 
than it is and have the same effect on distributing the traffic 
to multiple locations. 
 
Another effective step is to temporarily disable the targeted 
customer on one or more nodes, thus bringing the situation under 
control at that location.  CommunityDNS staff would also be 
working with the respective registry, registrar or zone owner 
for the temporarily disabled target name or customer.  The 
zone’s owner also has complete control over temporarily deleting 
the targeted name by removing the name from their respective 
zone file.   
 
2) Filter out the traffic.  Each of CommunityDNS’ Anycast nodes 
has an “on-server” firewall to monitor packet anomalies.  When 
it is considered a malicious attack ongoing filtering can be 
triggered from a broad brush approach to a fine tuned approach, 
down to AS number filtering of specific packet types.  
 
3) Where the attack has little or no impact on normal operation 
CommunityDNS NOC staff will monitor and develop approaches to 
handling specific attacks. 
   
SRS Attack and Mitigation 
The SRS system is protected by firewall, only registered IP 
address are allowed to access. As such, DDOS should not have any 
impact on the network as the traffic are black holed at the 
firewall. In situation where firewall cannot handle the number 
of packets, high capacity advance router in the data center has 
the capability to black holed unwanted traffic thus 
significantly reduces the risk on DDOS attack. If the router is 
down due to extreme DDOS attack, The Registry can trigger the 
DDOS protection provided by data center which will redirect the 
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attacks to advance DDOS filtering center before rerouting the 
traffic back to the SRS system. 
 
WHOIS Attack and Mitigation 
The WHOIS system is protected by IPS which will filter malicious 
DDOS attack. In situation where IPS cannot handle the number of 
packets, high capacity advance router in the data center has the 
capability to black holed unwanted traffic thus significantly 
reduces the risk on DDOS attack. If the router is down due to 
DDOS attack, the Registry can trigger the DDOS protection 
provided by data center which will redirect the attacks to 
advance DDOS filtering center before rerouting the traffic back 
to the SRS system. 
 
Resource Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the Registry Service of the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. Additional hardware will 
be provisioned for SRS, EPP and WHOIS Services by data center 
engineer. The whole system will be configured and setup by the 
software developer and system administrator.  Once done, the 
Test Engineer will perform rigorous testing procedures to ensure 
the system performs according to specifications. Upon the 
testing is fully completed, the configurations shall be hand-
over to System Administrator to perform deployment to production 
environment. The Support manager will issue change to IANA once 
the deployment to production environment is completed. 
Throughout the process, a Project Manager is assigned to perform 
project management and overall control on the implementation. 
The Registry system is scheduled to be in production within 3 
months from the ICANN approval. 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the System is 
deployed. The system will be supported by general helpdesk 
support for enquiries. Any support issue related to registry 
system will be escalated to the Application Support Engineer for 
trouble shooting. Whenever there is a support ticket, 
Application Support Engineer will further escalate the support 
request base on severity. Once a remedy is identified, Test 
Engineer will perform testing on the fixes before deployment by 
System Administrator. 
 
The data center engineer will perform routine check on the 
hardware. If any hardware is found to be defected, data center 
engineer will issue the hardware replacement according to the 
new equipment handling policy. The system administrator will 
perform routine OS and application patches to the system. The 
system capacity and security is monitored by system 
administrator. The system administrator will issue a change 
request for addition of hardware if the capacity has reach 80% 
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based on the alert configured in the monitoring system.  
 
The database performance is monitor by the database 
administrator. The database administrator will issue a change 
request for addition of hardware if the capacity has reach 80% 
based on the alert configured in the monitoring system. The 
emergency response team will be triggered whenever there is a 
catastrophe scenario at the highest severity.  
 
During maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 
resources for the 24 x 7 helpdesk, 4 data center engineers, 2 
application support engineers, 1 support manager, 1 test 
engineer, 2 system administrators and 1 database administrator.  
 
 
33. Database Capabilities: provide details of database capabilities including: 

• database software, 
• storage capacity (both in raw terms [e.g., MB, GB] and in number of 

registrations / registration transactions), 
• maximum transaction throughput (in total and by type of transaction), 
• scalability, 
• procedures for object creation, editing, and deletion, 
• high availability, 
• change notifications, 
• registrar transfer procedures, 
• grace period implementation, 
• reporting capabilities, and 
• number and description of personnel roles allocated to this area. 
Database Capabilities 
Database 
- Domain registrations: 1,000,000  
- Registrars: 150 (6 connections per registrar) 
- Size of registration object: 10K 
- Total data: 10G 
- Database Management System (DBMS) and logs: 50G 
- Database indexing: 20G 
- Total size: 80G 
- Database throughput: 1000 transactions per second 
- Database scalability: 2 times CPU power, unlimited disk 
capacity with stackable SAN storage and new data node 
 
Shared Registration System 
- Billable events per month: 50,000 
- Transaction size: 5K 
- Transactions per month: 250M 
- Historical data for a year: 3G 
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- DBMS & logs per month: 500M 
- Database indexing: 5G (Consistent) 
- Total size / year : 14G 
- Database throughput: 600 transactions per second 
- Database scalability: 2 times CPU power, unlimited disk 
capacity with stackable SAN storage and new data node 
 
The estimation of packet and transactions size is extracted from 
our experience managing registry system for .HK, .SG and .CD 
registries. The database is designed to be easily expandable 
where multiple servers can be added into the cluster to increase 
the servers processing capacity. The storage capacity can be 
easily increase by adding new hard disk into the SAN storage. If 
the storage space is at 80% capacity, new data nodes can be 
deployed and stack on top the existing database cluster to 
double the storage capacity. 
 
MySQL Cluster Architecture 
MySQL Cluster is the default database used to provide following 
capabilities: 
• Auto-sharding for write-scalability; 
• Real-time responsiveness; 
• Active / active geographic replication - automatically scale 
writes, as well as reads, both within and across geographically 
dispersed data centers; 
• Online scaling and schema upgrades - able to add capacity and 
performance to the database, and to evolve the schema – without 
downtime 
• SQL and NoSQL interfaces; 
• 99.999% availability - scale the database while maintaining 
continuous availability 
 
MySQL Cluster's real-time design delivers predictable, 
millisecond response times with the ability to service millions 
of operations per second. Support for in-memory and disk-based 
data, automatic data partitioning (sharding) with load balancing 
and the ability to add nodes to a running cluster with zero 
downtime allows linear database scalability to handle the most 
unpredictable web-based workloads. 
 
Alcatel-Lucent, BT Plusnet, Cisco, Docudesk, Neckermann, 
Shopatron, Telenor, Zillow.com and many more deploy MySQL 
Cluster in highly demanding web, broadband and mobile 
communications environments for the types of high-scale, 
mission-critical services. 
 
MySQL Cluster comprises three types of node which collectively 
provide service to the application: 
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• Data nodes manage the storage and access to data. Tables are 
automatically sharded across the data nodes which also 
transparently handle load balancing, replication, failover and 
self-healing. 
• Application nodes provide connectivity from the application 
logic to the data nodes. Multiple APIs are presented to the 
application. MySQL provides a standard SQL interface, including 
connectivity to all of the leading web development languages and 
frameworks. There are also a whole range of NoSQL inerfaces 
including memcached7, REST/HTTP, C++ (NDB-API), Java, JPA and 
LDAP. 
• Management nodes are used to configure the cluster and provide 
arbitration in the event of a network partition. 
 
Scaling Across Data Centers (Hot Site) 
Qinetics utilized MySQL Cluster Geographic Replication which 
distributes clusters to remote data centers, serving to reduce 
the affects of geographic latency by pushing data closer to the 
user, as well as providing a capability for disaster recovery. 
 
Geographic Replication is implemented via standard asynchronous 
MySQL replication, with one important difference: support for 
active / active geographically distributed clusters. Therefore, 
if the SRS are attempting to update the same row on different 
clusters at the same time, MySQL Cluster’s Geographic 
Replication can detect and resolve the conflict, ensuring each 
site can actively serve read and write requests while 
maintaining data consistency across the clusters. 
 
The MySQL Cluster provides a new option for cross data center 
scalability – multi-site clustering. For the first time 
splitting data nodes across data centers is a supported 
deployment option. 
 
Improvements to the heartbeating mechanism in MySQL Cluster 
enables greater resilience to temporary latency spikes on a WAN, 
thereby maintaining operation of the cluster. With this 
deployment model, the Registry system can synchronously 
replicate updates between data centers without needing conflict 
detection and resolution, and automatically failover between 
those sites in the event of a node failure. 
 
.On Demand Scaling 
MySQL Cluster allows the Registry system to scale both database 
performance and capacity by adding Application and Data Nodes 
on-line, enabling system to start with small clusters and then 
scale them on-demand, without downtime, as a service grows.  
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When new data nodes and node groups are added, the existing 
nodes in the cluster initiate a rolling re-start to reconfigure 
for the new resource. This rolling restart ensures that the 
cluster remains operational during the addition of new nodes. 
Tables are then repartitioned and redundant rows are deleted 
with the OPTIMIZE TABLE command. All of these operations are 
transactional, ensuring that a node failure during the add-node 
process will not corrupt the database 
 
On-Line Cluster Maintenance 
With its shared-nothing architecture, it is possible to avoid 
database outages by using rolling restarts to not only add but 
also upgrade nodes within the cluster. Using this approach, 
Qinetics can: 
• Upgrade or patch the underlying hardware and operating system; 
• Upgrade or patch MySQL Cluster, with full online upgrades 
between releases. 
 
MySQL Cluster supports on-line, non-blocking backups, ensuring 
service interruptions are again avoided during this critical 
database maintenance task. Qinetics are able to exercise fine-
grained control when restoring a MySQL Cluster from backup using 
ndb_restore. Qinetics can restore only specified tables or 
databases, or exclude specific tables or databases from being 
restored, using ndb_restore options --include-tables, -- 
include-databases, --exclude-tables, and --exclude-databases. 
 
Resilience to Failures 
The distributed, shared-nothing architecture of MySQL Cluster 
has been carefully designed to ensure resilience to failures, 
with self-healing recovery: 
 
MySQL Cluster detects any failures instantly and control is 
automatically failed over to other active nodes in the cluster, 
without interrupting service to the clients. 
• In the event of a failure, the MySQL Cluster nodes are able to 
self-heal by automatically restarting, recovering, and 
dynamically reconfiguring themselves, all of which is completely 
transparent to the application. 
• The data within a data node is synchronously replicated to all 
nodes within the Node Group. If a data node fails, then there is 
always at least one other data node storing the same 
information. 
• In the event of a data node failure, then the MySQL Server or 
application node can use any other data node in the node group 
to execute transactions. The application simply retries the 
transaction and the remaining data nodes will successfully 
satisfy the request. 
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• Duplicate management server nodes can be deployed so that no 
management or arbitration functions are lost if a single 
management server fails. 
 
Designing the cluster in this way makes the system reliable and 
highly available since single points of failure have been 
eliminated. Any node can be lost without it affecting the system 
as a whole. As illustrated in the figure below, an application 
can, for example, continue executing even though a Data Node is 
down, provided that there are one or more surviving nodes in its 
node group. Techniques used to increase the reliability and 
availability of the database system include: 
• Data is synchronously replicated between all data nodes in the 
node group. This leads to very low fail-over times in case of 
node failures as there is no need to recreate and replay log 
files in order for the application to fail over. 
• Nodes execute on multiple hosts, allowing MySQL Cluster to 
operate even during hardware failures. 
• With its shared-nothing architecture, each data node has its 
own disk and memory storage, so a failure in shared storage does 
not cause a complete outage of the cluster. 
• Single points of failure have been eliminated. Multiple nodes 
can be lost without any loss of data 
and without stopping applications using the database. Similarly, 
the network can be engineered such that there are no single 
points of failure between the interconnects. 
 
In addition to the site-level high-availability achieved through 
the redundant architecture of MySQL Cluster, geographic 
redundancy can be achieved using replication between two or more 
Clusters, or splitting data nodes of a single cluster across 
sites. 
 
Database Setup 
Qinetics deploys MySQL Cluster servers across both data centers. 
2 application nodes, 2 management nodes and 4 data nodes are 
spread across 2 servers in each data center. At anytime, the 
database can fail over across nodes, across servers and data 
centers. The design takes advantage of the MySQL Cluster 
features for scaling across data center, on demand scaling, 
online cluster maintenance and resilience to failures as 
described above. A diagram illustrating the design of the 
database clusters is attached. 
 
Hardware 
The database servers will be using: 
2 DELL PowerEdge Rack Mount Server:  2 x Intel Xeon Quad Core 
2.4GHz 1T x 6 SAS RAID 5 (Hot Swap) 16GB RAM, 2 network cards, 2 
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power units in each data center 
1 DELL PowerVault MD3620f Fibre Channel Storage Arrays, dual 
controllers, 2 power units, 4SFP, 1T storage space in each data 
center 
 
The above hardware specification can easily handle a throughput 
of minimum 4000 concurrent connections per second with 
approximately 1 TB storage. The specification is capable of 
handling 4x the designed throughput as stated in the design 
parameters.  
 
The storage capacity is 10x higher than the anticipated storage 
utilization. The hardware capacity is capable of handling 
transactions far exceeding the minimum designed parameters. 
 
Monitoring Capabilities 
MySQL Enterprise Monitor provides the following monitoring 
features: 
• Provide consolidated view into the health of all MySQL 
databases 
• Monitor over 600 MySQL and operating system variables with the 
Enterprise Dashboard 
• Monitor MySQL sessions, connections, replication latency and 
more with 30+ graphs  
• Improve application performance with the MySQL Query Analyzer 
• Provide immediate visibility into the replication topologies 
through auto detection and grouping  
• View real time master/slave performance using the MySQL 
Replication Monitor 
• Get notified of issues before they become costly outages using 
threshold driven alerts 
• Resolve problems faster by using the option to collect and 
package server specific MySQL, OS and query diagnostic for MySQL 
Support 
• MySQL and Operating System Graphs provide better visual 
monitoring of key system resources like database transactions 
and binlog cache efficiency for real-time and historical 
trending purposes.  
 
The MySQL Enterprise Monitor is a distributed web application 
that is deployed within the safety of the firewall. It comprised 
a centralized Service Manager and lightweight Service Agent that 
is installed on each monitored MySQL server. 
 
Database Management Policy 
Credential management procedure 
Changes to any user access privileges (such as add, delete, 
suspend or modification) must be authorised by Support Manager 
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before the change can be implemented. All changes should be 
updated timely in the access control document and signed off by 
Support Manager. 
 
New staff or reassignment of staff duties 
For any new staff or existing staff that has been assigned new 
access privileges, Support Manager has to ensure that each 
individual personnel have sufficient understanding of the system 
and is made aware of his/her responsibilities in regards to 
system access. This is to minimize any accidental modification 
of system information due to unfamiliarity of the system. 
 
Staff resignation or prolonged leave 
Access privileges should be removed or modified when a staff has 
resigned, or will be on prolonged leave. The staff’s individual 
login account (if any) must be immediately disabled on all 
systems that he/she has access to previously. For systems where 
a shared login account (e.g. root user access to servers) is 
used, the password of the shared login account must be changed 
immediately. 
 
The database access metrics is as below: 
Support Manager and Database Administrator 
- Root Access: Yes 
- Deployment Access: Yes 
- Database: Full Administrative Rights 
 
1st  and 2nd Level Support 
- Root Access: No 
- Deployment Access: No 
- Database: View Rights 
 
Change management procedure 
Any changes to the database are considered as change request. 
The process flow of the change request procedure is defined as 
attached. 
 
Reporting Capabilities 
The registry system is using Business Intelligence and Reporting 
Tools (BIRT) reporting tool to extract data from the MySQL 
server. BIRT is an Eclipse-based open source reporting system 
for web applications, especially those based on Java and Java 
EE. BIRT has two main components: a report designer based on 
Eclipse, and a runtime component in the app server.  
With BIRT, the following features are available: 
• Lists - The simplest reports are lists of data. As the lists 
get longer, grouping can be done to organize related data 
together (orders grouped by customer, products grouped by 
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supplier). If the data is numeric, developer can easily add 
totals, averages and other summaries.  
• Charts - Numeric data is much easier to understand when 
presented as a chart. BIRT provides pie charts, line & bar 
charts and many more. BIRT charts can be rendered in SVG and 
support events to allow user interaction.  
• Crosstabs - Crosstabs (also called a cross-tabulation or 
matrix) shows data in two dimensions: sales per quarter or hits 
per web page.  
• Letters & Documents - Notices, form letters, and other textual 
documents are easy to create with BIRT. Documents can include 
text, formatting, lists, charts and more.  
• Compound Reports - Many reports need to combine the above into 
a single document. For example, a customer statement may list 
the information for the customer, provide text about current 
promotions, and provide side-by-side lists of payments and 
charges. A financial report may include disclaimers, charts and 
tables.  
BIRT reports consist of four main parts: data, data transforms, 
business logic and presentation.  
• Data – Data are extracted from the MySQL enterprise server. 
• Data Transforms - Reports present data sorted, summarized, 
filtered and grouped to fit the user's needs. BIRT allows 
sophisticated operations such as grouping on sums, percentages 
of overall totals and more.  
• Business Logic - Many reports require business-specific logic 
to convert raw data into information useful for the user. If the 
logic is just for the report, developer can script it using 
BIRT's JavaScript support. If the application already contains 
the logic, existing Java code can be used.  
• Presentation - Once the data is ready, a wide range of options 
is available for presenting it to the user. Tables, charts, text 
and more. A single data set can appear in multiple ways, and a 
single report can present data from multiple data sets.  
 
Resource Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the Registry Service of the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. The database instances 
will be configured by database administrator.  Once done, the 
Test Engineer will perform rigorous testing procedures to ensure 
the system performs according to specifications. Upon the 
testing is fully completed, the configurations shall be hand-
over to Database Administrator to perform deployment to 
production environment. Throughout the process, a Project 
Manager is assigned to perform project management and overall 
control on the implementation. The database schemas creation is 
schedule to be completed in 1 week. 
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The data center engineer will perform routine check on the 
hardware. If any hardware is found to be defected, data center 
engineer will issue the hardware replacement according to the 
new equipment handling policy. The database performance is 
monitor by the database administrator. The database 
administrator will issue a change request for addition of 
hardware if the capacity has reach 80% based on the alert 
configured in the monitoring system. The emergency response team 
will be triggered whenever there is a catastrophe scenario at 
the highest severity.  
 
During maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 data 
center engineer, 1 test engineer and 1 database administrator. 
As part of on going policy changes, a team of software developer 
is available for any standards upgrade to the Registry and the 
changes will trigger the change request procedure in accordance 
to CMMI standards. The changes may include amendments to the 
database which will be tested by the test engineer and deploy to 
production by database administrator. 
 
 
34. Geographic Diversity: provide a description of plans for geographic 
diversity of: 

• a. name servers, and 
• b. operations centers. 
This should include the intended physical locations of systems, primary and 
back-up operations centers (including security attributes), and other 
infrastructure. This may include Registry plans to use Anycast or other geo-
diversity measures. This should include resourcing plans (number and 
description of personnel roles allocated to this area). 

Registry Facilities Location 
 
The registry system is geographically dispersed worldwide to 
provide excellent resolution services to the end users. The 
facilities are listed in the table below: 
 
Registry Office  
- Bangkok 
 
Qinetics Office (Technical Operation Center) 
- Kuala Lumpur (Primary) 
- Singapore (Secondary) 
 
CommunityDNS Office  
- United Kingdom 
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- Japan 
- United States 
 
Primary Data Center 
- Hong Kong 
 
Secondary Data Center 
- Singapore 
 
The offices, operation centers and data centers are located in 
different countries. If the office in one country ceased to 
operate, the office in other country will take over the 
operation. The proposed geo-diversity plan can support continued 
critical registry functions in the event of temporary or 
prolonged outages as described in the answers to Question 39.The 
risks, threats and contingency plan are explained in answer to 
Question 39. 
 
All offices, operation centers and data centers required door 
access and is equipped with CCTV. The security guards work in 24 
hours shift and routinely go around the premises to detect any 
breaches or attempted break into the offices. All offices and 
centers are setup with automatic alarm system in case of any 
break in attempts. The data centers has further security 
configuration as defined in question 30. 
  
Anycast DNS provider - CommunityDNS 
CommunityDNS is a secure, global anycast DNS network made up of 
42 anycast nodes distributed across 5 continents in 2 separate 
networks each with different upstream provider and peering. The 
Registry will use both CommunityDNS AnyCast DNS Networks as 
primary and secondary DNS. 
 
Europe - 17 DNS Anycast Nodes 
- Amsterdam, Netherlands  
- Luxembourg City, Luxembourg 
- Brussels, Belgium  
- Madrid, Spain 
- Budapest, Hungary  
- Milan, Italy 
- Copenhagen, Denmark  
- Paris, France 
- Dublin, Ireland  
- Riga, Latvia 
- Helsinki, Finland  
- Sofia, Bulgaria 
- Heraklion, Greece  
- Vienna, Austria 
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- Ljubljana, Slovenia  
- Warsaw, Poland 
- London, United Kingdom 
 
North America - 5 DNS Anycast Nodes 
- Ashburn, Virginia, USA  
- New York City, New York, USA 
- Chicago, Illinois, USA  
- San Jose, California, USA 
- Los Angeles, California, USA  
  
Asia - 16 DNS Anycast Nodes 
- Bangkok, Thailand  
- Mumbai, India 
- Chennai, India  
- Semey, Kazakhstan 
- Delhi, India  
- Singapore, Singapore 
- Hong Kong, China  
- St. Petersburg, Russia 
- Jakarta, Indonesia  
- Tehran, Iran 
- Kyiv, Ukraine  
- Tokyo, Japan 
- Manila, Philippines  
- Ulyanovsk, Russia 
- Moscow, Russia  
- Yerevan, Armenia 
 
Africa - 3 DNS Anycast Nodes 
- Johannesburg, South Africa  
- Nairobi, Kenya 
- Lagos, Nigeria 
 
Australia - 1 DNS Anycast Node 
- Perth, Western Australia 
 
CommunityDNS positions its nodes around the globe within peering 
points, large ISP or Exchange Points.  With CommunityDNS’ nodes 
positioned within the backbone’s peering network CommunityDNS’ 
bandwidth is as big as the backbone’s bandwidth on which 
CommunityDNS’ nodes are placed.  Based upon the configuration of 
a peering point’s respective router configuration it is not 
uncommon for a peering provider to have a CommunityDNS server(s) 
reside on multiple backbones within a respective peering point. 
 
The attached world map shows the actual location of the nodes 
and data centers. 
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Resource Plan 
 
Qinetics will deploy the registry service of the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. System administrator 
shall counter check to ensure registry services setup can run 
nicely in both data centers. The system administrator will 
perform response time check on the system and DNS from various 
locations to ensure conformance to ICANN required service level. 
Throughout the process, a Project Manager is assigned to perform 
project management and overall control on the implementation. 
The response probing can be completed within 1 week. 
 
During maintenance, the system administrator shall continue to 
perform response time check on the system and DNS from various 
locations to ensure conformance to ICANN required service level 
daily. The outsourced party has committed 2 system 
administrators. 
 
 
35. DNS Service Compliance: describe the configuration and operation of 
nameservers, including how the applicant will comply with RFCs. All name 
servers used for the new gTLD must be operated in compliance with the DNS 
protocol specifications defined in the relevant RFCs, including but not limited 
to: 1034, 1035, 1982, 2181, 2182, 2671, 3226, 3596, 3597, 3901, 4343, and 4472. 
 
Describe the DNS services to be provided, the resources used to implement the 
services, and demonstrate how the system will function. Suggested 
information includes: Services. Query rates to be supported at initial 
operation, and reserve capacity of the system. How will these be scaled as a 
function of growth in the TLD? Similarly, describe how services will scale for 
name server update method and performance. Resources. Describe complete 
server hardware and software. Describe how services are compliant with 
RFCs. Are these dedicated or shared with any other functions 
(capacity/performance) or DNS zones? Describe network bandwidth and 
addressing plans for servers. Describe resourcing plans (number and 
description of personnel roles allocated to this area). 
  Describe how the proposed infrastructure will be able to deliver the 
performance described in the Performance Specification (Specification 6) 
attached to the Registry Agreement. Examples of evidence include: 

• Server configuration standard (i.e., planned configuration) 
• Network addressing and bandwidth for query load and update propagation 
• Headroom to meet surges 
The registry system shall maintain the stealth DNS, propagation 
to primary DNS and propagation to secondary DNS. The resolution 
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of domains will be provided by secondary DNS. The stealth and 
primary DNS will not serve any DNS queries, it’s main function 
is only to generate, sign and distribute the zone records to 
secondary DNS. Details on the DNS implementation are described 
in answer to Question 43. 
 
The DNS Services resolution are provisioned through the AnyCast 
DNS provider which we identified as CommunityDNS. The provider 
has good experience with gTLD and currently handling resolutions 
for some of the gTLD extensions. CommunityDNS has over 70 nodes 
across 5 continents which reduces the latency time in terms of 
DNS queries. PCH is identified as Emergency AnyCast DNS provider 
in the unlikely case the primary and secondary AnyCast Node of 
CommunityDNS failed. 
 
The use of anycast makes a server appear to be one server, but 
in fact it is be many more. Each instance of an anycast node 
serves the same content to the machines “closest” to it. The 
determination of “closest” is made by BGP (Border Gateway 
Protocol), the routing protocol used on the Internet to announce 
networks. A node serves it's surrounding area. Response times 
are much lower than in most traditional cases, because the 
anycast node almost always is closer than a single unicast node 
would have been. A denial of service attack will usually only 
affect a single node. All other nodes in the world will not 
notice anything about the attack and the rest of the Internet 
will thus not notice it either. A local attack is therefore only 
affecting the local neighborhood. Distributed denial of service 
attacks usually affects a few nodes only, but because the attack 
is spread out between nodes, so is the amount of traffic flowing 
to each node. Based on the capacity of the nodes, often the 
attacked nodes are still able to answer legitimate queries. 
 
CommunityDNS 
CommunityDNS is fully compliant with the following standards: 
- 1034  
- 1995  
- 2182  
- 2870  
- 3597  
- 4035  
- 4592 
- 1035  
- 1996  
- 2535  
- 3226  
- 3901  
- 4343  
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- 4641 
- 1101  
- 2136  
- 2671  
- 3490  
- 4033  
- 4472  
- 5155 
- 1982  
- 2181  
- 2845  
- 3596  
- 4034  
- 4509  
- 5910 
 
On an average, non-busy day, CommunityDNS processes 20Gb per 
second of traffic inbound while also processing 50Gb per second 
of traffic outbound. The unique design of CommunityDNS’ platform 
was optimized for extremely high performance. Due to the 
platform’s exceedingly fast performance, the dimension of speed 
yields greater efficiencies in backbone utilization. 
 
The software which serves as the basis for CommunityDNS’ 
platform is highly-secure and highly efficient. It is the level 
of code efficiency that allows CommunityDNS to comfortably 
provide high levels of capacity. Through our internal testing 
CommunityDNS’ platform can successfully support 500,000,000 
domain names. As an example of CommunityDNS’ capacity in August 
2010 CommunityDNS’ node in Hong Kong experienced a traffic spike 
for just less than two hours. During the length of the traffic 
spike CommunityDNS’ Hong Kong node comfortably processed a 
sustained query rate of over 863,000 queries per second. 
 
Extrapolating the rate of queries handled in Hong Kong over 41 
global locations CommunityDNS’ network has a demonstrated 
capacity of comfortably handling 35,383,000 queries per second / 
2,122,980,000 queries per minute / 127,378,800,000 queries per 
hour / 3,057,091,200,000 queries per day / 91,712,736,000,000 
queries per 30 day month / 1,115,838,288,000,000 queries per 
year. 
 
Today CommunityDNS supports 28 TLDs which are authoritative in 
the ROOT Zone as well as carries 504 top level, second level and 
reverse domain zones. On an average, non-busy day, CommunityDNS 
processes 20Gb per second of traffic inbound while also 
processing 50Gb per second of traffic outbound. This equates to 
roughly 8,400,000 queries per minute / 504,000,000 queries per 
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hour and 12,096,000,000 queries per day. CommunityDNS’ platform 
has never reached a maximum query rate. Currently CommunityDNS’ 
capacity is in excess of 855 billion queries per day. 
 
In an independent trial conducted at Bath University, 
CommunityDNS’ database was tested against Oracle’s fastest 
database (Berkeley). Results showed that while processing at 
speeds of 11,000,000 transactions per second CommunityDNS’s 
database outperformed Oracle’s fastest database by over 11 times 
on reads and close to 4 times on writes. 
 
As for scaling, in a study conducted in 2010, CommunityDNS’ 
platform was compared with BIND and NSD-based platforms.  In a 
normal, unsigned zone (non-DNSSEC) environment performance and 
scaling appeared as attached. 
 
In a signed zone, (DNSSEC) environment performance and scaling 
appeared as attached. 
 
The registry system is scaled according to 3 years volume 
estimation in the financial response. The estimation matrix 
table is attached. 
 
The estimation above is based on the aggregated figures 
collected while operating .SG, .HK, .MY and .CD registry system. 
Based on the 855 billion queries per day excess, the estimated 
DNS queries above only takes about 0.8% of CommunityDNS 
capacity. 
 
DNS Network Infrastructure 
The Registry uses CommunityDNS as its outsourced provider for 
AnyCast DNS. CommunityDNS deploys AnyCast DNS in over 40 
countries. The diagrams detailing the connectivity and network 
infrastructure of CommunityDNS is attached. 
 
CommunityDNS Master Centers 
A diagram illustrating the network infrastructure of the 
CommunityDNS master data centers is attached. Spanning multiple 
continents, CommunityDNS redundant master centers ensure maximum 
resilience through multiple levels of redundancy designed into 
each master site. 
 
Redundant networks within each Master Center are isolated into 
no less than four distinct networks to ensure maximum security 
and high levels of efficiency. 
 
Data between the European and North American Master Centers is 
mirrored in real time. Data from Europe to the Asia Master 
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Center is mirrored at delayed intervals should data at the 
European Master Center become corrupted. 
 
CommunityDNS Node Configuration and Information 
A diagram illustrating the CommunityDNS node configuration and 
information is attached. 
 
• Highly modified and hardened version of Linux. 
• OS locked down and using AES-256 encryption. 
• Encryption key unique to OS per node. 
• Operates on multiple hardware platforms for platform 
diversity. 
• Tested to handle 500,000,000 domain names. 
• 10 times faster than BIND and 8 times faster than NSD. 
• Faster than Oracle’s fastest database – over 11 times faster 
on reads and close to 4 times faster on writes. 
• Database locked down and using AES-256 encryption. 
• Encryption key unique to database per node. 
• Fast disaster recovery of 1 million+ names per minute database 
reload 
• Uses onboard firewall for greater troubleshooting ability and 
resilience should external firewalls become disabled. 
• Hard drive automatically wiped clean prior to each 
installation. 
• Sensing tampering, node automatically shuts down until 
reinstallation. 
• Outbound zone transfers not allowed. 
• Zone data transmitted through network consists only of zone 
changes. 
• Nodes accessed only from CommunityDNS Network Operating Center 
(NOC). 
• Each node reached by NOC through second, International link 
for out-of-band management. 
• Advanced encryption used between nodes 
 
Resource Plan 
Qinetics will assign a support manager as the DNS administrator. 
This is because Qinetics treat DNS resolution as the services 
with highest priority. The support manager will perform the 
integration configuration to the AnyCast DNS provider. Once 
done, the Test Engineer will perform rigorous testing procedures 
to ensure the system performs according to specifications. Upon 
the testing is fully completed, the configurations shall be 
hand-over to system administrator to perform deployment to 
production environment. Throughout the process, a Project 
Manager is assigned to perform project management and overall 
control on the implementation. The integration is schedule to be 
completed in 1 week. 
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During maintenance, the helpdesk support shall respond to any 
DNS related enquiries. The support manager shall monitor the 
zone transfer, resolution and zone generation. Any issues on DNS 
resolution at the secondary DNS AnyCast shall be immediately 
routed to AnyCast DNS provider helpdesk. The outsourced party 
has committed to provide 4 resources for the 24 x 7 helpdesk, 1 
test engineer, 1 support manager, 2 AnyCast helpdesk support and 
1 senior DNS administrator to maintain the function. 
 
 
36. IPv6 Reachability: the registry supports access to Whois, Web-based 
Whois and any other Registration Data Publication Service as described in 
Specification 6 to the Registry Agreement. The registry also supports DNS 
servers over an IPv6 network for at least 2 nameservers. IANA currently has 
a minimum set of technical requirements for IPv4 name service. These include 
two nameservers separated by geography and by network topology, each 
serving a consistent set of data, and are reachable from multiple locations 
across the globe. Describe how the registry will meet this same criterion for 
IPv6, requiring IPv6 transport to their network. List all services that will be 
provided over IPv6, and describe the IPv6 connectivity and provider diversity 
that will be used. Describe resourcing plans (number and description of 
personnel roles allocated to this area). 

IPv6 support will be put in place for the network 
infrastructure, hardware and registry functions allowing IPv6 
transport in the network over independent IPv6 capable networks 
in compliance to IPv4 IANA specifications, and Specification 10. 
For all network equipment and servers purchased and installed, 
IPv6 support will be present and enabled in OS. IPv6 address 
will be assigned to all servers, routers, firewall and load 
balancer. The switches, routers and firewalls has the capability 
of routing traffic through IPv6 addressing. 
 
At the application level, IPv6 support will be enabled in: 
1. SRS system 
2. WHOIS 
3. DNS 
 
SRS system 
The SRS servers are fully IPv6 enabled with IPv6 assigned. IPv6 
will be enabled in the host management functions. Registrars 
will be able to add, edit and delete hostname with IPv6. A 
single hostname can be assigned a IPv4 or IPv6 host or both 
through the web panel. However, a single domain must have at 
least one nameserver which is IPv4 to avoid name space 
fragmentation.  
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The same action can be performed through EPP using host create, 
update and delete functions. When host info function is invoked, 
IPv6 address for the hostname will be shown. 
 
WHOIS 
The WHOIS servers reside in IPv6 enabled hardware and network. 
The WHOIS is capable of accepting the commands to check 
hostname. The WHOIS results for the hostname query will response 
with IPv6 records if the hostname are configured with IPv6 
address. 
 
DNS 
Once SRS system accept IPv6 records, the IPv6 records will be 
published into stealth DNS. The stealth DNS will publish the 
record into anycast DNS network. TTL for both IPv4 and IPv6 
records will be the same to avoid any discrepancy. The DNS 
AnyCast provider that we engage are currently IPv6 enabled.  The 
Registry is comply to RFC 4472 and AnyCast DNS provider will 
provide IPv6 addressing for the TLD root DNS. 1 IPv6 address 
will be assigned to each of the 2 TLD name servers. 
 
The AnyCast DNS servers are allocated with IPv6 address which 
the traffic are distributed to various locations in IPv6 enabled 
network. Once a client machine with IPv6 try to access a web 
site, the AnyCast DNS will be accessed through the IPv6 
interface and return dig records which is AAAA records for 
resolution. If the hostname is configured with IPv4, the result 
will be returned to the IPv6 client. The IPv6 client will then 
tunnel out from the IPv6 network at the ISP to the IPv4 network. 
 
Compliance Table 
The compliance table is accordance to Specifications 6 is 
attached. 
 
Resource Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the registry service of the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure which supports IPv6. The 
system administrator will configure an IPv6 address to the newly 
provisioned servers. Once done, the Test Engineer will perform 
rigorous testing procedures to ensure the system performs 
according to specifications. Upon the testing is fully 
completed, the servers shall be hand-over to system 
administrator to perform deployment to production environment. 
Throughout the process, a Project Manager is assigned to perform 
project management and overall control on the implementation. 
The IPv6 configuration is schedule to be completed in 1 week. 
 
During maintenance, the system administrator is responsible to 
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allocate IPv6 address to any newly added hardware. The test 
engineer will perform the testing to ensure new servers are IPv6 
ready. AnyCast Provider will ensure newly added nodes supports 
IPv6. The outsourced party has committed to provide 1 test 
engineer, 2 system administrator and 1 senior DNS administrator 
to maintain the function. 
 
 
37. Data Backup Policies & Procedures: provide 

• details of frequency and procedures for backup of data, 
• hardware, and systems used for backup 
• data format, 
• data backup features, 
• backup testing procedures, 
• procedures for retrieval of data/rebuild of database, 
• storage controls and procedures, and 
• resource plans (number and description of personnel roles allocated to this 

area). 
Overall Backup Design 
The Backup and Recovery (B&R) Plan covers all the essential 
components of the System, including: 
• System files; 
• Database files; 
• Electronic images; and 
• Software and OS (Applications and system).  
 
The attached diagrams describe the overall B&R plan, which can 
be categorized into: 
• System and applications backup (including all electronic 
images); 
• Application and system logs backup; and 
• Database Backup.  
 
All hardware comes with RAID1. The data files are archived daily 
and deposit into the tape library. A diagram illustrating the 
design of the backup infrastructure is attached. 
 
1.1 Hard disk Failures 
If a server has only 1 harddisk, a hardware disk failure would 
require a lengthy procedure to obtain a new harddisk and restore 
the Operating System and data via backups copies. To reduce the 
recovery time in case of harddisk failures, system is thus 
designed to have at least 2 harddisks. 
 
Application servers are configured in RAID 1 (mirror) mode. 
Should one harddisk fail, a new disk will be procured. Data from 
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the surviving harddisk can be mirrored to the new disk via RAID 
mirror rebuild. Tape recovery is not required. 
 
Database servers are configured as RAID 1. Should one harddisk 
fail, a new disk will be procured. Data from the surviving 
harddisks can be rebuilt to the new disk via RAID rebuild. Tape 
recovery is not required. 
 
SAN Storage has 5 x harddisks. 4 harddisks are in use with 1 
harddisk configured as hotspare. Should one harddisk fail, the 
system will automatically use the hotspare harddisk. The failed 
harddisk will be replaced by a new harddisk and it will become 
the new hotspare disk 
 
1.2 Data Loss 
In cases where the physical harddisks are functioning properly 
but the partial or full data loss or corruption have occurred, 
the data loss or corruption may be unrecoverable regardless of 
whether the system has multiple harddisks and whether it is in 
RAID mode since the same data loss will be replicated across the 
RAID array. For such cases, it will be necessary to recover the 
system via backups.   
 
Typical cases of such data loss/corruption:  
• A sudden power failure causes system to shutdown improperly. 
As it is an improper shutdown, some data loss may occur, 
especially for busy systems with high IO activity. The worst 
case would be OS corruption and renders the system unbootable.  
If the system cannot be rescued via fsck (after booting up from 
a rescue cd), recovery from tape backups will be necessary. 
 
To prevent data loss, including complete OS failures, the system 
is designed to backup full disk data to tape backups. 
2. Tape Hardware 
a. Data Format 
The Linear Tape File System (LTFS) is a self-describing tape 
format and file system, which uses an XML schema architecture 
for ease of understanding and use. It allows: 
• Files and directories to appear on desktop and directory 
listings 
• Drag-and-drop files to/from tape 
• File level access to data 
• Supports data exchange 
 
b. Connection 
Each server is connected to the tape library via network to a 
central backup server. The tape library is directly connected to 
the central backup server. Scripts are written to backup the 
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files into the harddisk and move to the central backup server 
(network monitoring server). The tape library tool is scheduled 
to backup the files to the tape library at the frequency defined 
in Section 4 Backup Routine. 
 
c. Capacity 
The tape library PowerVault 124T can hold up to 8 cartridges 
providing up to 6.4TB data backup. The tape library will be 
using Ultrium LTO-3 cartridges. The tape capacity allows for 
multiple backups to be performed before a tape change is 
required. Once the tape is full, the tape library will auto load 
in the next tape and continue the backup. The frequency of tape 
change is described in Section 5 Backup Routine. If the backup 
data capacity exceed 6.4T for a particular week, a change of 
tape drive hardware to a higher capacity type may be required 
(e.g. LTO4). 
 
3. Backup and Recovery Software 
Bacula backup program will be used to manage backup, recovery, 
and verification of computer data across a network of computers 
of different kinds. Bacula is relatively easy to use and 
efficient, while offering many advanced storage management 
features that make it easy to find and recover lost or damaged 
files. 
 
4. Backup Routine 
The backup routine will be as attached. 
 
On every Wednesday, the system administrator will eject the 
tapes by pressing the ‘eject’ button on the tape library. The 
tape will rewind and eject. The system admin will physically 
label the tape with the following convention: 
WEEK < YYMMDD > where YYMMDD is the Year-Month-Date of the day 
the tape is ejected. e.g. WEEK1 120101 
 
The files will be stored in folder: /home/backup/[hostname] 
 
The tapes will be brought offsite to a prearranged secure site 
for storage. Tapes stored offsite will be recycled for new 
backups after 30 days, starting with the oldest tapes. At any 
point in time, the Registry will have at least 30 days of backup 
information for retrieval. 
 
Recovery Procedures 
File Recovery 
The procedure for file recovery is as below: 
1. Identify the date of the file to be restored 
2. Retrieve the sets of tapes for the week where the data are to 
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be restored 
3. Identify the job id for the backup file based on date 
4. Mark the files for restore 
5. Issue the restore command to rewind the position of the tape 
6. Data will be extracted and ready to be used 
 
Server Recovery 
The servers are configured in high availability mode. Server 
backup may not be required due to all services are mirrored. As 
the state of server to be recovered is not important, the 
recovery procedure will fall back to the file recovery steps. A 
new server will be provisioned. The last known good backup for / 
and /home of that particular crashed server will be restored. 
The files will then be copied over to the newly provisioned 
server. 
 
The above process will be the same for database servers. The 
database server recovery via tape will be deployed only when the 
event where multiple disasters strike, where the RAID 5 for the 
database is unrecoverable, the disks are unusable and data in 
the replication secondary database cluster is also corrupted. On 
such very unlikely event, the system administrator will restore 
the server using the backup files from the tape. Once data are 
retrieved from tape, the rest of missing data shall be 
reconstructed from the application log files back to the point 
of failure. 
 
Resource Plan from Qinetics 
Backup Testing Procedure 
Qinetics will backup the registry System of the Registry using 
its data backup infrastructure. The data center engineer will 
configure the backup services. Once done, our Test Engineer will 
perform rigorous testing procedures to ensure the system backup 
the files according to the backup plan. Throughout the process, 
a Project Manager is assigned to perform project management and 
overall control on the implementation. The setup and testing is 
schedule to be completed in 2 weeks. 
 
During maintenance, the data center engineer will perform the 
tape change and restoration of data if required. The restored 
data will be checked by the application support engineer before 
confirm it can be reused. The outsourced party has committed 4 
data center engineer and 2 application support engineer to 
maintain the data backup. 
 
 
38. Escrow: describe how the applicant will comply with the escrow 
arrangements documented in the Registry Data Escrow Specifications 
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(Specification 2 of the Registry Agreement). Describe resourcing plans 
(including number and description of personnel roles allocated to this area). 

1 Description of Technical Capabilities and Redundancies 
 
1.1 Hardware to be used 
NCC Group will provide a mix of dedicated hardware and shared 
infrastructure for the ICANN Registry Operator Data Escrow 
(“RODE”) solution in accordance with Specification 2 of the gTLD 
Application and the arias-noguchi-registry-data-escrow draft. 
NCC Group utilizes a shared infrastructure for internet access 
and management of its Enterprise hosting sites. This greater 
efficiency allows NCC Group to provide a superior but more cost 
sensitive solution. 
 
NCC Group only uses “best of breed” hardware in the solution 
(dedicated and shared) from HP, Cisco and Foundry Networks. To 
provide maximum flexibility and performance a hardware load 
balancer would be implemented. The load balancer intelligently 
monitors each server in the pool to ensure that the Registry is 
directed to the server most capable of performing the required 
processes in the most efficient manner and in accordance with 
established data processing procedures.  Another benefit of NCC 
Group’s architecture is that it allows the solution to scale 
horizontally or undertake maintenance without impacting service 
or performance to the Registry.  This architecture also allows 
NCC Group to manage and process hundreds of coterminous escrow 
deposits, be they from the Registry, or other Registry 
Operators. 
 
Continual performance management will trend usage to identify 
and predict future capacity issues. NCC Group would instigate 
the process of providing extra capacity, disk, processor, etc 
when utilization of a component was close to reaching its 
threshold.  This review, analysis and maintenance is done daily 
in accordance with established IT policies and based upon NCC 
Group’s monitoring and performance reports.  This type of 
proactive maintenance insures that issues are averted rather 
than responded to once they occur. 
 
Hardware Utilization Diagram is attached for reference. 
 
1.2 Internet Connectivity 
NCC Group utilizes low latency, high availability connectivity 
at each of their Enterprise hosting sites, with a minimum of two 
completely separate Internet connections from high quality 
transit providers.  These connections are delivered as blended 
BGP feeds giving exceptional bandwidth to the major tier 1 
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networks internationally.  This architecture enables NCC Group 
to select the most suitable IP space to host burstable solutions 
while aiming to exceed no more than 30% utilization of their 
Internet bandwidth, thus delivering consistently high 
availability and fast response. 
 
NCC Group would initially provide a committed information rate 
of 100MB.  NCC Group has continuous monitoring of utilization of 
this link to ensure its performance is within established 
service level expectations, and this monitoring is considered 
paramount to the performance of the data escrow solution.  NCC 
Group has provided for standby bandwidth resources to be quickly 
available to NCC Group, so bandwidth can be scaled up to 1GB 
within twenty minutes, and beyond this significant level within 
four hours. 
 
1.3 Proposed Software 
File transfer, security and encryption for the NCC Group Escrow 
Live portal is handled using industry-leading software from 
GlobalScape. NCC Group’s current installation of GlobalScape 
would be expanded and configured to provide file transfer 
capability, security architecture and encryption which would be 
compliant with ICANN’s RODE requirements. 
 
The attached diagram provides an overview of the infrastructure. 
The Registry data would be protected behind two firewalls for 
maximum protection.  
 
The Registry would connect to the DMZ Gateway server and 
transfer the file, the system would transfer the file 
automatically to the storage server, decompress and decrypt the 
data and perform integrity checks as part of the process 
automatically.  ICANN and the Registry (and its outsourced 
service providers as required) would then be sent an automated 
email confirming the receipt and processing of their deposit.  
 
The software uses industry standard security protocols to ensure 
interoperability with existing secure applications.  
Additionally, it employs FIPS compliant algorithms in accordance 
with U.S. Government Department of Defense specifications in 
order to ensure maximum protection and confidentiality of data 
transmissions. The software supports the following protocols and 
standards: 
• Support for FTP (SSL/TLS), SFTP and HTTP/S Protocols  
• Compliant with RFC 959, 2228, 2389, 2289, 2440, 2616, 2069 & 
others  
• Based on OpenSSL library 0.9.8a  
• Compliant with latest Secure Shell drafts  
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• OpenPGP support includes: 
• Create public and private key pairs 
• Establish key expiration dates 
• Import public keys only or key pairs 
• Set a default site key for encrypting and signing data 
• Encrypt, decrypt or sign based on a particular event 
 
Guaranteed Delivery 
When a transfer is initiated, the NCC Group service guarantee 
delivery mechanisms ensure integrity and completion. Typical 
problems associated with file transfer may include: 
• Interrupted transfers – Remote connections are frequently 
interrupted (network error, server disconnect, etc.) The service 
supports auto-resume attempts from file transfer clients with 
resume transfer capability, such as CuteFTP Professional. 
• Transfer paused by initiator – Transfers in progress can be 
paused and restarted at any time while using a supporting 
client. This is often referred to as checkpoint restart or 
manual restart. 
 
Data Integrity Checking  
Data integrity is a critical part of electronic data 
transmissions, especially when mission critical or classified 
data is involved. All TCP/IP packets arriving at the destination 
does not guarantee that a transfer is successful. The actual 
data being transferred may be corrupted in transit or during the 
storage phase. Typical scenarios include compromised 
transmissions where data is replaced in transit or a failed disk 
I/O operation. Most protocols and applications provide only 
minimal data integrity verification mechanisms. Aside from 
inherent measures built into the underlying protocols used, the 
NCC Group service offers the following additional measures to 
protect against corrupted data: 
• Cyclical Redundancy Checking (CRC) is the process of comparing 
the checksum of a transferred file compared to its original 
source. The source and destination file checksums are compared 
once the transfer is finished. If the checksums match, the file 
transfer is considered complete. If they don't match, an error 
is reported and the transfer is retried until the checksums 
match. 
• Message Authentication Code (MAC) checking is similar process 
to CRC checking except that it applies only to SSH2 connections. 
The transferring packets are verified; however, no further 
validation occurs once the transfer is completed and the data is 
stored on disk. 
 
Accelerated Transfers 
The NCC Group service utilizes accelerated transfer technology: 
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• Multi-part Accelerated Transfers (Segmented Delivery) – This 
cutting-edge approach to transferring large files can accelerate 
transfers by over 400%. A file is segmented (split) into 
multiple equally sized parts, and each part is then transferred 
simultaneously over a separate thread. Once all segments are 
received, the resulting parts are recombined back into a whole 
file. A diagram of this process is included for reference. 
• Simultaneous Transfers (Concurrent Delivery) – When used with 
a supporting client the NCC Group service can permit multiple 
simultaneous sessions over FTP/S, HTTP/S or SFTP. EFT Server can 
handle as many simultaneous connections as allowed by the 
underlying hardware, and allowed sockets by the operating 
system. 
• Mode Z Compression – Allow users to compress transfers on the 
fly to speed up delivery and increase bandwidth efficiency with 
streaming compression. 
 
Registry Operator Compliance 
NCC Group will work with ICANN and the Registry to ensure 
maximum compliance with the RODE requirements.  All non-
compliances will be flagged immediately with the Registry and 
ICANN.  
 
NCC Group will provide a web portal to allow ICANN and the 
Registry to produce deposit reports. The web portal will allow 
the Registry and ICANN to view details of all deposits stored. 
The portal would be a custom development specifically for ICANN.  
 
ICANN will be sent emails notifying them of: 
• Each successful deposit and verification to allow it to update 
its own system. 
• Each failure by a registrar to adequately remedy failed 
deposits, including failed and uncorrected verification checks. 
 
The Registry will be notified by e-mail if they fail to submit a 
deposit according to the schedule. 
 
1.4 Physical and electronic security systems and procedures 
Security will be a paramount concern for all parties involved in 
the use of the Registry Data Escrow service. NCC Group will draw 
on its considerable expertise in the areas of infrastructure and 
web application security to ensure that the Registry Data Escrow 
system maintains high levels of security at all times.  
 
NCC Group is a leading independent IT security advisor and we 
have completed numerous security related projects. We have been 
providing network security testing services and consultancy 
advice on security infrastructures since 1997. NCC Group 
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provides security testing services, which are accredited to the 
CHECK requirements established by CESG, the UK National 
Technical Authority for Information Assurance (www.cesg.gov.uk).  
NCC Group also provides consultancy to the Information Security 
Management Standard, ISO 27001. 
 
NCC Group security testing services use a robust and thorough 
methodology which mimics the actions of real ‘hackers’ – we do 
not simply rely on automated tools. Our security testing service 
involves far more than simply scanning the network for 
weaknesses. Automated testing services can be useful, but given 
that hacking tricks, cheats and techniques evolve on a daily 
basis, automated systems quickly become redundant. Our tests are 
performed ‘hands-on’ by experienced consultants who utilize the 
same methods and tools as expert hackers in addition to 
developing their own. We keep up-to-date by continuously 
researching, studying and mimicking the emerging techniques. 
 
1.5 Procedures for handling large files and sets, encrypted 
and/or compressed data, and sensitive or confidential third-
party data 
As part of our Escrow service, NCC Group regularly handles large 
files containing encrypted, compressed and/or password protected 
data.  We have procedures in place for the secure handling of 
such information.  Our existing customer portal Escrow Live 
allows for the secure transfer of data electronically using 
HTTPS and secure FTP.   
 
1.6 Procedures for archiving data deposits 
Sensible security practices dictate that confidential data 
transferred to a publicly accessible server should not remain on 
that server due to the risk of exposure or compromise. If the 
publicly accessible server is configured to broker the incoming 
transactions with a server inside the corporate firewall, it 
safeguards the files since they reside on a secure corporate 
intranet, inaccessible from public networks. 
 
Once a deposit has been made, it will be verified using the 
ICANN supplied Perl scripts. This validation will occur within 
24 hours of receipt and will verify that the deposit format is 
consistent with ICANN’s requirements.  If the deposit is 
successfully validated it will be transferred to archive storage 
where it will be kept for the minimum defined term by ICANN.  
 
Once a deposit has been validated and moved to archive storage 
it becomes read only and is only accessible by NCC Group staff. 
In the event that ICANN request a retrieval of the Registry 
Operator’s data, it would either be delivered electronically (by 
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a pre-agreed methodology, most likely Secure FTP) or placed on a 
CD, DVD or USB external storage device and sent overnight with a 
reputable commercial carrier – the delivery method would be of 
ICANN’s choosing.  
 
All transactions would be logged to a database for auditing and 
production of statistics to support ICANN’s compliance 
requirements.  
 
1.7 Contingency planning and disaster preparedness 
NCC Group has comprehensive business continuity plans, developed 
in accordance with the PAS56 standard and now superseded by 
British Standard 25999. These are reviewed bi-annually and 
tested on a regular basis. 
 
The dedicated infrastructure has sufficient redundancy to ensure 
that failure of a single component will not impact the service.  
 
NCC Group will continually test the system by collecting 
performance information, availability, any error details, as 
well as upload and download speeds.  The system will be 
continuously monitored, and should there be any performance 
issues, a response will be initiated directly into NCC Group’s 
IT organization to diagnose and fix errors.  The notification of 
web site performance issues are automatic and come via e-mail 
and phone alerts. 
 
 
39. Registry Continuity: describe how the applicant will comply with registry 
continuity obligations as described in the Registry Interoperability, 
Continuity and Performance Specification (Specification 6), attached to the 
draft Registry Agreement. This includes conducting registry operations using 
diverse, redundant servers to ensure continued operation of critical functions 
in the case of technical failure. Describe resourcing plans (number and 
description of personnel roles allocated to this area). 

Compliance with Registry Continuity Obligation as described in 
Specification 6 
1. High Availability (HA) 
Robust Design 
The design of the Registry system relies on multiple, high 
availability components to reduce the risk of failure.  The key 
components of the Registry Service such as SRS, WHOIS, DNS, EPP 
and DNSSEC, will be able to continue to function, even in the 
event of total failure of one server. Sub-system will be 
interconnected with redundant network to ensure that a data path 
is always available. The whole system will not have ‘Single 
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Points of Failure’. 
 
The registry system is proven and tested based on the experience 
of implementing other registries, such as .HK, .SG and .CD TLD.  
 
Conform to HA Standards 
The Registry will conform to the following high availability 
practices: 
• Fault-tolerant Hardware – The Registry select hardware that is 
tolerant to faults, so that in most cases, the hardware can 
function even if part of the hardware is damaged, and can be 
service without interruption.  
• Multiple Sub-System – The Registry will build the system with 
multiple-redundant sub-systems, in order to ensure the entire 
system remain function even if whole sub-system fail.  
• Geographical Diversity – The Registry will place its data 
centers in multiple, geographically separated locations, in 
order to guard againsta the complete destruction of one data 
center.  
• Protecting against Bad Data – The Registry will use hardware 
and programing techniques which guard against the introduction 
of bad data, which will allow multiple audit paths. 
• Operational Policy and Procedures – The Registry will apply 
operational policies and procedures to ensure that system is 
always function.  
 
Fault-tolerant Hardware 
The Registry will use enterprise-grade hardware, which is 
designed to tolerate the failure of its components, and which 
can be serviced without removing power. The failure of CPU, 
memory module, disk drive or system board will not cause the 
server to fail, but will generate warning messages to inform 
Support Engineers (System Administrators) that a fault condition 
occurs. Only  
ECC memory will be used, to ensure a failing memory module 
cannot affect system operation or data integrity.  
 
In the case of a fault condition, it is possible to replace the 
failing components without removing power from the server. The 
failing component will be replaced, and the server will continue 
to handle requests. 
 
At anytime, a spare unit is available and the components in the 
spare unit can be used for emergency hardware replacement until 
the spoilt hardware is replaced. 
 
Redundant Sub-Systems 
The Registry will use multiple-redundant subsystem in order to 
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ensure that, in the event of a failure of any component, the 
entire system is not affected, Each server in the primary data 
center will be paired with another server, so that one server 
may be removed from service without affecting data processing. 
If it is necessary to remove a single server from service, its 
paired member will continue to provide the affected service. 
 
Geographical Diversity with Hot Site 
The Registry System is located in Class A secure facilities (for 
details, answer to Question 34). The primary site in Hong Kong 
will be copied to the secondary site in Singapore, so that a 
complete destruction of the entire primary site will not destroy 
the ability to register and query names. 
 
The secondary site is in Active-Active mode where database are 
in bi-directional setup with auto conflict resolution. This 
means data can be updated in real time at the same instance to 
both data centers. In time of disaster at primary site, the 
transactions can be swing to secondary site in real time. Once 
the primary site is recover, the MySQL cluster in primary site 
has auto recovery function to replicate the data automatically 
from secondary database cluster reducing the time to recover the 
system.  
 
Protecting Against Bad Data 
Except the administration of the system, interaction with the 
database will happen only through the EPP server. This allows 
the assurance of careful data normalization before any data 
reaches the data store. Keeping data normalization and data 
integrity checks outside the database ensure that no malicious 
or mistaken input will get into or persist in the system.  
 
All servers, data stores and backup device will use ECC memory 
and similar memory-correction technology to protect against the 
possibility that any failing component might introduce random 
data errors.  
 
Regular audits of backups will ensure that data is safe and 
available. 
 
Internally, a three-way audit path allows regular checks of SRS 
functioning. The three-way audit trail allows for quick 
troubleshooting in the event of any trouble.  
 
Operation Policy and Procedure 
The Registry will adopt policy and procedures to ensure high 
availability and registry continuity are the top most priority. 
These can be achieved through thoughtful operation policies and 
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procedures.  
 
For the operation, each component will be monitored for 
security, performance and stability both from within the data 
centers, and from a remote site. Three different monitoring 
system provide triple-checks for potential problems. This allows 
the earliest possible warning of trouble, in order to allow 
ample preparation in case of a detected fault. 
 
Qinetics’ Support Engineers, at 24x7 monitoring, will be alerted 
immediately in the event of any hardware or software troubles. 
Senior Support Engineer, at the tier-2 support, will be 
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to address 
immediately any potential failure of a system component.  
 
Consistent policies on maintenance script placement, commenting 
rules, and rigorous schedules for audits and maintenance will 
ensure that the system does experience outages.  
Upgrades and maintenance will be conducted according to well-
established policies. Each proposed system change will be 
documented in advance, and will undergo peer review before being 
implemented.  
 
2. Risk Scenario and Mitigation via High Availability 
Scenario (End Node - Servers) 
- Single host hard disk or power vault failure 
   - Hot swap the failed component, no downtime is to be 
expected 
- Single host motherboard or other single component failure 
  - Host is not reachable. The load balancer will redirect 
traffic to next available host. Once the failed host are 
restored, load balancer will automatic balance the traffic again 
  - SAN storage are in active-active mode. Any failure e.g. on a 
single controller, power or hard disk will have no impact on the 
system. 
- Firewall, router or switch failure 
  - The active-active setup will automatically route traffic to 
remaining active host. Failed unit can be replace and relinked 
- Database hardware failure 
  - The MySQL cluster software will auto redirect the traffic to 
the next available database host 
 
Scenario (End Node - Data Center) 
- Data center power backup failure 
  - The backup data center power will be activated 
- Intruder Protection System (IPS) failure 
  - The physical connection will still flow through even the 
services failed 
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- IPS total failure 
  - In the unlikely event of total unit failure, the appliance 
will be removed and rewired until the hardware is replaced 
- Total Servers and Network failure 
  - In the unlikely event of all servers and network failed, The 
Registry will switch the services to secondary data centre until 
the primary site is recovered 
 
- Database total failure 
  - In the unlikely event of all interfaces in the database 
cluster failed, The Registry will switch the services to 
secondary hot database cluster site until the primary database 
cluster is recovered 
 
Scenario (Network and DDoS) 
- DNS AnyCast Nodes Failure 
  - Traffic will be redirected to other nodes 
- Entire Primary DNS AnyCast provider services, network or 
servers failure 
  - Secondary AnyCast provider still operate without 
interruption to the resolution 
- Primary and secondary site under DDOS attack 
  - Trigger DDOS protection scheme provided by TATA Group to 
mitigate the attack 
 
Certain failure scenarios may not be at the hardware or 
infrastructure level. Below are some operational failures and 
the possible action plan: 
 
Scenario (Operation Center) 
- Helpdesk system failure 
  - Restore the system from backup within 2 hours 
- Melt down of Registry Operational Centers in Singapore and 
Kuala Lumpur 
  - Registry staffs will work remotely via VPN 
 
3. Extraordinary Event 
The Registry will use commercially reasonable efforts to restore 
the critical functions of the registry service within 24 hours 
after the termination of an extraordinary event beyond control 
of the Registry, and restore full system functionality within a 
maximum of 48 hours following such event, depending on the type 
of critical function involved. 
 
Possible Scenario i. Total annihilation of registry operation 
team due to natural disaster or other events  
Action Plan: ICANN shall trigger the backup registry operator to 
take over the Registry 
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Possible Scenario ii. Registry sustain major financial losses 
due to improper management or lawsuit   
Action Plan: The Registry shall perform a down-sizing of the 
operation. If the situation still cannot be under control after 
budget cut, the Registry will arrange the backup registry 
operator to take over the Registry 
 
4. Business Continuity Plan 
The Registry will maintain a business continuity plan, which 
provides maintenance of Registry Service in the event of an 
extraordinary beyond the control the Registry or business 
failure of the Registry (as highlighted in the previous 
section).  
 
The Registry Continuity Plan main objective is to ensure 
continuity of registry operations. Based on the parameters 
defined above, the Registry will inform ICANN and Registrars of 
the timeline for return to normal operations and the status of 
the TLD zones. 
 
For situation where registrants are affected, the Registry will 
provide notice to the community of the timeline for return to 
normal operations. 
 
In the situation where the Registry is operational but 
financially unable to support the operation, the Registry will 
invoke the contingency plan to reduce operation cost and budget. 
Once the management decides to cease operation due to severe 
financial loss, the Registry will trigger the continuity plan by 
transferring the Registry to backup operations provider. The 
Registry shall inform ICANN under cover of full confidentiality 
unless otherwise agreed to by both parties. 
 
Registry Service Continuity Provider 
In compliance of Specification 6, the Registry shall have a 
contingency plan including the designation of a registry 
services continuity provider. The designated provider is 
Qinetics Solutions Berhad   --- the outsourced registry service 
provider of the Registry (‘Qinetics’).  
 
Address: Lot 2-2, incubator 1, technology park Malaysia, 57000 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. 
 
In the case of extraordinary event beyond the control of the the 
Registry where the 
The Registry cannot be reached, the Registry consents that ICANN 
may contact 
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Qinetics.  
 
Best Practices for Business Continuity 
Information Sharing 
The Registry shall share information for routine Situations as 
well as Events affecting the registry services with ICANN. The 
information will help all parties to understand risks and, if 
necessary, provide assistance to ensure continuity of essential 
services. Information that should be shared includes information 
about threats, vulnerabilities, incidents, protection and 
mitigation measures, and best practices. Information sharing can 
be viewed as a means by which to better manage risk and, in 
turn, help deter, prevent, mitigate, and respond to Events. 
 
It is recognized that information sharing needs to take place in 
an environment of trust and confidentiality. Existing formats 
and mechanisms should be used for information exchange. as far 
as possible. 
 
In order to facilitate effective communication during situation 
activities, The Registry will maintain a private directory of 
designated ICANN. The list of contact types include: 
• Designated Point of Contact 
• Technical Point of Contact 
• Legal Point of Contact 
 
The accuracy of the directory information shall be reviewed 
quarterly by the Registry, with notices sent to the designated 
prime contacts in the list. Each contact shall respond within 15 
calendar days to the notice, affirming the accuracy of the 
provided information or providing updated information.  
 
Situation Handling and Event Management 
The Registry will provide helpdesk for technical and customer 
service support via email and 24 by 7 phone support. A ticket 
will be created upon received of the problem reporting. The 
ticket will record the following information: 
• The timeline of the situation (time occurred, time identified, 
events, etc) 
• The Critical Function(s) involved, 
• The identity of the party providing the notification, 
• As much detail regarding the nature and impact of the 
situation as is available (and practically possible to collect). 
 
Severity Categories 
The engineer on duty will categorize the level of problem 
severity and assign the appropriate level of support. The 
different severity levels, type of support personnel to be 
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assigned, response time, resolution time and frequency of update 
as attached. 
 
Support Tiers 
There are three tiers of support differentiated by the 
experience and skill of the support personnel: 
Tier-1 Support: Support is provided by system engineers on basic 
system issues, fault reports and diagnostics. Problems that 
cannot be resolved will be escalated to Tier-2. 
Tier-2 Support: Support is provided by senior engineers. They 
provide in-depth investigation on areas affected by the problem. 
Problems that cannot be resolved will be escalated to Tier-3. 
Tier-3 Support: Support is provided by support manager. Where 
circumstances dictate, experts from the equipment or third-party 
software vendors may be engaged or emergency response team may 
be triggered. 
 
Escalation Policy 
For severity level 1 cases, the support manager shall inform the 
CEO on the issue via phone while he work on the issue and 
thereafter provide the necessary updates as per frequency of 
update.  Notification shall be sent to ICANN and registrars as 
per the update interval on the table above. 
For severity level 2 cases, the engineer on duty shall escalate 
to tier 2 engineer on the issue via phone. Tier 2 engineer will 
work on the issue and thereafter provide the necessary updates 
as per frequency of update to on duty tier 1 engineer.  If the 
problem cannot be solved in the allocated timeframe, the issue 
will be escalated to the support manager. 
For severity level 3 cases, on duty tier 1 engineer will resolve 
the problem and no escalation is required. Support manager will 
monitor the response time. 
 
Emergency Response Team 
The decision to initiate the emergency response team will be 
made by joint decision of Support Manager and CEO. The crisis 
team will be initiated in events where there is public impact 
and the need for coordinated internal and external 
communications. 
 
The emergency response team shall consist of: 
a. Channel Management Team 
b. Support Team 
c. Legal Advisor 
d. Other staff, as necessary 
 
The Registry’s CEO is the designated public spokesperson to 
coordinate with the emergency response team prior to making 
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public statements. Where the public is potentially impacted by 
an Event, a public awareness program may be implemented. The 
Registry shall inform registrars and ICANN of the Event in line 
with the negotiated agreements.  
 
In a long-term Event, the Registry shall, in consultation with 
ICANN, examine the cause of the failure and whether the Event 
occurred as a result of technical, business/financial or other 
reasons. 
 
Testing for Business Continuity 
The Registry will conduct business continuity and disaster 
recovery testing at least once a year. The Registry will provide 
information to ICANN on the business continuity and disaster 
recovery plan and the plan has been tested. 
 
Testing Plan for HA, Compliance for Registry Continuity for 
critical Registry functions (e.g. EPP, WHOIS, DNS, DNSSEC) 
The Registry shall arrange planned outage twice a year to 
perform the interruption failover plan testing. The first 
planned outage shall test for: 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 server in the pair (e.g. 
shut down EPP1 while EPP2 remain operational) and ensure 
transactions still can be performed successfully 
• Shutting down of IPS and ensure traffic still flow into the 
network 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 firewall to ensure the 
active-active setup is still in place even after a firewall is 
down or restored and transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 load balancer to ensure 
the active-active setup is still in place even after a load 
balancer is down or restored and transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 switch to ensure the 
active-active setup is still in place even after a switch is 
down or restored and transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 database server to ensure 
the active-passive setup is triggered and the failover is done 
to the next database server and the failover is recovered on 
primary database is up again 
• Simulate the failure of primary DNS. Record the time required 
to reconfigure Stealth DNS to resume primary DNS IP and time to 
recovery. 
• Simulate case where hardware replacement is required. The 
engineers should know how to react, who to contact and record 
the response time 
• Perform data recovery simulation from tape backup to the 
servers and record the time required to perform the recovery 
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The second planned outage shall test for: 
• Simulate the roll over of services from primary data center to 
secondary data center. Record the time required to perform the 
switch and ensure all services are running fine in secondary 
data center 
• Perform data recovery from secondary site to primary site and 
record the time required to perform the recovery. Record the 
data lost and the last available data in compare to the primary 
database to determine new RPO. 
• Perform data recovery from data escrow agent and record the 
time required to perform the recovery. Record the data lost and 
the last available data in compare to the primary database to 
determine new RPO. 
 
Resource Plan for Implementation and Maintenance of Registry 
Continuity 
 
Qinetics will deploy the Registry Service of the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. The continuity planning 
has been done and provisioned during the new gTLD application 
response stage. The solution architect shall counter check 
implementation with the overall technical plan to ensure 
specification 6 of the new gTLD application guide book is 
satisfied. System administrator shall counter check to ensure 
registry services setup can run nicely in both data center. 
During fail over test in the implementation stage, RTO and RPO 
will be recorded and reviewed during yearly failover test. The 
application support engineers, system administrators, data 
center engineers, support manager, Database Administrator, 
Solution Architect, data escrow engineer and AnyCast DNS 
engineers will be involved in the fail over test. Throughout the 
process, a Project Manager is assigned to perform project 
management and overall control on the implementation.  
 
During maintenance, the system administrator shall continue to 
perform response time check and health check on the system. The 
solution architect shall periodically review the continuity plan 
to ensure The Registry system can continue operation under 
various disaster scenarios. In case of disaster, emergency 
response team will react according to the failover plan if 
applicable. The outsourced party has committed 2 system 
administrators and 1 solution architect. 
 
Data Security and Data Escrow 
The Registry will engage escrow services for escrow of registry 
data as per required by ICANN. The expectation of data escrow is 
to help restore or continue operation of a registry. Data escrow 
may be used to help ensure continuity of service in the event of 
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a technical failure of a registry.  
 
The registry data escrow services engaged is conformed to the 
specification developed in consultation with gTLD Registry 
Technical teams as part of the draft Applicant Guidebook for the 
new gTLD process. 
 
The Registry shall conduct the business continuity and disaster 
recovery testing by retrieving the data from data escrow agent 
once a year. 
 
Plan Review 
The Registry shall periodically review the continuity plan and 
make modifications as necessary to stay current with registry 
practices. There should be a review of the plan following each 
exercise. Result of the review shall be documented and if 
required, implemented into new version of the continuity plan. 
 
5. Transition of a TLD 
A transition of a TLD is necessary when an event occurs that 
renders the Registry unable to execute critical registry 
functions and therefore unable, in the long term, to continue 
operation of the TLD. The Registry and ICANN shall cooperate in 
efforts to protect registrants, promote and facilitate the 
Security and Stability of the Internet and the DNS, and to 
accomplish the terms of the Registry agreement. A voluntary 
transition will occur under the cooperative terms of transition 
in the Registry agreement. 
 
Once the Registry made a decision to transition the TLD, the 
Registry will work cooperatively with ICANN to facilitate and 
implement the transition of The Registry for the TLD in a 
reasonable timeframe, with notice to the community. 
 
The Registry will trigger a transition to the designated backup 
Registry Provider. Transition will be complete following 
notification to the community and registrar testing. 
 
More details of the Transition Plan is written in answer to 
Question 40. 
 
 
40. Registry Transition: provide a plan that could be followed in the event 
that it becomes necessary to transition the proposed gTLD to a new operator, 
including a transition process. 

The Registry has developed a Registry Transition Plan based on 
ICANN Registry Transition Process. The Registry has identified 
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Qinetics, its backend registry operator as the successor for the 
transition. The following process by ICANN may be triggered 
based on various possible scenarios: 
• Registry Transition Process with proposed successor  
• Registry Transition Process with Request For Proposals (RFP)  
• Emergency Back-End Registry Operator Temporary Transition 
Process  
 
The Registry Transition can be initiated by either the Registry 
or ICANN. The Registry may invoke the process if the business 
continue to make losses until evaluation of the business deem 
not viable during the term of assignment by ICANN or any other 
possible severe termination reasons. The Registry will study the 
possible alternate way including selling stakes and shares to 
investors for fund raising. Registry transition will be the last 
resort when all attempts to rescue the business failed.  For 
such cases, the Registry will invoke either Registry Transition 
Process with proposed successor or Registry Transition Process 
with RFP. 
 
The Registry may violate the terms of Registry Agreement or the 
services uptime breach ICANN guideline. ICANN will activate 
temporary Registry Transition Process if the Registry cannot 
remedy the breach within the given timeframe. If the Registry 
still cannot remedy with the given cure period, ICANN may 
require the Registry to initiate the  Registry Transition 
Process with proposed successor or Registry Transition Process 
with RFP. Details of the above 3 processes are described below. 
 
Registry Transition Process with proposed successor 
The Registry will kick start this process if a registry 
transition is required. The Registry preferred to transfer the 
Registry to our Backend Registry Operator due to obvious reasons 
for security and stability. This option requires minimum impact 
to the whole registry system including DNS, WHOIS, SRS, DNSSEC 
and Escrow. The Registry will setup a registry transition team 
and prepare a detail project plan for the Registry transition. 
The project plan will consist of tasks starting from filing a 
request, monitoring of the transition and completion of 
transition. The Registry will file a request to ICANN for the 
front end registry entity change.  The Registry transition 
process will not involve support check because the Registry is a 
generic TLD which doesn’t form any part of a community.  
 
ICANN will evaluate the proposed successor and enter into 
Registry Agreement with the Backend Registry Operator if 
approved. If the evaluation is rejected, the Registry will 
initiate Registry Transition Process with RFP to seek for new 
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successor.  
 
Once approved, the successor will file a change in sponsoring 
organization to IANA. The Registry will stop all registry 
operation and freeze the domain state to facilitate the 
migration of entity and system. The Registry will pass all 
documents and information regarding the Registry operation to 
the successor. 
After that, the Registry and the successor shall inform all 
relevant parties of the entity change.  
 
The successor will then enter into new agreement with the 
AnyCast DNS provider, registrars and data escrow provider. the 
Registry will continue the payment to external providers until 
ICANN approve the successor and there after the successor shall 
handle the payment to the external providers. 
 
The successor shall arrange a proper entity cut over date and 
provide a grace period for registrars to renew names which are 
freeze after the transition. 
 
Registry Transition Process with Request For Proposals (RFP) 
In the event ICANN does not approve the proposed successor, the 
Registry will initiate this process with ICANN. The Registry 
will setup a registry transition team and prepare a detail 
project plan for the Registry transition. The Registry 
transition team will prepare the RFP according to current system 
specification. The project plan will consist of tasks starting 
from filing a request, monitoring of the transition and 
completion of transition. The Registry will perform necessary 
checks as per Registry Transition Process and identify the 
successor. If there is no response to the RFP, ICANN will invoke 
the TLD sunset process to close the gTLD.  
  
If the successor is identified, the Registry will stop all 
registry operation and freeze domain state to facilitate the 
migration of entity and system. The successor will file a change 
in sponsoring organization to IANA. The Registry will pass all 
documents and information regarding the Registry operation to 
the successor. If the successor decides to use the existing 
backend registry operator, there will be minimum changes to the 
Registry system.  
 
If there is a change in backend registry operator, the Registry 
existing backend registry operator shall provide the latest copy 
of DNS, DNSSEC, SRS, WHOIS and Escrow data to the new backend 
registry operator to facilitate the migration, please refer to 
service migration plan section. Once the successor pass the pre-
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delegation test, the new operator will change the sponsoring 
organization in IANA, perform migration and issue DNS and WHOIS 
change to IANA.  
 
Emergency Back-End Registry Operator Temporary Transition 
Process 
This process will be used by the Registry and ICANN primarily 
when two conditions are met: (1) the Registry is in breach of 
its Registry Agreement and (2) a Critical Function is being 
performed below the Emergency Thresholds, as defined in the 
Registry Agreement, resulting in a situation of unacceptable 
risk. 
 
ICANN will initiate the selection of Emergency Back-End Registry 
Operator (EBERO) and draw the funds from the Registry Continued 
Operations Instruments to support the operation of the EBERO. As 
soon as ICANN selects the Emergency Operators, ICANN will offer 
a lightweight Registry-Registrar Agreement to all registrars 
that will enable the Emergency Operators to perform SRS 
functions during a temporary transition process. At this point, 
the Registry has loose its control over the Registry.  
 
The Registry will restore the Registry back to normal operation 
as soon as possible. Once the Registry is ready to resume 
operations and has remedied all issues that may have caused it 
to be in breach, the Registry will initiate a Registry 
Transition Process with proposed successor in order to regain 
control of gTLD operations before the expiry of the cure period 
for the breach.  The Registry will then initiate the service 
migration plan. 
 
Service Migration Plan 
Migration to New Operator  
The Registry will setup a registry transition team and prepare a 
detail project plan for the Registry transition. The project 
plan will consist of tasks starting from filing a request, 
monitoring of the transition and completion of transition. Once 
the Registry transition process is approved, the Registry will 
stop all operations and the domain life cycle in the Registry 
System. The Registry transition team will work closely with the 
project team from the new operator to coordinate the transition. 
At this stage, the Successor has been recorded as organization 
for the Registry. As such, the Registry will stop accepting new 
domains, renewals, transfers, deletion or modifications.  
 
If the successor intends to change backend operator, the 
following will applied. The Registry will forward the last 
generate zone files after operation stopped to facilitate quick 
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transfer of DNS services. The Registry will generate a copy of 
data in escrow format together with registrar data after 
shutdown of the operation so that new operator can easily import 
the data into their system. The Registry transition team will 
arrange a series of meetings with the new operator project team 
to detail out the services which needs to migrate and the 
policies applied. This gap analysis will be done to ensure all 
registry services component are moved to the new operator 
without any impact to the registrant or registrars. 
 
The new operator shall prepare its registry platform, prepare 
for any additional services their platform has not catered and 
setup the required hardware if necessary. The new operator will 
then import the data into their system and perform initial 
testing. The new operator shall ensure the data received can be 
generated into the zones and the zones generated is tally with 
the last generated zone files forwarded by the Registry as well 
as the rest of data such as WHOIS information and data escrow 
files.  
 
Once the new operator is satisfied with the internal test 
result, the pre-delegation testing will be initiated. During 
this stage, ICANN will perform the verification and the Registry 
will assist ICANN if requested. Once the new operator passes the 
pre-delegation testing, the new operator will perform migration 
to the new production system. 
 
The Registry will help to verify and ensure all domains in the 
registry system are resolve properly in the new system. The 
Registry will run the zone conciliation script to counter check 
the zones in new operator DNS system with the data in the the 
Registry system to ensure consistency. The Registry will verify 
the WHOIS information to ensure the correct information are 
migrated to the new operator platform. The Registry will ensure 
the data are deposited by the new operator to the escrow agent 
using ICANN approved format. Lastly, the Registry will monitor 
the implementation based on the gap analysis documents done 
during initial discuss to ensure all gaps are implemented as 
discussed. 
 
If the new operator failed the pre-delegation testing, the 
reason of failure will be made known to the new operator and 
cure period will be given for the new operator to rectify the 
problems. Once new operator is deem ready for pre-delegation 
testing, the process for checking during pre-delegation will be 
reinitiated. If the new operator continue to fail the pre-
delegation test repeatedly, a decision shall be made to engage 
another operator based on predefined registry transition process 
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or provide a final cure period.   
 
Once verification is done, the new operator shall arrange OTE 
test session with the existing registrars. This will ensure the 
registrars have sufficient time to prepare for the transit and 
code their system accordingly. The new operator shall ensure all 
existing registrar pass the OTE test before proceed to next 
stage. 
 
Once the pre-delegation test and registrar OTE test are 
completed, the Registry Transition is considered complete and 
the Registry will be removed from the transition process. The 
new operator will file DNS change to IANA and cut over the 
system. 
 
New operator shall arrange sufficient time for registrars to 
renew freeze domains during the transition period to ensure 
these names will not immediately drop after the transition. 
 
Migration to EBERO 
Under extreme situation such as catastrophic disaster occur in 
whole Asia, it is possible the whole registry management team is 
no longer exist. Under this situation, ICANN will have to take 
over the Registry transition team’s role. Under normal 
circumstances, the Registry will setup a registry transition 
team and prepare a detail project plan for the Registry 
Transition. The project plan will consist of tasks starting from 
freezing services, monitoring of the transition and completion 
of transition. Typically EBERO operator will not handle any 
additional services other than DNS, DNSSEC, WHOIS, data Escrow 
and SRS as per required by ICANN. This service migration will 
only cater for the 5 critical functions as defined by ICANN 
only. Thus gap analysis are not required for this temporary 
transition. 
 
Once EBERO is activated the Registry will stop accepting new 
domains, renewals, transfers, deletion or modifications. ICANN 
will assign a light-weighted Registry Registrar Agreement and 
inform registrars on the changes. The Registry will email 
registrars to explain the situation and introduce the EBERO to 
the registrars for exceptional case handling. 
 
The Registry will forward the last known good zone files to 
facilitate quick transfer of DNS services. The Registry will 
generate a copy of data in escrow format after shutdown of the 
operation so that EBERO can easily import the data into their 
system. In situation where the last know zone files are not 
available or data cannot be generated, the Registry or ICANN 
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will retrieve the last known good records from Escrow Service 
Provider. 
 
After this, the pre-delegation testing will be initiated by 
EBERO. After that, ICANN security team will perform the 
verification and ensure all domains in The Registry system are 
resolve properly in the new system. The Registry will help to 
verify and ensure all domains in the registry system are resolve 
properly in the new system. The Registry will run the zone 
conciliation script to counter check the zones in EBERO operator 
DNS system with the data in the The Registry system to ensure 
consistency. The Registry will verify the WHOIS information to 
ensure the correct information are migrated to the EBERO 
operator platform. The Registry will ensure the data are 
deposited by the EBERO operator to the escrow agent using ICANN 
approved format. 
 
Once the EBERO pass the pre-delegation testing, the Registry 
Transition is considered complete and the Registry will be 
removed from the transition process after the pre-delegation 
testing. EBERO will file the DNS change to IANA to complete 
system cut over. EBERO will then inform the registrars of 
completion of the transition. 
 
If the EBERO failed the pre-delegation testing, the reason of 
failure will be made known to the EBERO and cure period will be 
given for the EBERO to rectify the problems. Once EBERO is deem 
ready for pre-delegation testing, the process for checking 
during pre-delegation will be reinitiated. If the EBERO continue 
to repeatedly fail the pre-delegation test, a decision shall be 
made to engage EBERO based on predefined registry transition 
process or provide a final cure period.   
 
Typically, EBERO will not accept new domains, domain renewals, 
domain transfers, or domain name deletions from registrars. 
However, under exceptional cases the aforementioned operations 
will be accepted, e.g., under the Expedited Registry Security 
Request5, UDRP, or any other ICANN domain name dispute 
resolution procedures. Bulk domain transfers can be approved by 
ICANN for domains sponsored by registrars that no longer can 
service them (e.g., registrar has been de-accredited).  
 
EBERO will not expire registrations or auto-renew them; and will 
include in the RDDS (e.g., WHOIS) output a short explanation 
(approved by ICANN) atop the legal disclaimer (if any) as 
described in section 1.1 of Specification 4 of the Registry 
Agreement of why the expiry date is in the past. The rest of the 
standard domain name, contact, and host (RFC 5730-34, 5910) SRS 
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operations will be allowed. The Emergency Operator will work 
with all the accredited registrars that have domains under 
sponsorship in the gTLD. 
 
During EBERO period, the Registry transition team shall work 
closely with current outsourcing provider to solve any breaches 
immediately either contractual or services. Once breaches are 
resolved, the Registry transition team shall initiate the 
service migration plan from EBERO. 
 
Migration from EBERO 
The Registry will file the Registry Transition Process where the 
successor will be the Registry once the Registry resumes 
operation. Upon approval, the EBERO agent shall provide the 
updates/changes done during the emergency period so that the 
Registry can patch back the records. 
 
After that, the pre-delegation testing will be initiated and 
ICANN will cross check to ensure the integrity of the patched 
system and records in EBERO registry system. Once approved, the 
Registry will issue a change of organization to IANA and 
announce the time to resume operation. During the actual cut 
over date, the Registry will initiate change of DNS to IANA and 
inform registrars on the completion of transition. 
 
Once operation is resumed, registrars and registrants will be 
given one month to renew the domain name. One month later, the 
domain life cycle will resume and names will start to drop out 
from zones as per normal. 
 
 
41. Failover Testing: provide a description of the failover testing plan, 
including mandatory annual testing of the plan. Examples may include a 
description of plans to test failover of data centers or operations to alternate 
sites, from a hot to a cold facility, or registry data escrow testing. Describe 
resourcing plans (number and description of personnel roles allocated to this 
area). 

The Registry intends to conduct an annual registry competency 
test to pro-actively check the effectiveness of its failover 
plan. Several types of tests are to be performed as the Registry 
matures and grows bigger, which are the structured walk-through, 
checklist, simulation, parallel and full-interruption tests. The 
different types of tests are explained below in details: 
 
Structured Walk-through 
In a structure walk-through test, the team members involved in 
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disaster recovery have to meet and go through the specific steps 
of each component in the disaster recovery process as documented 
in the failover plan. The purpose of this test is to confirm the 
effectiveness of the plan and identify gaps, bottlenecks or any 
other weakness in the plan. 
 
Checklist 
In the checklist test, supplies at the backup site are checked 
if they are sufficient, telephone number listing of key project 
members are valid, a copy of the failover plan and operational 
manuals are available. The team members review the plan and 
identify key components that should be current and available in 
the checklist test. It ensures that the organization compiles 
with the requirements of the failover plan. 
 
The structured walk-through and checklist test is to be used in 
conjunction with one another during the early stages to 
determine modifications to the plan before more extensive tests 
are performed. 
 
Simulation 
The team members simulate a disaster in this test so as not to 
affect normal operations. The test should take the following 
factors into consideration: purpose, objectives, timing, 
scheduling, duration, test participants, assignments, 
constraints, assumptions and test steps. The test can include 
notification procedures, temporary operating procedures, backup 
and recovery operations. All elements such as hardware, 
software, personnel, communications, procedures, transportation, 
utilities and secondary site processing should be thoroughly 
tested during the simulation.  
However, it may not be possible to test out transportation for 
example during a simulation. 
 
Interruption Test 
The interruption test activates the failover plan, which is 
costly and could disrupt normal operations. Adequate time must 
be allocated for the testing and the duration must be 
predetermined to ensure adequate response time. The type of 
disaster, extent of damage, recovery capability, staffing and 
equipment availability, and backup resource availability should 
be planned as part of the disaster scenario. The personnel 
required and the time required for each task should also be 
planned in advance. 
 
This test can be used to identify the workability of each part 
before attempting a full test as well. 
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Failover Test Methodology 
The Registry will run annual tests using a mixture of the 
methods above to ensure that the failover tests are effective.  
 
All events are logged in the tests to help evaluate the results. 
The results in turn will provide feedback to ensure that the 
failover plan is adequate and provide confidence and experience 
necessary to deal with a real emergency. 
 
The testing method to be used and the frequency of testing is 
detailed in a table as attached. 
 
Failover Test Plan   
Key Contacts 
This section of list the key players who will be critical to the 
execution of the Registry failover plan. The listing serves as a 
quick reference guide for who to call in case of a contingency.  
 
Basic Contact Information 
 
1. Key Personnel (Registry System): 
• Application Support Engineers 
o Name  : Cheong Khoi Peng 
o Company         : Qinetics Solutions Berhad 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  : 

 
o Name  : Danny Chan Pak Keong 
o Company         : Qinetics Solutions Berhad 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  : 

• System Admnistrator 
o Name  :  Kent Lee  
o Company         :  Qinetics Solutions Berhad 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  : 

o Name  :  Steve Khoo  
o Company         : Qinetics Solutions Berhad 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  : 

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted
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• Support Manager 
o Name  : Danny Chan Chuan Bin 
o Company         : Qinetics Solutions Berhad  
o Contact Number  :
o Address  : 

 
• CEO 
o Name  : Asvin Asvinvichit 
o Company         : Better Living Management Company 
Limited 
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

• VP, Policy and Business Development: 
o Name  : Kum Ying Hao Lester 
o Company  : Better Living Management Company Limited 
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

 
• Manager, Operations: 
o Name  : Pansak Srisub 
o Company  : Better Living Management Company Limited 
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

 
 
2. First Responders. This list identifies the main emergency 
operator number, fire, medical services and maintenance services 
that will be needed to restore vital services: 
 
• Hardware vendor 
o Name  : Eric Fan 
o Company         : udomain pte ltd  
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

 
• Fire department : 999   
• Medical services: 911 
 
3. Key Stakeholders. List of key entities the organization may 
need assistance from or provide information to during an event: 
• ICANN Registry Liaison 
o Name  :  To be filled later 
o Contact Number :  To be filled later 
o Address  :  To be filled later 

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Con ac  nforma ion Redac ed

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted
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• ICANN Security Department 
o Name   :  To be filled later 
o Contact Number :  To be filled later 
o Address  :  To be filled later 
•     SingCERT 
o    Name              :    
o    Contact Number    :    
o    Address           :    

•    HKCERT 
o    Name              :    SC Leong 
o    Contact Number    :  
 
4. Key Customers. The List of registrars will be retrieved from 
SRS system. If SRS system is not available, the information can 
be retrieved from Channel Management Department’s CRM system. 
 
5. Key Vendors. List of key vendors the Registry will turn to 
during a recovery effort for either resupply or replacement of 
expertise, inventory, and equipment. This includes contracted 
off-site data centers. 
• Data Center Operator 
o Name  : Eric Fan 
o Company         : udomain pte ltd 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  : 

 
• Anycast Operator 
o Name  : James Steven 
o Company         : CommunityDNS 
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

• Escrow Operator 
o Name  : Tom Scopazzi 
o Company         : NCC Group 
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

  
Organization 
1. Systems Overview.  
The list detailing the system components and outsourcing vendor 
is as follows: 
 
SRS  
- Shared Registry System which inclusive of WEB and EPP
 (Qinetics) 

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted
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DNS and DNSSEC  
- Domain Resolution Services (CommunityDNS) 
WHOIS  
- Contact Directory Services (Qinetics) 
Data Escrow  
- Data Escrow Services (NCC Group) 
Database  
- Central Data Repository (Qinetics) 
Helpdesk  
- 24 x customer support (Qinetics) 
Mail Server  
- Email system for the Registry correspondence and support 
(Qinetics) 
Tape Backup  
- Tape library used to backup all the data in the servers (Data 
Center) 
Monitoring System  
- Inclusive of services, network and database monitoring 
(Qinetics) 
 
Detail system description and setup is available in System Setup 
Document. 
 
2. Recall Roster. This section contains the registry 
organization chart, name and contact information. The chart is 
used as a notification chart for situations where expedient 
communications means – such as phone, fax, and email – are 
unavailable.  
 
The contact information will be filled once recruitment 
processes completed. 
 
3. Critical System Name. This section describes the Critical 
Processes / Functions / Assets/ Key Lists required for the 
Registry operation. The table detailing the identified risks and 
mitigations is attached. 
 
Test Scenarios 
Node Interruption Test: 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 server in the pair (e.g. 
shut down EPP1 while EPP2 remain operational) and ensure 
transactions still can be performed successfully 
• Shutting down of IPS and ensure traffic still flow into the 
network 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 firewall to ensure the 
active-active setup is still in place even after a firewall is 
down or restored and transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 load balancer to ensure 
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the active-active setup is still in place even after a load 
balancer is down or restored and transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 switch to ensure the 
active-active setup is still in place even after a switch is 
down or restored and transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 Web Server, 1 EPP server, 
1 WHOIS server to ensure the balance node is still in place and 
transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 database server to ensure 
the active-passive setup is triggered and the failover is done 
to the next database server and the failover is recovered on 
primary database is up again 
• Simulate the failure of primary DNS. Record the time required 
to reconfigure Stealth DNS to resume primary DNS IP and time to 
recovery. 
• Simulate case where hardware replacement is required. The 
engineers should know how to react, who to contact and record 
the response time 
• Perform data recovery simulation from tape backup to the 
servers and record the time required to perform the recovery 
 
Site Interruption Test: 
• Simulate the roll over of services from primary data center to 
secondary data center. Record the time required to perform the 
switch and ensure all services are running fine in secondary 
data center 
• Perform data recovery from secondary site to primary site and 
record the time required to perform the recovery. Record the 
data lost and the last available data in compare to the primary 
database to determine new RPO. 
• Perform data recovery from data escrow agent and record the 
time required to perform the recovery. Record the data lost and 
the last available data in compare to the primary database to 
determine new RPO. 
 
Testing Sequence 
Quarter 1: 
Re-evaluate this checklist to identify changes to the key 
contacts, vendors, and risk list and mitigation steps. Readjust 
the steps for testing in Quarter 3 and Quarter 4 below. 
 
Quarter 2: 
Based on the updated checklist, run simulation to contact all 
relevant parties to simulate as if there is a major break down 
in the system and record: 
• Initiation Point 
• Key Person Responded 
• Response time 
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Pre inform the parties there will be a drill in the coming 1-2 
weeks but not giving key person the exact date. 
 
Quarter 3: 
Perform the node interruption steps in accordance to the test 
scenarios formulated from the risk identify in the risk table. 
 
Quarter 4: 
Perform the Site interruption steps according to test senarios. 
Prepare closure report and document lesson learnt for discussion 
in Quarter 1 next year.  
 
Resource Plan 
The fail over test plan will be executed for testing before 
deployment of system. The application support engineers, system 
administrators, data center engineers, support manager, Database 
Administrator, Solution Architect, data escrow engineer and 
AnyCast DNS engineers will be involved in the first fail over 
plan test run. Throughout the process, a Project Manager is 
assigned to perform project management and overall control on 
the implementation. The failover plan and testing is estimated 
to be completed in 1 month. 
 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the system is 
deployed. The failover test plan will be tested yearly. The 
outsourced party has committed 2 application support engineers, 
2 system administrators, 4 data center engineers, support 
manager, Database Administrator, Solution Architect, data escrow 
engineer and 2 AnyCast DNS engineers to run the failover test 
yearly. 
 
42. Monitoring and Fault Escalation Processes: provide a 
description of the proposed (or actual) arrangements for 
monitoring critical registry systems (including SRS, database 
systems, DNS servers, Whois service, network connectivity, 
routers and firewalls). This description should explain how 
these systems are monitored and the mechanisms that will be used 
for fault escalation and reporting, and should provide details 
of the proposed support arrangements for these registry systems. 
Describe resourcing plans (number and description of personnel 
roles allocated to this area). 
 
1 Monitoring and Fault Escalation 
The registry system will be monitored from 2 locations. The 
service monitoring server in primary site will be checking the 
services in the secondary site. The service monitoring server in 
secondary site will be checking the services in the primary 
site. The traffic will be monitored within the data center 
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network. The databases in primary and secondary sites will be 
monitored in the primary data center.  
 
1.1 Hardware 
Hardware statuses are namely:  
• Host up/down 
• CPU load 
• Storage Space 
• Firewall 
• Load Balancer 
• Router 
 
1.2 Software 
The following software services will be monitored: 
• Webservers 
• Database Servers  
• EPP Servers 
• WHOIS Daemons  
• DNS servers 
• Mail Servers 
• Cron-job Server 
 
1.3 System Access 
All user access, especially the login attempt failure, will be 
logged and monitored. This information allows the system 
administrator to identify potential hacking or unauthorized 
access that going onto the system.  
 
2 Services Monitoring Tool 
Nagios (http://www.nagios.org/), an Open Source host, service 
and network monitoring program, is the tool used to perform the 
monitoring. 
 
3 Monitoring Approaches 
3.1 Monitoring Implementation 
The Nagios daemon is setup in the monitoring server in primary 
and secondary sites. The role of Nagios daemon is act as a 
centralized intelligence to gather and process information from 
all monitored machines.  
 
The Nagios daemon alone is not able to perform the monitoring 
service. It has to work together with the Nagios plug-ins 
installed in the individual servers. Nagios plug-ins is 
executable scripts that perform various types of checking on a 
machine. For example, the script “check_disk” returns the 
storage usage of the machine and “check_http” that returns 
status of the web service.  
On each server, a NRPE daemon is installed. The NRPE daemon acts 
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as a proxy to process information between the plug-ins and the 
centralized Nagios daemon on NMS. The attached illustration 
shows the monitoring architecture. 
 
3.2 Nagios Monitoring Output 
The following output will be generated: 
Email Notification - When problems are encountered or certain a 
pre-set criterion has been met, the Nagios daemon will send 
notifications to inform technical support team via email. This 
allows the support personnel in charge to take immediate action 
to investigate the problem.  
 
Monitoring Log / Data – Server and network condition will be 
recorded continuously. This useful information is presented in 
text-based log files, such as nagios.log (Nagios server log), 
host-perfdata.dat (host monitoring result log) and service-
perfdata.dat (service monitoring result log). The latest 
monitoring status can also be viewed through the Nagios web 
panel. 
 
4 Monitoring Level Configuration 
The entire monitoring process of Nagios is controlled by a set 
of server-side configuration files stored in network monitoring 
server as well as an agent configuration file in every node 
under monitoring.  
 
Configurations of the entire service monitoring plan have been 
summarized and stated in the attached table. 
 
5 Traffic Monitoring Tool 
The Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) is a tool to monitor the 
traffic load on network links. MRTG generates HTML pages 
containing PNG images which provide a LIVE visual representation 
of this traffic. 
 
5.1 Monitoring Approaches 
All servers will be installed with SNMP package. The MRTG 
program will be installed in the monitoring server to collect 
information from all servers and routers. The information will 
then be published into the web GUI for analysis. The support 
team will be able to see daily, weekly, monthly and yearly 
traffic graph for each servers as well as total traffic from the 
router. 
 
Some diagrams illustrating the graphs is attached. 
 
6 Database Monitoring Tool 
The MySQL Enterprise Monitor continuously monitors MySQL servers 
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and alerts potential problems before they impact the system. The 
tool recommends best practices to eliminate security 
vulnerabilities, improve replication, optimize performance and 
more. 
 
6.1 Monitoring Approaches 
MySQL Enterprise Monitor comprised of a centralized Service 
Manager and lightweight Service Agent this is installed on each 
monitored MySQL server. It auto-discovers and groups the 
Replication topologies and allows viewing of the status of all 
Master/Slaves from a single console. Threshold driven alerts are 
available to alert support engineers through email when any 
system parameter hits critical level. 
 
7 Fault Response Team 
The support engineer will stationed at the monitoring work 
station and eye ball the services availability and health of the 
entire registry system on shift basis 24 x 7. Once abnormality 
is observed, the support engineer will log a problem ticket 
according to the escalation policy in the support framework 
according to response in question 39. At any time, minimum 3 
person will be available to provide technical support. 
 
The support manager will be notified on every alert through 
mobile phone. The support manager worked as a cross checking 
node to ensure issues are logged, reported and escalated.  
Resource Plan 
 
Qinetics will deploy the Registry Service of the Registry using 
its existing system and monitoring infrastructure. The assigned 
system administrator will configure the probes into the registry 
system. Once done, the Test Engineer will perform rigorous 
testing procedures to ensure the monitoring performs according 
to specifications. Upon the testing is fully completed, the 
probes shall be hand-over to System Administrator to perform 
deployment to production environment. Throughout the process, a 
Project Manager is assigned to perform project management and 
overall control on the implementation. The monitoring setup 
shall be completed within 2 weeks. 
 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the System is 
deployed. The system shall send alerts to system administrator. 
Whenever there is a support ticket, System Administrator will 
further escalate the support request base on severity. The 
emergency response team will be triggered whenever there is a 
catastrophe scenario at the highest severity.  
 
Once a remedy is identified, Test Engineer will perform testing 
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on the fixes before deployment by System Administrator. During 
maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 data center 
engineers, 2 application support engineers, 1 support manager, 1 
test engineer, 1 database administrator and 2 system 
administrators.  
 
Organisational Chart of Maintenance Team 
A diagram of the organisational chart of the maintenance team is 
attached. 
 
During Maintenance mode, the registry system will be supported 
by the support manager of Qinetics with a team of resources 
handling application, database and system support. A first level 
helpdesk is available to handle general enquiries on a 24x7 
basis. The Support Manager will be the command center to 
communicate with Data center, esrow and anycast DNS engineers 
for any potential fault.  The support manager will work closely 
with the Registry policy manager and operation manager for 
effective communications. 
 
The Support Manager, Policy Manager and Operation Manager are 
members of Emergency Response Team (ERT). The maintenance team 
are responsible to carry out yearly fault tolerant test and 
execution of business continuity plan. 
 
 
42. Monitoring and Fault Escalation Processes: provide a description of the 
proposed (or actual) arrangements for monitoring critical registry systems 
(including SRS, database systems, DNS servers, Whois service, network 
connectivity, routers and firewalls). This description should explain how these 
systems are monitored and the mechanisms that will be used for fault 
escalation and reporting, and should provide details of the proposed support 
arrangements for these registry systems. Describe resourcing plans (number 
and description of personnel roles allocated to this area). 

The Registry intends to conduct an annual registry competency 
test to pro-actively check the effectiveness of its failover 
plan. Several types of tests are to be performed as the Registry 
matures and grows bigger, which are the structured walk-through, 
checklist, simulation, parallel and full-interruption tests. The 
different types of tests are explained below in details: 
 
Structured Walk-through 
In a structure walk-through test, the team members involved in 
disaster recovery have to meet and go through the specific steps 
of each component in the disaster recovery process as documented 
in the failover plan. The purpose of this test is to confirm the 
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effectiveness of the plan and identify gaps, bottlenecks or any 
other weakness in the plan. 
 
Checklist 
In the checklist test, supplies at the backup site are checked 
if they are sufficient, telephone number listing of key project 
members are valid, a copy of the failover plan and operational 
manuals are available. The team members review the plan and 
identify key components that should be current and available in 
the checklist test. It ensures that the organization compiles 
with the requirements of the failover plan. 
 
The structured walk-through and checklist test is to be used in 
conjunction with one another during the early stages to 
determine modifications to the plan before more extensive tests 
are performed. 
 
Simulation 
The team members simulate a disaster in this test so as not to 
affect normal operations. The test should take the following 
factors into consideration: purpose, objectives, timing, 
scheduling, duration, test participants, assignments, 
constraints, assumptions and test steps. The test can include 
notification procedures, temporary operating procedures, backup 
and recovery operations. All elements such as hardware, 
software, personnel, communications, procedures, transportation, 
utilities and secondary site processing should be thoroughly 
tested during the simulation.  
However, it may not be possible to test out transportation for 
example during a simulation. 
 
Interruption Test 
The interruption test activates the failover plan, which is 
costly and could disrupt normal operations. Adequate time must 
be allocated for the testing and the duration must be 
predetermined to ensure adequate response time. The type of 
disaster, extent of damage, recovery capability, staffing and 
equipment availability, and backup resource availability should 
be planned as part of the disaster scenario. The personnel 
required and the time required for each task should also be 
planned in advance. 
 
This test can be used to identify the workability of each part 
before attempting a full test as well. 
 
Failover Test Methodology 
The Registry will run annual tests using a mixture of the 
methods above to ensure that the failover tests are effective.  
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All events are logged in the tests to help evaluate the results. 
The results in turn will provide feedback to ensure that the 
failover plan is adequate and provide confidence and experience 
necessary to deal with a real emergency. 
 
The testing method to be used and the frequency of testing is 
detailed in a table as attached. 
 
Failover Test Plan   
Key Contacts 
This section of list the key players who will be critical to the 
execution of the Registry failover plan. The listing serves as a 
quick reference guide for who to call in case of a contingency.  
 
Basic Contact Information 
 
1. Key Personnel (Registry System): 
• Application Support Engineers 
o Name  : Cheong Khoi Peng 
o Company         : Qinetics Solutions Berhad 
o Contact Number :  
o Address  : 

 

o Name  : Danny Chan Pak Keong 
o Company         : Qinetics Solutions Berhad 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  : 

• System Admnistrator 
o Name  :  Kent Lee  
o Company         :  Qinetics Solutions Berhad 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  : 

 

o Name  :  Steve Khoo  
o Company         : Qinetics Solutions Berhad 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  : 

 

• Support Manager 
o Name  : Danny Chan Chuan Bin 
o Company         : Qinetics Solutions Berhad  

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted
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o Contact Number  :
o Address  : 

 
• CEO 
o Name  : Asvin Asvinvichit 
o Company         : Better Living Management Company 
Limited 
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

 

• VP, Policy and Business Development: 
o Name  : Kum Ying Hao Lester 
o Company  : Better Living Management Company Limited 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  : 

 
 
• Manager, Operations: 
o Name  : Pansak Srisub 
o Company  : Better Living Management Company Limited 
o Contact Number : 
o Address  :

 
 
2. First Responders. This list identifies the main emergency 
operator number, fire, medical services and maintenance services 
that will be needed to restore vital services: 
 
• Hardware vendor 
o Name  : Eric Fan 
o Company         : udomain pte ltd  
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

 
• Fire department : 999   
• Medical services: 911 
 
3. Key Stakeholders. List of key entities the organization may 
need assistance from or provide information to during an event: 
• ICANN Registry Liaison 
o Name  :  To be filled later 
o Contact Number :  To be filled later 
o Address  :  To be filled later 
• ICANN Security Department 
o Name   :  To be filled later 
o Contact Number :  To be filled later 

Contact Information Redacted
Contact nformation Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact n ormation Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted
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o Address  :  To be filled later 
•     SingCERT 
o    Name              :  
o    Contact Number    :  
o    Address           :  
Mapletree Business City 
•    HKCERT 
o    Name              :    SC Leong 
o    Contact Number    :   
 
4. Key Customers. The List of registrars will be retrieved from 
SRS system. If SRS system is not available, the information can 
be retrieved from Channel Management Department’s CRM system. 
 
5. Key Vendors. List of key vendors the Registry will turn to 
during a recovery effort for either resupply or replacement of 
expertise, inventory, and equipment. This includes contracted 
off-site data centers. 
• Data Center Operator 
o Name  : Eric Fan 
o Company         : udomain pte ltd 
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

 
• Anycast Operator 
o Name  : James Steven 
o Company         : CommunityDNS 
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

 

o Name  : Tom Scopazzi 
o Company         : NCC Group 
o Contact Number :
o Address  :

 
  
Organization 
1. Systems Overview.  
The list detailing the system components and outsourcing vendor 
is as follows: 
 
SRS  
- Shared Registry System which inclusive of WEB and EPP
 (Qinetics) 
DNS and DNSSEC  
- Domain Resolution Services (CommunityDNS) 
WHOIS  

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted

Contact Information Redacted
Contact Information Redacted
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- Contact Directory Services (Qinetics) 
Data Escrow  
- Data Escrow Services (NCC Group) 
Database  
- Central Data Repository (Qinetics) 
Helpdesk  
- 24 x customer support (Qinetics) 
Mail Server  
- Email system for the Registry correspondence and support 
(Qinetics) 
Tape Backup  
- Tape library used to backup all the data in the servers (Data 
Center) 
Monitoring System  
- Inclusive of services, network and database monitoring 
(Qinetics) 
 
Detail system description and setup is available in System Setup 
Document. 
 
2. Recall Roster. This section contains the registry 
organization chart, name and contact information. The chart is 
used as a notification chart for situations where expedient 
communications means – such as phone, fax, and email – are 
unavailable.  
 
The contact information will be filled once recruitment 
processes completed. 
 
3. Critical System Name. This section describes the Critical 
Processes / Functions / Assets/ Key Lists required for the 
Registry operation. The table detailing the identified risks and 
mitigations is attached. 
 
Test Scenarios 
Node Interruption Test: 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 server in the pair (e.g. 
shut down EPP1 while EPP2 remain operational) and ensure 
transactions still can be performed successfully 
• Shutting down of IPS and ensure traffic still flow into the 
network 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 firewall to ensure the 
active-active setup is still in place even after a firewall is 
down or restored and transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 load balancer to ensure 
the active-active setup is still in place even after a load 
balancer is down or restored and transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 switch to ensure the 
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active-active setup is still in place even after a switch is 
down or restored and transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 Web Server, 1 EPP server, 
1 WHOIS server to ensure the balance node is still in place and 
transactions are not affected 
• Simulation of the shutting down of 1 database server to ensure 
the active-passive setup is triggered and the failover is done 
to the next database server and the failover is recovered on 
primary database is up again 
• Simulate the failure of primary DNS. Record the time required 
to reconfigure Stealth DNS to resume primary DNS IP and time to 
recovery. 
• Simulate case where hardware replacement is required. The 
engineers should know how to react, who to contact and record 
the response time 
• Perform data recovery simulation from tape backup to the 
servers and record the time required to perform the recovery 
 
Site Interruption Test: 
• Simulate the roll over of services from primary data center to 
secondary data center. Record the time required to perform the 
switch and ensure all services are running fine in secondary 
data center 
• Perform data recovery from secondary site to primary site and 
record the time required to perform the recovery. Record the 
data lost and the last available data in compare to the primary 
database to determine new RPO. 
• Perform data recovery from data escrow agent and record the 
time required to perform the recovery. Record the data lost and 
the last available data in compare to the primary database to 
determine new RPO. 
 
Testing Sequence 
Quarter 1: 
Re-evaluate this checklist to identify changes to the key 
contacts, vendors, and risk list and mitigation steps. Readjust 
the steps for testing in Quarter 3 and Quarter 4 below. 
 
Quarter 2: 
Based on the updated checklist, run simulation to contact all 
relevant parties to simulate as if there is a major break down 
in the system and record: 
• Initiation Point 
• Key Person Responded 
• Response time 
Pre inform the parties there will be a drill in the coming 1-2 
weeks but not giving key person the exact date. 
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Quarter 3: 
Perform the node interruption steps in accordance to the test 
scenarios formulated from the risk identify in the risk table. 
 
Quarter 4: 
Perform the Site interruption steps according to test senarios. 
Prepare closure report and document lesson learnt for discussion 
in Quarter 1 next year.  
 
Resource Plan 
The fail over test plan will be executed for testing before 
deployment of system. The application support engineers, system 
administrators, data center engineers, support manager, Database 
Administrator, Solution Architect, data escrow engineer and 
AnyCast DNS engineers will be involved in the first fail over 
plan test run. Throughout the process, a Project Manager is 
assigned to perform project management and overall control on 
the implementation. The failover plan and testing is estimated 
to be completed in 1 month. 
 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the system is 
deployed. The failover test plan will be tested yearly. The 
outsourced party has committed 2 application support engineers, 
2 system administrators, 4 data center engineers, support 
manager, Database Administrator, Solution Architect, data escrow 
engineer and 2 AnyCast DNS engineers to run the failover test 
yearly. 
 
42. Monitoring and Fault Escalation Processes: provide a 
description of the proposed (or actual) arrangements for 
monitoring critical registry systems (including SRS, database 
systems, DNS servers, Whois service, network connectivity, 
routers and firewalls). This description should explain how 
these systems are monitored and the mechanisms that will be used 
for fault escalation and reporting, and should provide details 
of the proposed support arrangements for these registry systems. 
Describe resourcing plans (number and description of personnel 
roles allocated to this area). 
 
1 Monitoring and Fault Escalation 
The registry system will be monitored from 2 locations. The 
service monitoring server in primary site will be checking the 
services in the secondary site. The service monitoring server in 
secondary site will be checking the services in the primary 
site. The traffic will be monitored within the data center 
network. The databases in primary and secondary sites will be 
monitored in the primary data center.  
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1.1 Hardware 
Hardware statuses are namely:  
• Host up/down 
• CPU load 
• Storage Space 
• Firewall 
• Load Balancer 
• Router 
 
1.2 Software 
The following software services will be monitored: 
• Webservers 
• Database Servers  
• EPP Servers 
• WHOIS Daemons  
• DNS servers 
• Mail Servers 
• Cron-job Server 
 
1.3 System Access 
All user access, especially the login attempt failure, will be 
logged and monitored. This information allows the system 
administrator to identify potential hacking or unauthorized 
access that going onto the system.  
 
2 Services Monitoring Tool 
Nagios (http://www.nagios.org/), an Open Source host, service 
and network monitoring program, is the tool used to perform the 
monitoring. 
 
3 Monitoring Approaches 
3.1 Monitoring Implementation 
The Nagios daemon is setup in the monitoring server in primary 
and secondary sites. The role of Nagios daemon is act as a 
centralized intelligence to gather and process information from 
all monitored machines.  
 
The Nagios daemon alone is not able to perform the monitoring 
service. It has to work together with the Nagios plug-ins 
installed in the individual servers. Nagios plug-ins is 
executable scripts that perform various types of checking on a 
machine. For example, the script “check_disk” returns the 
storage usage of the machine and “check_http” that returns 
status of the web service.  
On each server, a NRPE daemon is installed. The NRPE daemon acts 
as a proxy to process information between the plug-ins and the 
centralized Nagios daemon on NMS. The attached illustration 
shows the monitoring architecture. 
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3.2 Nagios Monitoring Output 
The following output will be generated: 
Email Notification - When problems are encountered or certain a 
pre-set criterion has been met, the Nagios daemon will send 
notifications to inform technical support team via email. This 
allows the support personnel in charge to take immediate action 
to investigate the problem.  
 
Monitoring Log / Data – Server and network condition will be 
recorded continuously. This useful information is presented in 
text-based log files, such as nagios.log (Nagios server log), 
host-perfdata.dat (host monitoring result log) and service-
perfdata.dat (service monitoring result log). The latest 
monitoring status can also be viewed through the Nagios web 
panel. 
 
4 Monitoring Level Configuration 
The entire monitoring process of Nagios is controlled by a set 
of server-side configuration files stored in network monitoring 
server as well as an agent configuration file in every node 
under monitoring.  
 
Configurations of the entire service monitoring plan have been 
summarized and stated in the attached table. 
 
5 Traffic Monitoring Tool 
The Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) is a tool to monitor the 
traffic load on network links. MRTG generates HTML pages 
containing PNG images which provide a LIVE visual representation 
of this traffic. 
 
5.1 Monitoring Approaches 
All servers will be installed with SNMP package. The MRTG 
program will be installed in the monitoring server to collect 
information from all servers and routers. The information will 
then be published into the web GUI for analysis. The support 
team will be able to see daily, weekly, monthly and yearly 
traffic graph for each servers as well as total traffic from the 
router. 
 
Some diagrams illustrating the graphs is attached. 
 
6 Database Monitoring Tool 
The MySQL Enterprise Monitor continuously monitors MySQL servers 
and alerts potential problems before they impact the system. The 
tool recommends best practices to eliminate security 
vulnerabilities, improve replication, optimize performance and 
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more. 
 
6.1 Monitoring Approaches 
MySQL Enterprise Monitor comprised of a centralized Service 
Manager and lightweight Service Agent this is installed on each 
monitored MySQL server. It auto-discovers and groups the 
Replication topologies and allows viewing of the status of all 
Master/Slaves from a single console. Threshold driven alerts are 
available to alert support engineers through email when any 
system parameter hits critical level. 
 
7 Fault Response Team 
The support engineer will stationed at the monitoring work 
station and eye ball the services availability and health of the 
entire registry system on shift basis 24 x 7. Once abnormality 
is observed, the support engineer will log a problem ticket 
according to the escalation policy in the support framework 
according to response in question 39. At any time, minimum 3 
person will be available to provide technical support. 
 
The support manager will be notified on every alert through 
mobile phone. The support manager worked as a cross checking 
node to ensure issues are logged, reported and escalated.  
Resource Plan 
 
Qinetics will deploy the Registry Service of the Registry using 
its existing system and monitoring infrastructure. The assigned 
system administrator will configure the probes into the registry 
system. Once done, the Test Engineer will perform rigorous 
testing procedures to ensure the monitoring performs according 
to specifications. Upon the testing is fully completed, the 
probes shall be hand-over to System Administrator to perform 
deployment to production environment. Throughout the process, a 
Project Manager is assigned to perform project management and 
overall control on the implementation. The monitoring setup 
shall be completed within 2 weeks. 
 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the System is 
deployed. The system shall send alerts to system administrator. 
Whenever there is a support ticket, System Administrator will 
further escalate the support request base on severity. The 
emergency response team will be triggered whenever there is a 
catastrophe scenario at the highest severity.  
 
Once a remedy is identified, Test Engineer will perform testing 
on the fixes before deployment by System Administrator. During 
maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 data center 
engineers, 2 application support engineers, 1 support manager, 1 
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test engineer, 1 database administrator and 2 system 
administrators.  
 
Organisational Chart of Maintenance Team 
A diagram of the organisational chart of the maintenance team is 
attached. 
 
During Maintenance mode, the registry system will be supported 
by the support manager of Qinetics with a team of resources 
handling application, database and system support. A first level 
helpdesk is available to handle general enquiries on a 24x7 
basis. The Support Manager will be the command center to 
communicate with Data center, esrow and anycast DNS engineers 
for any potential fault.  The support manager will work closely 
with the Registry policy manager and operation manager for 
effective communications. 
 
The Support Manager, Policy Manager and Operation Manager are 
members of Emergency Response Team (ERT). The maintenance team 
are responsible to carry out yearly fault tolerant test and 
execution of business continuity plan. 
 
 
43. DNSSEC: Describe the policies and procedures the proposed registry will 
follow, for example, for signing the zone file, for verifying and accepting DS 
records from child domains, and for generating, exchanging, and storing 
keying material. Describe how the DNSSEC implementation will comply with 
relevant RFCs, including but not limited to: RFCs 4033, 4034, 4035, 5910, 
4509, 4641, and 5155 (the latter will only be required if Hashed Authenticated 
Denial of Existence will be offered). Describe resourcing plans (number and 
description of personnel roles allocated to this area). 

DNSSEC Implementation 
The attached diagram explains the overall DNSSEC system 
architecture. 
 
The registry system utilize a zone generation program to create 
zone files from the registry database and load the zones into 
stealth DNS. Any changes to the DNS will be trigger via nsupdate 
to the stealth. The zones will later be transferred to primary 
DNS. Primary DNS (transparent to internet) acts as intermediate 
server to distribute the zones to the secondary name servers. 
Secondary DNS servers will serve resolution of names to the 
internet. 
 
The system DNSSEC implementation process flow is described as 
below: 
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a. Web/EPP accepts optional input of DS records 
b. The DS key data is optional. If registrar sends in the key 
data, the system will apply the algorithm to check if the digest 
match with the key data. 
c. DS record are stored in the registry database 
d. Zone generation program will read DS record from database and 
write to the zones 
e. A zone signing program will sign the created zones. 
f. The zone signing program will read the Zone Signing Key and 
Key Signing Key from HSM and use the key to sign all DNSSEC 
related domain records 
g. Key roller program is used to monitor and automate key 
rolling 
h. A check program is present to ensure the created signed zones 
are valid  
i. The Stealth DNS server supports NSEC3 and opt out 
 
The system is compliance with RFCs 4033, 4034, 4035, 5910, 4509, 
4641. 
  
DNSSEC Technical Details 
The below fields are required in the EPP extensions and Web 
Panel: 
- Keytag 
- Algorithm (BIND supported algorithm) 
- Digest Type 
- Digest 
- Optional:  
o Maximum Signature Life – in seconds  
o Flags 
o Protocol (BIND supported protocol) 
o Public Key 
 
Below are the extensions that are accepted by the EPP server for 
DNSSEC support: 
-Info Domain XML 
<extension> 
           <secDNS:infData 
xmlns:secDNS="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:secDNS-1.1"> 
<secDNS:dsData> 
   <secDNS:keyTag>12345</secDNS:keyTag> 
   <secDNS:alg>3</secDNS:alg> 
   <secDNS:digestType>1</secDNS:digestType> 
   <secDNS:digest>49FD46E6C4B45C55D4AC</secDNS:digest> 
(Below are optional) 
                   <secDNS:keyData> 
               <secDNS:flags>257</secDNS:flags> 
               <secDNS:protocol>3</secDNS:protocol> 
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               <secDNS:alg>1</secDNS:alg> 
              <secDNS:pubKey>AQPJ////4Q==</secDNS:pubKey> 
                   </secDNS:keyData> 
</secDNS:dsData> 
     </secDNS:infData> 
 </extension> 
 
 
-Create Domain XML 
<extension> 
<secDNS:create xmlns:secDNS="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:secDNS-1.1"> 
   <secDNS:maxSigLife>604800</secDNS:maxSigLife> 
   <secDNS:dsData> 
<secDNS:keyTag>12345</secDNS:keyTag> 
<secDNS:alg>3</secDNS:alg> 
<secDNS:digestType>1</secDNS:digestType> 
<secDNS:digest>49FD46E6C4B45C55D4AC</secDNS:digest> 
 
(below are optional) 
<secDNS:keyData> 
       <secDNS:flags>257</secDNS:flags> 
       <secDNS:protocol>3</secDNS:protocol> 
       <secDNS:alg>1</secDNS:alg> 
       <secDNS:pubKey>AQPJ////4Q==</secDNS:pubKey> 
</secDNS:keyData> 
</secDNS:dsData> 
</secDNS:create> 
</extension> 
 
 
- Update Domain XML 
CASE 1: 
<extension> 
     <secDNS:update xmlns:secDNS="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:secDNS-
1.1"> 
     <secDNS:rem> 
         <secDNS:dsData> 
              <secDNS:keyTag>12345</secDNS:keyTag> 
              <secDNS:alg>3</secDNS:alg> 
              <secDNS:digestType>1</secDNS:digestType> 
              
<secDNS:digest>38EC35D5B3A34B33C99B</secDNS:digest> 
         </secDNS:dsData> 
     </secDNS:rem> 
     <secDNS:add> 
         <secDNS:dsData> 
              <secDNS:keyTag>12346</secDNS:keyTag> 
              <secDNS:alg>3</secDNS:alg> 
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              <secDNS:digestType>1</secDNS:digestType> 
              
<secDNS:digest>38EC35D5B3A34B44C39B</secDNS:digest> 
 
(below are optional) 
<secDNS:keyData> 
       <secDNS:flags>257</secDNS:flags> 
       <secDNS:protocol>3</secDNS:protocol> 
       <secDNS:alg>1</secDNS:alg> 
       <secDNS:pubKey>AQPJ////4Q==</secDNS:pubKey> 
                </secDNS:keyData> 
         </secDNS:dsData> 
      </secDNS:add> 
      </secDNS:update> 
</extension> 
 
 
CASE 2:  
<extension> 
<secDNS:update urgent="true" 
Xmlns:secDNS="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:secDNS-1.1"> 
      <secDNS:rem> 
            <secDNS:all>true</secDNS:all> 
      </secDNS:rem> 
      <secDNS:add> 
            <secDNS:dsData> 
               <secDNS:keyTag>12346</secDNS:keyTag> 
               <secDNS:alg>3</secDNS:alg> 
               <secDNS:digestType>1</secDNS:digestType> 
               
<secDNS:digest>38EC35D5B3A34B44C39B</secDNS:digest> 
            </secDNS:dsData> 
       </secDNS:add> 
</secDNS:update> 
</extension> 
 
 
“Urgent” element is optional 
 
- WHOIS 
Display: 
DNSSEC Signed– Yes/No 
DS Created 
 
Zone Signing and Re-Signing Process 
The following are the steps performed by the system in terms of 
zone signing. The system will generate current and published 
Zone Signing Keys (ZSK). ZSK generation is done using the 
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dnssec-keygen utility. The parameters needed to generate the 
DNSSEC keys:  
- Algorithm   
- Use NSEC3  
- Key Bits [RSA/SHA1 1024] 
- Domain Zone 
 
The outputs are two files: 
- Private Key - K++.key, K++.private 
- Public Key - K++.key, K++.key 
 
The system will then generate the Key Signing Key (KSK). The 
parameters needed to generate the DNSSEC keys: 
- Algorithm   
- Use NSEC3  
- Key Bits [RSA/SHA1 1024] 
- Domain Zone 
- KSK flag 
 
The system will include the public keys of the current ZSK, 
published ZSK and the KSK to the zone file. The .key file 
generated during key generation contains DNSKEY RRS that will be 
copied to the zone file. The system will then increments the SOA 
serial value of the domain. The system will then sign the zone 
using the private keys. For zone signing, the system uses 
dnssec-signzone utility. The parameters needed to generate 
complete the zone signing process: 
- Key signature expiration date  
- NSEC3 salt (randomly generated by the system, automatically) 
- NSEC3 iterations 
- NSEC3 optout 
- Random device (/dev/random resource) 
- KSK (For signing DNSKEY RRSET only) 
- Current ZSK (Signs all RRSET) 
- Zone file of the domain zone. 
 
The output is a signed zone file. DNS will reload the signed 
zone file. Administrator must provide the DS RR or the DNSKEY RR 
to the DNS Administrator of IANA. 
 
Automated Key Rollover 
The following are the steps performed by the system when 
performing automated KSK rollover to prevent keys from being 
compromised. Since the KSK only signs the DNSKEY RRset, it could 
be set to a larger size compared to the ZSK. Their key lifetime 
is much longer compared to ZSK. Please refer to DNSSEC practice 
statement attached. 
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The KSK rollover process uses the seven-phased Double-Signature 
method. At some point, the zone will be signed by both the 
Current KSK and the new (published) KSK at the same time. 
 
Automated KSK Rollover 
When the Current KSK reaches the end of its lifetime, the seven-
phased (7) KSK rollover process will start. The system will 
ensure that there is sufficient time since the last rollover. 
The time between roll-overs has to be at least twice the maximum 
zone TTL period. 
 
The system will perform a double-sign zone's DNSKEY RRset with 
the current KSK and a newly generated KSK. The system will first 
generate a new KSK type key and include this to the zone file.  
 
The system will then increment the SOA serial value; signs the 
zone with both KSK keys and performs a DNS reload of the domain. 
 
The system will wait for older DNSKEY RRset to expire from 
caches. This is a pre-calculated waiting time that is at least 
twice the maximum zone TTL period for the old DNSKEY RRset. This 
is the largest TTL in the entire zone multiplied by two. This 
will also allow the new data to propagate. 
 
The system will change (roll) the KSK keys. Since the new KSK 
DNSKEY and RRSIG data has already propagated to resolvers caches 
by this time, it is now safe to remove the current KSK and make 
it obsolete. The new KSK will then replace the current KSK. The 
system increments the SOA serial value and resign the zone. 
 
The chain of trust must be restored. The DNS Administrator does 
this step manually. He/she will provide a copy of the new DS or 
DNSKEY RR to IANA in a secure out-of- band channel (e-mail 
s/mime and other means). The resigned zone will not be reloaded, 
otherwise the chain of trust will be broken. 
 
The system will wait until the parent zone will publish the new 
DS record that corresponds to the new KSK. The system will 
periodically lookup for DS record at the parent's delegation 
point and check if it matches with the new KSK before proceeding 
to the next phase. The system will reload the domain. 
 
Automated ZSK Rollover 
ZSK rollover is necessary to frequently change the keys and 
mitigate signed zone compromise. ZSK keys are usually configured 
to be smaller in size (1024 bits) compared to KSK, so they need 
to be changed more often. Please refer to DNSSEC practice 
statement for the refresh duration. 
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The ZSK rollover process of the system makes use of a four-
phased (4) pre-published method. Notice in a signed zonefile 
there are two ZSK - current and published. The current ZSK is 
used for signing and the published ZSK is included in the DNSKEY 
RRset so that it can be stored in advance to cache of validating 
resolvers. When the published ZSK is promoted as a current ZSK, 
the validating resolver can validate the signature 
instantaneously which is signed by this ZSK since it has already 
stored the corresponding DNSKEY RR in its cache. 
 
When the ZSK reaches the end of its lifetime, the four-phased 
(4) ZSK rollover will be performed by the system. The system 
will ensure that sufficient time has elapsed since the last 
rollover. The time between roll-overs has to be at least twice 
the maximum zone TTL period. That waiting time is 2 times the 
max-zone-ttl. 
 
The system will sign the zone with the KSK and Published ZSK, 
increments the SOA serial value and reloads the domain. The 
current ZSK will still be in the zone file. The system will wait 
for old zone data (e.g. RRSIG generated by the current ZSK) to 
expire from caches. This is at least twice the maximum zone TTL 
period. 
 
The system will promote the published ZSK to current ZSK, 
increments the SOA serial value and resigns the zone. The old 
current ZSK becomes obsolete. A new Published ZSK is generated 
and included in resigned zone file. 
 
The system will wait for another ZSK lifetime period to expire 
before restarting the ZSK rollover process. Pre-published method 
is chosen over Double-signature method in ZSK rollover because 
it is less resource intensive.  
 
Emergency Key Rollover 
DNS administrator will inform IANA of the KSK compromise so that 
it can remove the DS resource record corresponding to the 
compromised KSK. RFC 4641 states that a Zone containing a DNSKEY 
rrset with a compromised KSK is vulnerable as long as the 
compromised key is configured as a trust anchor or a parental DS 
points to it. A compromised key can be used to sign the key set 
of an attacker's zone. Therefore, when the KSK is compromised, 
the trust anchor or parental DS should be replaced as soon as 
possible. 
 
The DNS administrator will wait for IANA to remove the Zone's DS 
Record. If the Registry does not wait for the Parent to remove 
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the DS record and proceeds to replace the compromised KSK with a 
new one, then it would appear that the Child Zone is Bogus, 
while the Attacker's Zone is valid. Therefore, it is not 
advisable to remove the KSK before the parent has at least 
removed the DS associated with that KSK. 
 
If the DS in the parental zone maintained by IANA is removed, 
then the DNS administrator will remove the KSK in the child zone 
as soon as possible. This effectively breaks the chain of trust 
between the Parent and child zones, but not being able to 
validate genuine zone data is a lesser evil compared to being 
able to validate fake zone data. 
 
Disable automatic rollover for Zone. Rollerd daemon will skip 
any rollover process for this zone. If rollerd is currently in 
the middle of an automated rollover process, it will be stopped 
and reset at some point. 
 
A new KSK key will be generated and will replace the current 
KSK. Both the Current ZSK and Published ZSK will also need to be 
replaced since they can also no longer be trusted. Using 
zonesigned, this can be done in a single command: 
# zonesigner -genkeys  
 
A zone's dnssec signing and key information is stored in 
Database. In the table where a zone's signing parameters are 
stored, the values of current KSK, Current ZSK and Published ZSK 
will refer to the newly generated keys. The old KSK, Current 
ZSK, and Published ZSK keys will then be marked as obsolete or 
will be deleted at some point in the emergency rollover process. 
 
The DNS administrator will wait for Parent to publish new DS 
record corresponding to the new KSK. The new DS record will be 
sent in a secure out-of-band channel. The DNS administrator will 
reload the zone signed with the new set of keys and dispose of 
the old set of keys. The DNS administrator wiil then re-enable 
automatic rollover for Zone and reset the KSK and ZSK phases to 
zero. 
 
Key Storage 
When signing a zone for the first time, they system will 
generate the ZSKs (Current and Published) and KSK first before 
doing the zone signing operation. The system stores zone signing 
and key information in database. The system kept record of the 
Current ZSK, Published ZSK, KSK and other zone-signing 
parameters such as the signature expiry, generate DS flag, use 
nsec3 flag, nsec-optout flag, nsec3 iterations, nsec3 salt, etc. 
At some point during emergency or automated rollover, the 
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Current ZSK/KSK value will be replaced with the value of the 
Published ZSK/KSK, and the  
 
Published ZSK/KSK will be replaced with a new ZSK/KSK in the 
database table. 
 
If a user wants to update the Current ZSK, for example, he/she 
can do it by performing the import key or emergency zsk rollver 
operation. During automated rollover, system will check the 
Current key's lifetime value if it is already past its due date. 
If it is, then the rollover process for the key will start and 
the Current ZSK/KSK status will change to Obsolete and the 
Published ZSK/KSK status will change to Current. Obsolete keys 
will remain kept in DB and file-system. 
 
Resource Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the Registry Service of the Registry using 
its existing system and DNSSEC infrastructure. The support 
manager will perform new key generation and zone signing. Once 
done, the Test Engineer will perform rigorous testing procedures 
to ensure the DNSSEC performs according to specifications. Upon 
the testing is fully completed, the DNSSEC setup shall be hand-
over back to Support manager to perform deployment to production 
environment. Throughout the process, a Project Manager is 
assigned to perform project management and overall control on 
the implementation. The setup shall be completed within 2 weeks. 
 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the System is 
deployed. The support manager shall perform key rolling 
according to the DNSSEC practice statement. Whenever there is a 
support ticket, helpdesk support will further escalate the 
support request base on severity. The emergency response team 
will be triggered whenever there is a catastrophe scenario at 
the highest severity.  
 
Once a remedy is identified, Test Engineer will perform testing 
on the fixes before deployment by support manager. During 
maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 helpdesk 
support, 1 support manager, 1 test engineer and 2 system 
administrators. 
 
 
44.(OPTIONAL) IDNs: state whether the proposed registry will support the 
registration of IDN labels in the TLD, and if so, how. For example, explain 
which characters will be supported, and provide the associated IDN Tables 
with variant characters identified, along with a corresponding registration 
policy. This includes public interfaces to the databases such as Whois and 
EPP. Describe resourcing plans (including number and description of 
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personnel roles allocated to this area). Describe how the IDN implementation 
will comply with RFCs 5890, 5891, 5892, and 5893, as well as the ICANN IDN 
Guidelines at http://www.icann.org/en/topics/idn/implementation-
guidelines.htm. 

Introduction 
ASCII Domain Names 
Domain names technical specifications limit the permissible code 
points to a restricted subset of 38 signs: the letters a-z (26 
signs), the digits 0-9 (10 signs), the hyphen character 
(collectively called "LDH" – Letter Digit Hyphen), plus the 
label-separating period (with additional rules such as no hyphen 
at the beginning or at the end of a label).  
 
IDN and Punycode 
In order to use IDN characters in domain names, the IDN 
characters (which are essentially Unicode code points) need to 
be first converted to the ASCII format of domain names (see 
“LDH” above).  This process requires the use of an algorithm 
(ASCII-Compatible-Encoding ) to convert Unicode characters to an 
ASCII string. Various ACEs were proposed, each with its pros and 
cons in terms of speed of conversion, resulting length of the 
string etc. Eventually IETF decided on an ACE format called 
“Punycode” (RFC 5890). Punycode carries the prefix format of xn-
-. 
 
Language Table  
All registered internationalized domain name must be associated 
with one language tag. For each language, a language table to 
define to state the permissible code points. The Registry will 
support Chinese, Japanese and Korean Characters for the initial 
implementation. The Chinese Domain Name Consortium (CDNC) has 
developed a complex table that handles Chinese Variant 
characters and published by CNNIC and TWNIC. This table is the 
defacto language table for any registry that intends to register 
Chinese IDN. The Registry will be utilizing the following 
language tables: 
- .CN Chinese Table Version 4.0 provided by CNNIC on 2005-03-31 
(http://www.iana.org/domains/idn-tables/tables/cn_zh-
cn_4.0.html) 
- .TW Chinese Table Version 4.0.1 provided by TWNIC on 2009-07-
15 (http://www.iana.org/domains/idn-tables/tables/tw_zh-
tw_4.0.1.html) 
- .JP Japanese Table Version 1.2 provided by JPRS on 2005-08-30 
(http://www.iana.org/domains/idn-tables/tables/jp_ja-
jp_1.2.html) 
- .KR Korean Table Version 1.0 provided KRNIC on 2004-03-25 
(http://www.iana.org/domains/idn-tables/tables/kr_ko-
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kr_1.0.html) 
- .TH Thai Table Version 1.0 provided by Thailand Network 
Information Center on 2004-06-21 
(http://www.iana.org/domains/idn-tables/tables/th_th-
th_1.0.html)  
 
Character Variants (RFC3743)  
A character-by-character substitution without consideration of 
language context creates variants that result in confusion and 
misunderstanding. In Latin the most obvious example is that 
every letter has both an upper case and a lower case variant. 
The variety of representing a single character with different 
writing or stroke that carries the same interpretation defines 
the variant issue. This creates what has been called as 
variants. The Internationalized Domain Name (IDN) in 
Applications (IDNA) protocol enables the translation of all 
Unicode code points into unique ASCII strings. The variant issue 
needs to be address to avoid confusion and dispute of domain 
names registration. 
 
While there are different types of variants, character variant 
is the most significant that needs to be addressed. Character 
Variant Solution needs to be defined by the local community and 
include into the system to help improve the end-user experience. 
 
For Chinese IDN registrations, all variants of the IDN will be 
registered as a package. By blocking the all character variants 
from registration by third party, the IDN domain remains 
uniquely owned by the registrant without the need to register 
names in various character variant forms.  
Language Tag Support 
 
The language tag will provide the language associated with the 
IDN registration. The language tag will determine which mapping 
table to apply. A language tag for Chinese IDN is ‘zh’, Japanese 
is ‘jp’ and Korean is ‘kr’. 
 
IDN Conversion Tool (According to RFC 5890 - 5893) 
Java based IDN Conversion tool can be used to convert an IDN 
name from native characters to the Punycode version. This tool 
can be used to conduct a reverse conversion from Punycode to 
native. Registrars will be able to use this tool to convert 
native names to XN—(Punycode) before sending request to registry 
thru EPP. 
 
General IDN Handling 
System will display punycode (xn--) and Unicode both in web 
panel and WHOIS. Variants in the package shall be able to be 
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used for all domain related operations in WEB, EPP and WHOIS. 
However, this does not apply to host operations. For host 
operations, only the original form of the IDN can be used to 
add/delete/modify the child hosts of the parent IDN domain.  
 
IDN Query 
User will input the IDN Domain Name into the system for query. 
The system will generate a master key from the queried domain 
and compare with master keys of registered names in the 
database. (Master key is a technique to detect variants of an 
IDN). If match is not found, system will further check with 
reserved and pragmatic list. If the queried domain matches any 
reserved pattern, system will return domain is not available. If 
queried domain matches pragmatic pattern, system will still show 
as domain is available. The process flow for an IDN query is as 
attached. 
 
IDN Registration 
The registration process starts with domain check (availability) 
query. Once the domain is found to be available, system will 
convert the name into punycode (if is not already in punycode). 
The system will perform regular checking such as registrar 
balance check, contact validation etc. Once completed, the 
Original (O), preferred Traditional (T) and preferred Simplified 
(S) form of the variants (the preferred forms are “as per 
defined by the language tables”) will be activated and inserted 
into zone file. (Registrar will have to activate other variants 
through the variant activation process.)  The process flow for 
an IDN registration is as attached. 
 
IDL (International Domain Label) Package Generation Process 
The domains in an IDL Package will not be stored in the database 
as it is not an efficient or scalable way to do so. The 
identification of variants will be done through the master key. 
Only the activated variants will be stored in the system. The 
system will generate the IDN variants on demand. The algorithm 
for generating IDN variants is as attached. 
 
IDN Info Command 
EPP and WEB info command shall display all activated variants 
(including the Original, preferred Traditional and preferred 
Simplified domains). If users activated any additional variants 
other than Original, preferred Traditional and preferred 
Simplified forms, the additional variants will appear in INFO 
command.  
 
IDN Renewal 
When renewal, reinstate or activation is performed, whole IDL 
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package (i.e. both activated and not activated variants) will be 
renewed. 
 
IDN Transfer 
When transfer is initiated, whole IDL package will be 
transferred. 
 
IDN Deletion 
The whole IDL package will be removed. If deletion is done 
during registration grace period, refunds will be provided. The 
refund includes the base domain name and variant activation fees 
(if any). 
 
IDN Activation 
Registrars are allowed to do variant activation. Original, 
simplified and traditional form will be automatically activated 
at no fees other than the base domain registration fee. 
Activated variants shall be retrievable through the EPP info 
command or at the Webpanel. The activation of other variants can 
only be done by registrar at the Registrar webpanel; EPP will 
not support variant management. The extension of EPP to support 
variant management is complex while China’s and Taiwan’s 
experience has shown that variant activation is infrequent. Thus 
balancing the investment of coding variant management versus the 
frequency of use, the Registry will not implement variant 
management now. If there is a demand in the future, a further 
study will be done. 
 
It is suggested that the web interface allow registrar to choose 
the combination of characters which will generate the actual 
variants they would like to activate. This suggestion avoids 
confusion and reduces scrolling compare to current design which 
displays 100 variants per page for registrar to choose. 
 
IDN Host and contacts 
For all Host fields, the system will only accept punycode (xn--) 
for IDN domain host format. Only the punycode of the original 
IDN string (as supplied by user during registration) will be 
used to create child hosts. Without this rule, all variants of 
the child host must be inserted into the DNS zone file and this 
will create extra load in DNS. Registrant contact will be the 
same for all activated variants of a particular domain. 
 
Reserve and pragmatic list 
For pragmatic and reserved list, IDN variants of each string 
will be checked. System will accept the inputted reservation 
pattern as it is, generate a master key and stored into 
database. During matching, the system will match the master key 
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of the pattern with the domain intended for registration and 
reject the domain if a match is found. 
  
WHOIS for IDN names 
The WHOIS will display all activated variants only. The domain 
name will be displayed in both native and punycode. For WHOIS 
query, the input shall accept only punycode due to most command 
prompt do not support native. The WEB WHOIS service page will 
convert the domain into punycode before sending to the command 
prompt WHOIS. 
 
IDN Zone Generation 
Handling for IDN domain is similar. Once a domain is identified 
as IDN, the IDL package will be retrieved and all variants that 
are set to Active will be written into the zones. All IDN 
extensions and activated IDN domain names are resolvable in DNS. 
The process for generating the IDN zones is as attached. 
 
Resource Plan 
Qinetics will deploy the Registry Service of the Registry using 
its existing system and infrastructure. The assigned Software 
Developer will configure the rules and language table into the 
registry system. Once done, our Test Engineer will perform 
rigorous testing procedures to ensure the system performs 
according to specifications. Upon the testing is fully 
completed, the configurations shall be hand-over to System 
Administrator to perform deployment to production environment. 
Throughout the process, a Project Manager is assigned to perform 
project management and overall control on the implementation. 
The IDN setup shall be completed within 2 weeks. 
The system will be in maintenance mode after the System is 
deployed. The IDN will be supported by general helpdesk support 
for enquiries. Any support issue related to IDN will be 
escalated to the Application Support Engineer for trouble 
shooting. Whenever there is a support ticket, Application 
Support Engineer will further escalate the support request base 
on severity. The emergency response team will be triggered 
whenever there is a catastrophe scenario at the highest 
severity.  
 
Once a remedy is identified, Test Engineer will perform testing 
on the fixes before deployment by System Administrator. During 
maintenance, the outsourced party has committed 4 resources for 
the 24 x 7 helpdesk, 2 application support engineers, 1 test 
engineer and 2 system administrators. As part of on going policy 
changes, a team of software developer is available for any IDN 
language table version upgrade and the changes will trigger the 
change request procedure in accordance to CMMI standards. 
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Demonstration of Financial Capability 
 
45. Financial Statements: provide audited or independently certified financial 
statements (balance sheet, income statement, statement of shareholders 
equity/partner capital, and cash flow statement) for the most recently 
completed fiscal year for the applicant, and unaudited financial statements for 
the most recently ended interim financial period for the applicant. For newly-
formed applicants, provide the latest available financial statements.Financial 
statements are used in the analysis of projections and costs. 

The reports and financials statements of Better Living 
Management Company Limited has been audited on 10 April 2012 by 
Ms Panwadee Karnchanawisetchan.  
 
The attached report includes the following documents: 
- balance sheet; 
- income statement; 
- statement of shareholders equity/ partner capital; 
- cash flow statement; and 
- letter of auditor. 
 
The report is signed by: 
Ms Panwadee Karnchanawisetchan 
Official Accounting Auditor number 4370 
47/368 Soi Nimitmai, Eastern Sam-Wa, Klong Sam-wa District, 
Bangkok 
 
46. Projections Template: provide financial projections for costs and funding 
using Template 1 (attached) for the most likely scenario. The template is 
intended to provide commonality among TLD applications and thereby 
facilitate the evaluation process. Include explanations for any significant 
variances between years (or expected in years beyond the timeframe of the 
template) in any category of costing or funding. Describe the basis / 
assumptions for the numbers provided, and the rationale for the basis / 
assumptions. This may include studies, reference data, or other steps taken to 
develop the responses and validate any assumptions made. 

Better Living Management Company Limited (‘the Registry’) has 
been a dormant company since its inception in year 2009. Until 
recently, the shareholder of the Registry will inject new 
capital investment to manage the .THAI namespace. The Registry 
will have an existing paid up capital of THB 50million 
(US$1.5million) to fund the initial activities and payment 
commitment such as: 
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- General legal and administrations; 
- Company incorporation and secretary fees; and 
- Travelling and miscellaneous expenses. 
 
The Shareholder of the Registry has also prepared an amount of 
US$80,000 to be used for the financial escrow instrument for the 
COI (Continued Operation Instrument). This expense is not drawn 
from the funding to The Registry, but directly from the 
Shareholder of the Registry.  
 
Operational Resources  
The setup of the registry management and operations team is one 
of the first items that one needs to look into prior to the 
start of operations.  
 
The organisational structure of The Registry shall be as 
attached. 
 
The roles of the individual staff are defined as follows: 
 
Chief Executive Officer 
• Sets the overall strategy and direction of the domain name 
registry 
• Monitor upcoming trends of the domain name industry 
• Work with VP, Policy and Business Development to oversee and 
promote new growth for the registry via multiple channels 
• Manage the outsourcing vendors 
• Reports to the board of directors 
 
VP, Policy and Business Development (ICANN Liaison Officer) 
• Sets the overall direction for product development 
• Oversees brand building, awareness and endorsement promotions 
and campaigns 
• In charge of channel development such as relation building 
with registrars 
• In charge of the registry agreements with ICANN and enforces 
compliance internally 
• In charge of drafting the relevant rules, regulations, 
policies, procedures and guidelines that govern the registration 
and management of domain names within the registry. 
 
Manager, Communications and Registrar Liaison 
• Liaison officer for registrars 
• In charge of corporate communications such as press releases 
• Assisting the VP, Policy and Business Development in daily 
operations 
 
Manager, Operations 
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• Liaison officer for ICANN  
• In charge of overall operations and compliance 
• Takes care of day-to-day financial activities  
• Takes care of day-to-day human resource matters 
• Lead in handling of abuse complaints and any complaints on 
registrar and registrants 
 
Administrative Executive, Abuse and Compliance 
• Assists the Manager, Operations in day-to-day activities such 
as monitoring the point of abuse and assisting with policy 
matters 
 
Administrative Executive, Finance and Human Resource 
• Assists the Manager, Operations in day-to-day activities such 
as registrar account top-ups and other human resource matters 
 
The technical and operational roles of the registry are 
outsourced to Qinetics. The technical implementation and 
operation structure of Qinetics in servicing the Registry is 
described in details for the answer in Question 31, Resource 
Plan from Qinetics.  
 
The Registry shall provision the salary estimation of the above 
position in a prudent manner. The salary estimation is based on 
analysis of: 
• Thailand Salary Guide 2012 by Adecco Group Thailand. This is a 
comprehensive reference tool on the salary benchmark and trends. 
A copy of the report is also attached for reference purposes.  
 
In conclusion, the salary estimation for the staffs of the 
Registry is as attached. 
 
The estimated salary cost for a fully-staffed registry is 
US$264,000, while the estimated salary cost for a minimally-
staffed registry is US$114,000. The assumption is that the Chief 
Executive Officer and the Manager, Operations are identified as 
the bare minimum staff required to operate the registry.  
 
Marketing Budget 
There is a budget of US$50,000 set aside for marketing the .THAI 
TLD on an annual basis to differentiate it from the existing and 
upcoming gTLDs. The budget would be used to sponsor industry and 
other popular events to increase awareness and position .THAI as 
a premium namespace. A portion of the budget would also be used 
to incentivise channel partners to further promote and grow the 
.THAI namespace. Retention programs will also be formulated as 
part of the collaboration with channel partners to improve the 
renewal rates and ensure that users are fully utilizing their 
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domain names as per intended. 
 
Other Operating Costs 
The Registry has catered a budget of US$2000 per month for the 
rental of office space and facilities.  
 
There is also a budget of US$15,000 that is catered for general 
legal and audit services. 
 
 
Capital Expenditures 
Next, the Registry will need to purchase laptops and an all-in-
one printer, fax and scanner for the registry management and 
operations team. The hardware will be depreciated over a period 
of 3 years as a best practice as shown below: 
 
- 6 units of Laptop at US$1500 each 
- 1 unit of All-in-One Printer/ Fax/ Scanner at US$800 
 
The total expenditure for the purchase is US$9800 and 
depreciation of the hardware over 3 years is: US$8,300 / 3 = 
USD3266.67 per year 
 
Revenue Projection - Assumptions 
 
Next, the number of projected registrations and renewals from 
year 1 to year 3 is as attached. 
 
The assumptions for the projections are as follows: 
1. Registration Volume 
- Estimate based on the actual numbers achieved by .ASIA and 
.TEL domain name registry at the end of their first year of 
operations 
- .ASIA reported receiving 248,406 registrations 
- .TEL reported receiving 281,407 registrations 
- Estimate that number of new registrations will be maintained 
from previous years i.e. 25,000 new domain name registrations in 
every year.  
-  .ASIA and .TEL reports that registrations continue to grow at 
a percentage of 25%-30% of the total number of registered domain 
names in the respective namespace 
- Estimate that the renewal rate would be 60% in Year 2 and 50% 
in Year 3. i.e. (60%x25,000) = 15,000 domain name renewals in 
Year 2 and (50%x40,000) = 20,000 domain name renewals in Year 3. 
It should also be noted that the 5,000 Sunrise registrations in 
Year 1 is renewed 100% by the end of Year 3. 
- . ASIA and .TEL reports an average renewal rate of 70%-80%. 
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The projections are extremely conservative and have taken other 
economic factors such as market saturation due to the huge 
influx of new gTLDs being launched in the market at the same 
time. 
 
For clarity, the numbers for .ASIA and .TEL are retrieved from 
the monthly reports provided by the respective registries to 
ICANN at http://www.icann.org/en/tlds/monthly-reports/ 
 
2. Registration Fee 
- Estimated at US$20 per domain name after considering the 
recent pricing charged by other global Top Level Domain (gTLD) 
registries and benchmarking against them: 
- .ASIA charges US$10 
- .TEL charges US$8 
- .CO charges US$22 
- .XXX charges US$62 
 
3. Sunrise Registration 
In the financial template (Most Likely scenario), there are 
other revenue sources generated from the application during the 
Sunrise Trademarks phase. It is estimated that there will be 
5,000 applications received during the Sunrise Trademarks phase 
which is estimated to be charged at US$200 per application. The 
additional revenue generated from the applications during the 
Sunrise Trademarks phase in the first year is estimated to be 
USD1,000,000. 
 
The number of estimated applications in the Sunrise, Trademark 
phase is a very conservative estimate in comparison with the 
30,000 applications that DotAsia Organisation received during 
its Sunrise, Trademarks phase in 2008. DotAsia Organisation 
charged US$120 per application during its Sunrise, Trademark 
phase in 2008. 
 
4.Auction during Sunrise and Landrush 
The Registry believes that premium service providers will find 
this pricing affordable due to the branding and unique 
positioning of the .THAI TLD. 
There could also additional sources of revenue generated from 
the domain name auctions during the Sunrise, Trademark and 
Landrush phases. Multiple applications for the same domain names 
will lead to contention in the Sunrise, Trademark (assuming the 
registrant has been verified for the registered mark) and 
Landrush phases. 
 
The Registry conservatively estimates that there are 1,000 
domain names that will go to auction in both the Sunrise and 
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Landrush phases. In comparison with .ASIA, its registry claimed 
that there were over 40,000 auctions being hosted as shown here: 
http://www.dotasia.org/about/auctions.html 
 
The Registry estimates that each bid for domain name will close 
at an average of US$500. This assumption is based on the top 
1,000 domain name closed auction pricing released by .ASIA 
registry here: 
http://www.dotasia.org/about/auctions_schedule/closed_auctions_O
ct10_full.pdf. It is noted that the average pricing shown is 
between US$2000-3000 in comparison to our estimate of US$1,000. 
 
As such, The Registry conservatively estimates additional 
revenue of US$1,000,000 (US$500,000 individually from the 
Sunrise and Landrush phases) in the most likely scenerio and 
US$500,000 (US$250,000 individually from the Sunrise and 
Landrush phases) in the worst case scenario. 
 
Outsourcing Providers: 
Validation Service Provider – Trademark Clearinghouse 
It is estimated that US$500,000 is required to cater for the 
domain name validation services provided by reputable service 
providers like Deloitte via Trademark ClearingHouse during the 
Sunrise, Trademark phase. The estimation is based on 5,000 
registrations where the validation agent is expected to charge 
approximately USD100 for validating each name.  
 
As the cost of validating the domain names are covered in the 
cost of sales for each individual domain name, there is no need 
to cater for funding on this item. 
 
Registry Service Provider - Qinetics 
The Registry will be outsourcing the provisioning and 
maintenance of the registry-registrar software, system and 
network infrastructure to Qinetics, which has over 8 years of 
experience in providing registry and registrar services to 
various country-code top level domain (ccTLD) registries. 
Qinetics currently provides registry services for .CD (Congo), 
.HK (Hong Kong) and .SG (Singapore). In addition, Qinetics 
provides customized registry components such as billing and 
reporting modules for .MY Registry (Malaysia) as well as policy 
consultation services to .OM (Oman). Qinetics have also 
collaborated with MY.CO – a local Columbian company in 2010 to 
provide registry gateway services to international registrars 
for .CO (Columbia) domain names. 
 
Qinetics, through its subsidiary, Web Commerce Communications 
Limited (‘WEBCC’ dba. www.webnic.cc), is a leading ICANN 
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Accredited Registrar in Asia, managing over 600,000 domain names 
through 2,000 reseller channels in over 50 countries.  
 
Qinetics will be utilising a revenue sharing model of US$1 per 
name regardless of the number of domain names with the Registry 
in regards to the charges for provisioning the registry-
registrar software (includes the WHOIS), system and network 
infrastructure. 
 
AnyCast DNS Service Providers – CommunityDNS 
The Registry is collaborating with CommunityDNS to provide 
primary DNS Anycast services for the .THAI TLD. CommunityDNS 
charges US$0.25 per domain name per year. 
 
Data Escrow Service Provider – NCC Group 
The Registry is collaborating with the NCC Group to provide Data 
Escrow services for the .THAI TLD as part of ICANN requirements. 
The NCC Group charges US$0.25 per domain name per year. 
 
The Registry has taken the effort to negotiate and execute a 
three-year contract with all outsourcing providers to ensure 
that the outsourcing costs for the next three years are fixed 
with no significant changes to the pricing of the outsourced 
services. 
 
ICANN  
Other fees include the fixed ICANN fees which is US$25,000 and 
the variable ICANN fees which is charged in excess of 50,000 
domain names at US$0.25 per registered domain name. 
 
47(a). Costs and capital expenditures: describe and explain the expected costs 
and capital expenditures of setting up and operating the proposed Registry. 
As described in the Applicant Guidebook, the information provided will be 
considered in light of the entire application and the evaluation criteria. 
Therefore, this answer should agree with the information provided in the 
template to: 1) maintain registry operations, 2) provide registry services 
described above, and 3) satisfy the technical requirements described in the 
Demonstration of Technical & Operational Capability section. Costs should 
include both fixed and variable costs. 

1. Expected Operating Cost  
a. Staff salary 
 
Staff Resource 
The Registry will outsource the technical operation (to 
Qinetics), DNS Anycast (to CommunityDNS), legal professional for 
policy development, trademark validation (to appointed 
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validation agent and Trademark Clearinghouse), auction service 
provider, data escrow (to NCC Group), and etc.  
 
The Registry will retain a core team in Bangkok to manage: 
 
• Business Development and Registrar relationship; 
• Marketing and Communications; 
• Policy and Liaison with ICANN; 
• Abuse handling and policy compliance; 
• Finance and Billing; and 
• Human Resource and Administration.  
 
Organization Chart 
The organizational chart is attached. 
 
Roles of Key Staffs 
A table describing the primary and secondary roles of the key 
staff is attached. 
 
Salary and Projection 
The Registry shall provision the salary estimation of the above 
position in a prudent manner. The salary estimation is based on 
analysis of: 
• Thailand Salary Guide 2012 by Adecco Group Thailand. This is a 
comprehensive reference tool on the salary benchmark and trends. 
A copy of the report is also attached with the answer.  
 
In conclusion, the salary estimation for the staffs of the 
Registry is stipulated as attached. 
 
The estimated salary cost for a fully-staffed registry is 
US$264,000, while the estimated salary cost for a minimally-
staffed registry is US$114,000. The assumption is that the Chief 
Executive Officer and the Manager, Operations are identified as 
the bare minimum staff required to operate the registry. 
 
b. Marketing 
The Registry will adopt a prudent approach in marketing 
expenditure. The annual marketing expenditure of US$50,000 can 
be further broken down into the following sections: 
- Online Advertising, Marketing Material, Promotion, Public 
Relation and Corporate Communications: US$10,000 per year 
- Travelling, Accommodations and Allowance: US$10,000 per year 
- Trade event participation and Sponsorship: US$10,000 per year 
- Special Media event: US$10,000 per year 
   - Event with strong media coverage for public and brand 
awareness  
-  Co-marketing program: US$10,000 per year 
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   - Advertising and marketing with brands 
   - Public relation with celebrities 
 
c. Facilities  
For the initial 3 years of operation, the Registry will choose 
to rent office suite for its operation centers in Bangkok. 
 
In Bangkok, the Registry intends to rent from commercial office 
suite provider, where we could rent 4-5 workstations as a start. 
The business suite will come with facilities such as: 
- Workstation table 
- Broadband 
- Meeting room (shared) 
- Utilities – pantry, air-con, network, etc 
- Lockers 
- Signage  
 
It will cost The Registry less than US$300 per workstation per 
month based on the advertised price. We may also subscribe to 
call answering services at US$50 per month.  
Hence, the total monthly expenditure for rental and office 
facilities adds up to approximately US$2,000 per month. 
 
d. General and Administration 
There is a monthly expenditure budget catered for courier 
services and office supplies estimated to be at US$500.  
The estimation for other required professional services are: 
- Audit – US$3,000 per annum, estimated base on simple operation 
and clear business model; and 
- Legal service – US$12,000 per annum, estimated based on 1 
query per month.  
 
It should also be noted that there is a start-up costs for the 
Registry to engage legal professionals prior to the launch of 
the registry. The involvement of the legal professional is for 
the following activities: 
o policy development;  
o contract development;,  
o anti-abuse best practice development; and  
o right protection mechanism development.  
 
The Registry shall have the above deliverables in place prior to 
the launch of the TLD. We estimate a consulting project fee of 
US$20,000 during the startup of the registry operation.  
 
e. Other costs 
The expenditure features in the outsourcing and ICANN fees, 
which is highlighted in the latter section.  
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2. Capital Expenditures 
a. Office IT facilities  
The Registry will not need to purchase fixed assets apart from 
laptop and other necessary office equipment since we intend to 
rent an office suite, which includes office facilities and 
public utilities. 
Our outsourcing providers will also supply infrastructures, 
software and hardware to provision the shared registration 
system (SRS), WHOIS, Anycast DNS and data escrow services.  
The Registry will need to purchase laptops and an all-in-one 
printer, fax and scanner for the registry management and 
operations team as follows: 
 
- 6 units of Laptop at US$1500 each 
- 1 unit of All-in-One Printer/ Fax/ Scanner at US$800 
 
The total expenditure for the purchase is US$9800 and 
depreciation of the hardware over 3 years is: US$9,800 / 3 = 
USD3266.67 per year 
 
3. Outsourcing Providers 
- Domain Name Validation Services during Sunrise Period 
The Registry will outsource the validating of domain names 
during the Sunrise Period to the Trademark ClearingHouse. The 
Registry has decided to outsource this function due to the lack 
of in-house expertise. Trademark ClearingHouse is one of the 
leading independent online repositories for validated trademarks 
for domain name registries and registrars with thousands of 
submitted trademarks. Trademark ClearingHouse is also familiar 
with the domain name Sunrise process and has a good track record 
having participated in various projects previously such as the 
.ASIA and .TEL sunrise. 
 
There is no upfront cost to connect to the Trademark 
ClearingHouse system but the cost of validating a new trademark 
is USD100. 
 
- Auction Service Provider 
Domain name auctions are becoming common for allocation of 
valuable domain names. A collision auction can be used to decide 
between applicants during the Sunrise or Landrush period. 
 
The Registry intends to outsource the auction service to 
reputable providers (e.g. Pool.com, Snapnames or Moniker). The 
Registry intend to hold web-based auctions of domain names with 
competing bidders.  
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There is not upfront cost to use the auction platform but it is 
estimated that the auction provider will charge 30% of the total 
transactional fees for conducting the auction. 
 
- Registry Backend Service Provider 
The Registry will outsource the provisioning, operation, support 
and maintenance of the shared registry system to Qinetics 
Solutions Berhad, Malaysia (Qinetics). The Registry will not be 
developing the Shared Registry System from scratch as it would 
take too much resources and time to properly develop a system 
that is compliant to the IETF RFCs and ICANN’s requirements. 
Qinetics has a good track record of operating and providing 
registry systems to various country-code top level domains 
(ccTLDs) such as .CD, .HK and .SG. 
 
There is no upfront cost to provisioning the system with 
Qinetics. Qinetics will charge USD1 for each domain name exists 
in the database of the registry system. 
 
The estimated cost of outsourcing the provisioning, operating, 
supporting and maintaining the shared registry system to 
Qinetics is USD30,000 (Most Likely Scenario based on 30,000 
domain names) or USD12,000 (Worst Case Scenario based on 12,000 
domain names) in the first year of operations. 
 
- DNS Anycast Services 
The Registry will outsource the DNS Anycast services to 
CommunityDNS (CDNS). The Registry has decided to outsource this 
function to CDNS as it would take up a lot of resources and time 
in order to properly build a diverse network that CDNS has built 
over the years. As such it would not be feasible to undertake 
this function internally. Qinetics are also using CDNS services 
currently for other ccTLDs which is important as the shared 
registry system would need to be integrated with the Anycast 
service provide platform. 
 
The Registry is collaborating with CommunityDNS to provide 
primary DNS Anycast services for the .THAI TLD. CommunityDNS 
charges US$0.25 per domain name per year. 
 
- Data Escrow Services 
The Registry will outsource the provision of data escrow 
services to the NCC Group due to the lack of in-house expertise. 
The NCC Group has experience providing data escrow services to 
ICANN and has a good track record working with the .PRO registry 
 
The NCC Group charges US$0.25 per domain name per year.. 
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4. ICANN Fees 
ICANN charges a fixed fee of USD25,000 on an annual basis for 
the operation of a gTLD registry. 
 
5. Cost variances between years 
a. Salary 
We estimate there is a 10% increase in salary expenditure for: 
- Annual increment (ranges about 4 – 8%); and 
- Increase of low-level resource (i.e. Admin Executive to cover 
administration work in the 3rd year). 
 
b. Marketing 
We expect the marketing fees to remain flat at US$50,000 per 
year over 3 years, simply because: 
- .THAI domain name will have a niche target market; 
- We deploy selective marketing approach that is cost effective; 
- We leverage on co-marketing partners to create a viral 
marketing impact that is long lasting; and  
- We carried forward or backward on the marketing budget if 
there is surplus or shortfall within 10% of the allocation.  
 
We will have minimum 3 years contract with our outsourcing 
partners to lock down the unit charge rate, so that we could 
have a fixed estimation on our outsourcing cost, based on the 
unit revenue that we earn.  
 
47(b). Describe anticipated ranges in projected costs. Describe factors that 
affect those ranges. 

1. Operating Cost 
Salary 
Base on the detailed research and benchmark with industry 
practices, the anticipated range of salary expenditure shall not 
range beyond 15% from the target numbers. The factors that could 
affect the anticipated ranges are: 
 
Upward Pressure 
- Market inflation 
- Shortage of expertise with experience due to influx of new 
gTLDs 
- In need for extra resource due to sudden surge in workload and 
sales revenue. 
 
Downward Pressure 
- Global economic crisis 
- Migrants from neighbouring countries 
 
Marketing 
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Marketing budget and expenses could be controlled within 10% 
from the target budget of US$50,000, based on the factors of: 
Upward Pressure 
- Strong market competition 
- Carry forward last year budget 
 
Downward Pressure 
- Strong endorsement of brands 
- Strong co-marketing partners 
 
If there is a huge influx of new gTLDs into the market at the 
same, there will be keen competition for market awareness 
campaign for Registrants, Channels (Registrars) and public 
users. This may drive up the cost for running the campaign 
targeting for the same audience, and dilute the ‘Return of 
Investment’ for the marketing dollars that we spend.  
 
The impact can be mitigated by sharing the marketing cost 
through brand endorsement. The Registry firmly believes in brand 
endorsement, which costs less money but carry a longer lasting 
marketing impact.  
 
The Registry will engage for selected early adopters to be co-
marketing partners to drive awareness for .THAI domain names. 
This allows us to share cost on marketing while achieving a 
multiple awareness impact through advertising and brand 
endorsement.  
 
The Registry could moderate the utilization of the market budget 
by allowing 10% of the budget to be brought forward to the 
following year, or utilize in advance the similar quantum from 
the next year. 
 
Legal 
Legal cost can possibly swing upward to 300% of the target 
budget of US$12,000 per annum, especially during startup of the 
registry, based on the factors of: 
- Legal case for abuse and mis-handling of dispute; 
- Additional handling for trademark during Sunrise; and 
- Policy development; 
- Any other unexpected incidents.  
 
The Registry would leverage on the existing panel lawyers used 
by its Shareholder, and negotiate for a competitive rate.  
 
Nonetheless, the Registry has provisioned amount of US$20,000 
for the legal professional fees during startup of the registry. 
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Capital Expenditure 
With very minimum capital expenditure, we anticipate 
insignificant difference in expenditure for capital investment.  
 
Outsourcing 
Volume of domain name registration would be a common 
denominating factor that could affect the fees for outsourcing 
providers, namely Registry Backend Service Provider, Provider of 
Domain Name Validation during Sunrise, Auction Service Provider, 
Anycast DNS Service Provider and Data Escrow Service Provider. 
However, the impact on fees varies based on their charging 
model, as summarized in the following sections: 
High Impact 
- Registry Backend Service 
- Validation Service during Sunrise  
 
Moderate Impact 
- DNS Anycast 
- ICANN  
- Auction Service Provider 
 
Least Impact 
- Data Escrow 
 
Though the outsourcing fees could be affected by the volume of 
registration, with the additional revenue generated for the 
increase in volume, there is net positive impact on the 
profitability of The Registry. There is no risk attached with 
the increase of volume of registration that in turn increases 
the outsourcing fees. 
 
Another possible factor could be unexpected surge in network 
traffic utilization due to DDOS. However, the outsourcing 
providers have agreed to absorb the cost of mitigating any DDOS 
attack. 
 
48(a). Funding and Revenue: Funding can be derived from several sources 
(e.g., existing capital or proceeds/revenue from operation of the proposed 
registry). For each source (as applicable), describe: I) How existing funds will 
provide resources for both: a) start-up of operations, and b) ongoing 
operations, II) a description of the revenue model including projections for 
transaction volumes (if the applicant does not intend to rely on registration 
revenue in order to cover the costs of the registry's operation, it must clarify 
how the funding for the operation will be developed and maintained in a 
stable and sustainable manner), III) outside sources of funding (the applicant 
must, where applicable, provide evidence of the commitment by the party 
committing the funds). Secured vs. unsecured funding should be clearly 
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identified, including associated sources for each type. 

Existing Funding Resource of The Registry: 
1) Initial Paid Up Capital amounting to US$1.5million 
 
Base on the above, the Registry has existing fund amounting to 
US$1.5million to be used for start-up and on-going operations.  
 
The two attached tables show the estimated operating costs based 
on the most likely and worst case scenarios and how the existing 
funds can provide for it. 
 
In the Most Likely Scenario, the existing fund of US$1.5million, 
without resourced from any revenue generating from on-going 
operation: 
• Cover 3 year of cost expenditures; 
• Exclude the professional fee of Validation Service at the 
Trademark ClearingHouse, as we treat this as Cost of Sales since 
the service would incur only when there is registration occur 
during Sunrise. 
• Exclude the professional fee of using the auction platform, as 
we treat this as Cost of Sales since the service would only 
incur only when there are domains being contented and have to be 
auctioned off to the highest bidder. 
 
In the Worst Case scenario, the existing fund of US$1.5million, 
without resourced from any revenue generating from on-going 
operation: 
• Cover 3 year of cost expenditures; 
• Include the professional fee of Validation Service at the 
Trademark ClearingHouse, though strictly basis, this is a Cost 
of Sales since the service would incur  only when there is 
registration occur during Sunrise. 
• Include the professional fee of using the auction platform, 
though strictly basis, this is a Cost of Sales since the service 
would only incur only when there are domains being contented and 
have to be auctioned off to the highest bidder. 
 
In conclusion, the existing fund is clearly quantified on hand 
by the commitment of shareholder as paid up capital. In the Most 
Likely scenario, on-going operations for whole 3 years (without 
accounting for 2nd year and 3rd year marketing fund) can be 
fully covered from existing funds, rather than revenue generated 
from on-going operations. In the Worst case scenario, the 
existing funds cover the entire 3 year of cost expenditures, 
rather than revenue generated from the on-going operation.  
 
Revenue Projection - Assumptions 
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Next, the number of projected registrations and renewals from 
year 1 to year 3 is attached. 
 
The assumptions for the projections are as follows: 
 
1. Registration Volume 
- Estimate based on the actual numbers achieved by .ASIA and 
.TEL domain name registry at the end of their first year of 
operations 
- .ASIA reported receiving 248,406 registrations 
- .TEL reported receiving 281,407 registrations 
- Estimate that number of new registrations will be maintained 
from previous years i.e. 25,000 new domain name registrations in 
every year.  
-  .ASIA and .TEL reports that registrations continue to grow at 
a percentage of 25%-30% of the total number of registered domain 
names in the respective namespace 
- Estimate that the renewal rate would be 60% in Year 2 and 50% 
in Year 3. i.e. (60%x25,000) = 15,000 domain name renewals in 
Year 2 and (50%x40,000) = 20,000 domain name renewals in Year 3. 
It should also be noted that the 5,000 Sunrise registrations in 
Year 1 is renewed 100% by the end of Year 3. 
- . ASIA and .TEL reports an average renewal rate of 70%-80%. 
 
The projections are extremely conservative and have taken other 
economic factors such as market saturation due to the huge 
influx of new gTLDs being launched in the market at the same 
time. 
 
For clarity, the numbers for .ASIA and .TEL are retrieved from 
the monthly reports provided by the respective registries to 
ICANN at http://www.icann.org/en/tlds/monthly-reports/ 
 
2. Registration Fee 
- Estimated at US$20 per domain name after considering the 
recent pricing charged by other global Top Level Domain (gTLD) 
registries and benchmarking against them: 
- .ASIA charges US$10 
- .TEL charges US$8 
- .CO charges US$22 
- .XXX charges US$62 
 
3. Sunrise Registration 
In the financial template (Most Likely scenario), there are 
other revenue sources generated from the application during the 
Sunrise Trademarks phase. It is estimated that there will be 
5,000 applications received during the Sunrise Trademarks phase 
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which is estimated to be charged at US$200 per application. The 
additional revenue generated from the applications during the 
Sunrise Trademarks phase in the first year is estimated to be 
USD1,000,000. 
 
The number of estimated applications in the Sunrise, Trademark 
phase is a very conservative estimate in comparison with the 
30,000 applications that DotAsia Organisation received during 
its Sunrise, Trademarks phase in 2008. DotAsia Organisation 
charged US$120 per application during its Sunrise, Trademark 
phase in 2008. 
 
4. Auction during Sunrise and Landrush 
The Registry believes that premium service providers will find 
this pricing affordable due to the branding and unique 
positioning of the .THAI TLD. 
 
There could also additional sources of revenue generated from 
the domain name auctions during the Sunrise, Trademark and 
Landrush phases. Multiple applications for the same domain names 
will lead to contention in the Sunrise, Trademark (assuming the 
registrant has been verified for the registered mark) and 
Landrush phases. 
 
The Registry conservatively estimates that there are 1,000 
domain names that will go to auction in both the Sunrise and 
Landrush phases. In comparison with .ASIA, its registry claimed 
that there were over 40,000 auctions being hosted as shown here: 
http://www.dotasia.org/about/auctions.html 
 
The Registry estimates that each bid for domain name will close 
at an average of US$500. This assumption is based on the top 
1,000 domain name closed auction pricing released by .ASIA 
registry here: 
http://www.dotasia.org/about/auctions_schedule/closed_auctions_O
ct10_full.pdf. It is noted that the average pricing shown is 
between US$2000-3000 in comparison to our estimate of US$1,000. 
 
As such, The Registry conservatively estimates additional 
revenue of US$1,000,000 (US$500,000 individually from the 
Sunrise and Landrush phases) in the most likely scenerio and 
US$500,000 (US$250,000 individually from the Sunrise and 
Landrush phases) in the worst case scenario. 
 
The Registry is fully funded in the form of: 
1) Start-up 
- Initial committed Capital of THB 1million (US$32,000) with the 
statement of accounts as proof 
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- Increase of committed Capital to a total of THB 50million 
(US$1.5million) with the attached Company certificate as proof 
 
The Registry has secured all existing funding at the time of 
application, amounting to US$1.5million. Upon approval from 
ICANN, though it may not be necessary, the Registry may explore 
further fund raising exercise for additional up to US$1 million 
from government related venture capital firms. Nonetheless, all 
funding shall be secured prior and during the initial kick-off 
of the Registry’s operation.  
 
As for revenue, we forecast a gradual increase in revenue 
deriving from .THAI domain name registration over 3 years and a 
jump-start in revenue deriving from registration and auction 
during Sunrise and Land Rush phases of launch. The breakdown in 
revenue is clearly shown as attached.  
 
48(b). Describe anticipated ranges in projected funding and revenue. Describe 
factors that affect those ranges. 

Funding 
Existing Funding 
There is no anticipated range in existing funding as all sources 
of funding are secured and has been committed. 
 
Funding from External Sources 
The Registry may consider having fund raising exercise upon 
attaining approval from ICANN on the .THAI TLD. We anticipate we 
could raise additional US$1 million from external investors (on 
top of the paid-up US$1.5million from the existing shareholder).  
 
Nonetheless, to stay very prudent in our funding estimation, we 
do not include the fund from external parties into our forecast. 
It serves as bonus to us shall we secure additional funding, 
though we may not exercise the fund raising exercise. 
 
Revenue 
There may be anticipated ranges in projected revenue as shown in 
the most likely and worst case scenario as attached. 
 
We anticipate we will achieve the Most Likely scenario based on 
the assumption and analysis stated in the answer to V.  
 
For the Worst Case scenario, it is unlikely scenario where the 
following negative factors in play: 
• Adverse poor global economy – This may not impact the revenue 
by not more than 5% of the Most Likely scenario since: 
o There is not historical proof that domain name registration is 
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greatly affected by economic condition; 
o Online business is generally thriving during tough market 
condition; 
o The Registry will target global market where we could switch 
to specific growth market, rather than addressing the overall 
global market. 
• Extreme competition among new gTLDs – This may impact the 
revenue by not more than 20% of the Most Likely scenario, 
because: 
o We make a conservative forecast for new registration and 
renewal of .THAI domain name; 
o .THAI is uniquely position for specific market segment for the 
Thai communities. 
• Bad public relationship – This may be caused by a bad incident 
of abuse or negative publication against the reputation of The 
Registry. This may impact the revenue by not more than 10% based 
on the mitigation efforts as: 
o Exercise our existing press desk to clarify the situation and 
defend our reputation; 
o Engage active public relation using PR agency; and/or 
o Seek legal action to resolve the conflict and clarify our 
position. 
 
49(a). Contingency Planning: describe your contingency planning: identify 
any projected barriers to implementation of the business approach described 
in the application and how they affect cost, funding or timeline in your 
planning. Identify any particular regulation, law or policy that might impact 
the Registry Services offering. For each contingency, include impact to 
projected revenue and costs for the 3-year period presented in Template 1. 

General Contingency Plan 
 
1. Risk and Contingency 
 
I.Barrier and Risk 
 
i. Market Competition 
Risk/ Contingency: 
- Large registrars (with its own new gTLD ventures) are not keen 
to market .THAI TLD.  
- Pricing and promotion competition 
Probability: 
- Moderate 
Impact on Revenue /Funding/ Cost/Timeline: 
- This may impact overall revenue generation  
- This may impact registration and renewal rates. 
- Overall, we estimate the impact may affect up to 20% of the 
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revenue forecast on Most Likely scenario, but well below the 
Worst Case scenario. 
Mitigations: 
- Leverage on the marketing channels of Qinetics (through its 
subsidiary, WEBCC dba. WEBNIC.CC), a leading registrar in Asia, 
with over 2,000 channels, and its existing relationship with 
over 200 ICANN accredited registrars worldwide. 
- Exercise the marketing strategies on brand endorsement and co-
marketing program with adopters, to create a viral marketing 
influence to Registrars, Registrants and public users. 
- .THAI TLD is currently competitive price though it is not 
addressing to the mass market.  
Resource required: 
- The management members of Better Living Management have over 
10 years of business development, operational and market 
experience in domain names. 
- The revenue and cost impact on the market competition has been 
factored into our Revenue and Cost projection of Template 1. 
 
ii. System and Network 
Risk/ Contingency: 
- Major network failure (i.e. failure of upstream network 
providers to Data Centers, undersea cable breakdown). 
- Operation Center/Data Center is not accessible due to force 
majeure. 
Probability: 
- Low 
Impact on Revenue /Funding/ Cost/Timeline: 
- It may impact revenue due to service interruption.  
- It may incur cost to recover the service and data loss during 
the system and network outage. 
Mitigations: 
- Redundant registry systems in geographically separated data 
centers in Hong Kong and Singapore respectively.  
- The data centers have different upstream network providers 
that could mitigate major network failure.  
- Anycast DNS providers have a combined network of 70 nodes 
across the world, and it is unlikely to breakdown altogether. 
Resource required: 
- The costs of redundant systems in redundant sites are catered 
in the cost projection. 
- The Registry Continuity plan during disaster is also 
provisioned within the cost projection. 
 
iii. Funding 
Risk/ Contingency: 
- Better Living Management face financial difficulties to 
continue funding the Registry. 
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Probability: 
- Low 
Impact on Revenue /Funding/ Cost/Timeline: 
- This may create major impact to the funding resource for the 
Registry.  
- This may defer the timeline to launch for the Registry. 
Mitigations: 
- Better Living Management has an initial paid-up capital of 
US$32,000 which has been increased to US$1.5million by the 
Shareholder but is not shown the audited statement of accounts 
that is sufficient to launch .THAI TLD and sustain the first 
year of operation. 
Resource required: 
- NA 
 
iv. Increase of Cost 
Risk/ Contingency:  
- The cost of operation can increase unexpectedly if the salary 
increment in the market is much better than estimated or 
significant increase in office rental due to increase in 
property values.  
- More marketing may be required to run events and promote the 
TLD due to the TLD rush which could increase operation cost as 
well. 
Probability:  
- Moderate 
Impact on Revenue/ Funding/ Cost & Timeline:  
- The cost of operation increase and reduces on hand  funds and 
revenue for operation. However, the increase of cost may not be 
significant as salary increase generally will not exceed 20% of 
total salary for any position. Rental increase may not be 
significant and it may be capped at max 20% on heated property 
market. 
Mitigations:  
- The salary offered are based on industry guideline. If the 
increase of salary demanded is more than the guideline the 
Registry is following, the salary increment will not be approved 
by the finance manager. All expenses shall be reported to board 
of directors periodically to ensure the operation cost are will 
inline with the business plan. If the staff salary is more than 
the guideline followed during review of reports, the management 
shall execute a pay cut to the staff to ensure the increment of 
cost is under control. If the office expenses increase more than 
expected, the management shall look into cost cutting on the 
operation. The method include moving of office to lower rental 
location or reduction of office space. The marketing cost are 
controlled by finance during budgeting. Finance shall monitor 
the budget set for each department including marketing funds. 
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Any request for additional budgeting funds will be subjected to 
internal review on cost and revenue to ensure the company profit 
justify for the extra amount required for marketing. If the 
justification are not satisfied, the additional funds will not 
be granted. 
Resources required:  
- Finance department will monitor the cost and expenditure of 
the company to ensure the cost is inline with the cost 
projection 
 
v. Projected Revenue cannot be met 
Risk/ Contingency:  
- The number of domains registered are less than sales forecast 
or the auction revenue is less than projection. 
Probability:  
- Low 
Impact on Revenue/ Funding/ Cost & Timeline:  
- The revenue of the business will shrink depends on the level 
of target achieved. This may affect the profitability up to a 
level where the worst case scenario may be assumed. 
Mitigations:  
- During the first year, the Registry shall remove the marketing 
budget and monitor the cost and revenue. At the same time, the 
Registry shall run promotions remotely with minimum expenditure 
to the existing registrars to increase the domain registrations. 
During second year, the Registry will reduce cost to sustain the 
business if the domain registration is still far below 
expectation. Measures of cost reduction include pay cut and 
reduction of office space. During 3rd year, the registry will 
switch to worst case model after cutting cost in 2nd year. The 
Registry forecast the registration numbers will not be lower 
than the worst case. 
Resources required:  
- Finance department will monitor the cost and expenditure of 
the company to ensure the cost is inline with the revenue 
projection. The CEO will constantly monitor and motivate the 
business development team to recruit more registrars and throw 
out innovative promotion schemes. 
 
vi. Change of registry outsourcing operator 
Risk/ Contingency:  
- The registry outsourcing provider violates the service 
engagement agreement and terminated by the Registry. The 
Registry shall engage a new operator to replace the existing 
contractual operator. 
Probability:  
- Low 
Impact on Revenue/ Funding/ Cost & Timeline:  
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- Change of outsourcing provider will impact the registry 
services fee, the cost for operation will have to renegotiated. 
It is possible that the new operator charges are more expensive 
than the old operator thus increase the operation cost and per 
domain charges. 
Mitigations:  
- The charges for the new operator shall be capped at the 
current operator rate. If none of the operator can offer the 
same rate, the Registry shall select the lowest operator rate.  
The Registry may cut down the marketing cost to fund the per 
domain cost. 
Resources required:  
- Finance department will renegotiate the cost and look into 
cost cutting so that the total cost is inline with the cost 
projection 
 
II. Change of Regulations and/or Policies 
 
i. Government Policy 
Risk/ Contingency: 
- Strict local rules for domain name registration 
- Need to conform to local regulatory and policy requirement. 
Probability: 
- Moderate 
Impact on Revenue /Funding/ Cost/Timeline: 
- This may impact revenue source from selected market. 
- This may impact cost expenditure if additional resource is 
required to conform to the local regulatory and policy 
requirement. (i.e. local office setup, and additional local 
resource for government relationship building). 
Mitigations: 
- The Registry’s management has vast experience in dealing with 
cross-border business development. The Registry could also 
leverage on Qinetics’ contacts in a strict market.  
- The Registry may hire local personnel to deal with local 
governmental regulatory requirement. 
Resource required: 
- The Registry’s management members are multi-lingual and 
experience in dealing with governmental relationship building. 
- The Registry may dedicate its business development resource to 
deal with local market, shall the market potential is very 
significant to .THAI TLD. 
 
ii. ICANN Policy 
Risk/ Contingency: 
- Change of ICANN policy 
- ICANN increases fees 
Probability: 
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- Low 
Impact on Revenue /Funding/ Cost/Timeline: 
- This may impact revenue source if the new policy restrict the 
domain name registration.  
- This may impact cost expenditure if ICANN increases the annual 
fees. 
Mitigations: 
- The Registry shall investigate the impact of the change during 
the transition period for the policy change given by ICANN. 
- The Registry may pass the increase to Registrar, shall the 
ICANN fees increases, though this is highly unlikely. 
Resource required: 
- The Registry has resource to comply with any change of policy 
from ICANN. 
- The Registry has no provision for additional fees incurred by 
ICANN, as the Registry intends to pass the increase of fees to 
Registrar. 
 
 
49(b). Describe your contingency planning where funding sources are so 
significantly reduced that material deviations from the implementation model 
are required. In particular, how will on-going technical requirements be met? 
Complete a financial projections template (Template 2) for the worst case 
scenario. 

The Registry contingency planning is as follows: 
 
Suppressed Funding 
The Registry has secured committed funding from Better Living 
Management on: 
• Paid-up capital of US$32,000 during the inception of Better 
Living Management, before submission of Proposal; and 
• 2nd round of injection of capital from Better Living 
Management shareholder to increase total paid-up capital to 
US$1.5million, before submission of Proposal. 
 
These existing funding are secured from Better Living 
Management, with proof as attached with the proposal in question 
48a.  
 
Worst Case scenario 
Taking into consideration of the Worst Case scenario where 
revenue source is suppressed, the seed funding is still way 
sufficient to cater for 1st year cost expenditure and capital 
expenditure, without taking account from the earnings from 
revenue. 
 
No Delay in Launch 
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Despite of the situation, there is no need to defer the launch 
of .THAI TLD upon approval as we have sufficient funding to 
kick-start the operations.  
 
Possible reduction in Marketing 
As in Worst Case scenario, the marketing activities that 
involves substantial budget may be suppressed. Nonetheless, the 
Registry will continue with its competitive strategies to engage 
with Registry and Early Adopters  (for co-marketing) that does 
not involve substantial marketing funding.  
 
Possible reduction in Resources (where appropriate) 
There may be a need reduce staffing to the minimal in the Worst 
Case scenario taking into consideration of the resources are 
able to efficiently support the operations of the registry on a 
daily basis. In a minimally-staffed registry, only the Chief 
Executive Officer and Manager, Finance and Administration is 
required for daily operations and grow the registry. 
 
Registry Services 
The Registry Services, AnyCast DNS and Data Escrow Services are 
outsourced to providers who commit the service level and have 
tiered fees structure base on volume of registration (i.e. 
revenue sharing). Our seed funding is sufficient to sustain the 
engagement with these providers for the entire 3 years. 
Furthermore, the earning from the revenue shall be able to 
compensate the services without any compromise on the service 
levels.  
 
Registration Validation Service during Sunrise 
The Registry intends to engage Trademark Clearinghouse) for 
registration validation service during Sunrise. We will charge 
the registrar on a markup fee from the fees from Trademark 
Clearinghouse, without any upfront commitment. Hence, there is 
no need to make fund reserve to engage for this service with 
Trademark Clearinghouse.  
 
49(c). Describe your contingency planning where activity volumes so 
significantly exceed the high projections that material deviation from the 
implementation model are required. In particular, how will on-going technical 
requirements be met? 

The contingency planning for the surge in activity volumes is as 
follows: 
 
i. Surge of Business Volume 
Risk/ Contingency: 
- High volume of Sunrise registration and auction 
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- High volume of registration during General Availability 
- Large number of participating registrars 
Probability: 
- Moderate 
Impact on Revenue /Funding/ Cost/Timeline: 
- It may defer the completion of Sunrise period, due to large 
pending cases to be resolved.  
- It may impact on the limit of the system to cater for a sudden 
surge in registration during General Availability 
Mitigations: 
- Request for additional resource at the Registration Validation 
service provider. The Registry could also engage additional 
legal personnel to speed the process of validation. 
- The system is designed to provide a fix number of connectivity 
to the registrars. The Registry also has a spare unit that can 
be used to increase capacity of the system at all time. This 
spare server can be converted to be production unit and new 
spare unit will be purchase as standby and replacement unit. 
Resource required: 
- The fees for Registration Validation service is provisioned as 
Cost of Sales for Sunrise registration, where the Registry 
markup a margin from the fees charged by the providers. Shall 
the volume surge, the cost may escalate in tandem with the 
business volume. The period to process application may be 
extended if the volume is significantly huge compare to 
estimation.  
- Additional spare server is available to attend to emergency 
capacity increase. 
 
ii. System Abuse 
Risk/ Contingency: 
- Large volume of WHOIS queries 
- Large volume of EPP queries 
- Large volume of queries in Web Panel for Registrars (DDOS) 
- Large volume of DNS queries (DDOS) 
Probability: 
- Moderate 
Impact on Revenue /Funding/ Cost/Timeline: 
- It may cause system to breakdown and service outage 
eventually. 
- It may consume unnecessary system resource, and hinder 
resource allocation for productive usage. 
- It may impact additional cost for the Registry, charged by the 
outsourcing providers (i.e. Registry service, Anycast DNS) 
Mitigations: 
- Technically, EPP and Web access to the registry is IP 
controlled and the number of connections allowed are controlled 
as well. DDOS may not impact the services as non allowed IP 
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address can be black holed the firewall and routers  
- DDOS on DNS will be handled by AnyCast DNS. AnyCast DNS has 
the capability to comfortably absorb large amount of DDOS attack 
up to hundred of Gigabytes traffic per second. 
- If the WHOIS is under DDOS, the registry will trigger on 
demand DDOS protection provided by tier 1 provider in the data 
center. The Traffic will be cleansed by proprietary DDOS 
cleansing center before redirect back to the servers. 
Resource required: 
- Data center operation staff, Anycast DNS operation engineers 
have been properly trained to handle the situation.  
 
iii. Surge in Help Desk request 
Risk/ Contingency: 
- Large number of inquiries from registrars who are 1) not 
familiar with the system and/or 2) not familiar with the various 
phases 
- Large number of inquiries from the public in regards to the 
various phases 
Probability: 
- Moderate 
Impact on Revenue /Funding/ Cost/Timeline: 
- It may consume unnecessary system resource, and hinder 
resource allocation for productive usage. 
Mitigations: 
- To ensure that registrars are trained and adequately briefed 
on the various system functionalities and phases prior to launch 
with clear and concise documentation and literature 
- To ensure that details of the various launches are published 
on the registry website with clear and concise information 
Resource required: 
- The outsourcing providers will provision additional resource 
shall there be a surge in helpdesk request, especially during 
the launch (Sunrise, Land Rush and General Availability) phase 
of the TLD. 
 
iv. Surge in Abusive Use and Violation of Policy 
Risk/ Contingency: 
- Large volume of complaints in abusive use of .THAI domain 
names. 
- Large volume of cases on violation of registration and 
acceptance use policy of .THAI domain name. 
Probability: 
- Low 
Impact on Revenue /Funding/ Cost/Timeline: 
- This may incur additional expenditure cost for: 
a. Additional resource to manage complaints, and check on 
compliance of policies; 
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b. Additional resource by legal professional to provide legal 
response to complaints and legal action to abuse. 
Mitigations: 
- The risk is mitigated by the various protection mechanism 
implemented e.g. rapid take down procedure, URS and UDRP. Our 
resources will only perform the coordination with 3rd parties 
and decision will be either by URS panel, UDRP panel or court. 
Resource required: 
- The dispute resolution is resolved by 3rd party panels of 
experts which the cost is absorbed by the complainant and the 
accused.  
 
 
50(a). Continuity: Provide a cost estimate for funding critical registry 
operations on an annual basis. The critical functions of a registry which must 
be supported even if an applicant's business and/or funding fails are: 

• i) DNS resolution for registered domain names;  ii) Operation of the 
Shared Registration System;  iii) Provision of Whois service;  iv) 
Registry data escrow deposits; and  v) Maintenance of a properly 
signed zone in accordance with DNSSEC requirements.  List the 
estimated annual cost for each of these functions (specify currency 
used). 

The Registry has outsourced its DNS resolution services (in 
accordance with DNSSEC requirements) to CommunityDNS. 
CommunityDNS shall charge the Registry based on the total number 
of .THAI domain names being served by the CommunityDNS platform 
as attached. 
 
The Registry will be using CommunityDNS as its primary DNS 
Anycast provider. The cost estimate of provisioning the DNS 
resolution service based on the most likely and worst scenario 
is as attached. 
   
Based on the agreement between the Registry and CommunityDNS, 
there are no incremental costs associated with increasing levels 
of DNS queries. The fees chargeable are based on US$0.25 per 
domain name. 
 
CommunityDNS also commits to scaling up its infrastructure to 
handle increasing levels of queries as and when required with no 
interruption to the service. 
 
Qinetics Solutions Berhad (Qinetics), our outsourcing provider 
for the Shared Registration System and Whois service has a long-
standing relationship with CommunityDNS having co-operated in 
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providing DNS Anycast services to several country-code top level 
domain registries (e.g. SGNIC -.sg TLD registry). Being one of 
the registry critical functions, CommunityDNS also provides 
24x7x365 monitoring of the platform and related customer 
services including emergency access for urgent matters. 
 
CommunityDNS has a good track record in the domain name industry 
for providing DNS resolution service and is also committed to 
meet the SLA requirements for the DNS resolution service laid 
out in Specification 10. 
 
The operation of the Shared Registration System and the 
provision of the Whois service are outsourced to Qinetics 
Solutions Berhad (Qinetics). Qinetics has committed to charging 
US$1 per domain name regardless of the volume of daily EPP 
transactions or Whois queries. As such, there are no incremental 
costs associated with increasing level of EPP transactions 
and/or Whois queries. 
 
As such, the cost estimate of provisioning the Shared 
Registration System and Whois service based on the most likely 
and worst scenario is as attached. 
 
Qinetics also commits to scaling up its infrastructure to handle 
increasing levels of queries as and when required with no 
interruption to the service. 
 
Qinetics is a leading registry backend provider that has a 
proven track record of operational performance and excellent 
customer support since its inception in 2000. Qinetics currently 
provides registry back-end services for ccTLD Registries, such 
as .CD (Congo), .HK (Hong Kong) and .SG (Singapore) and registry 
gateway services for .CO (Columbia). In addition, Qinetics 
provides several critical registry components for Registry of 
.MY (Malaysia) as well as policy consultation services to 
Telecom Regulatory Authority (TRA) of .OM (Oman). 
 
Qinetics has a good track record in the domain name industry for 
providing registry back-end services and is also committed to 
meet the SLA requirements for the Shared Registration System and 
Whois service laid out in Specification 10. 
 
The Registry has outsourced the registry data escrow service to 
the NCC Group. The NCC Group charges a one-time setup fee of 
US$3200 for provisioning data escrow services for a new generic 
Top Level Domain (gTLD) registry. After which, the Registry is 
charged based on US$0.25 per domain name. 
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As such, the cost estimate of provisioning the data escrow 
service based on the most likely and worst scenario is as 
attached. 
 
The costing provided by the NCC Group above is inclusive of 
administration, retention, transfer fees and deposit and 
handling of the data to ICANN regardless of a full or 
incremental data dump. The NCC Group commits to scaling up its 
infrastructure to handle increasing size of the files in escrow. 
 
The NCC Group claims to be the world’s largest provider of 
enterprise risk management solutions and well-known in the 
domain name industry as a leading data escrow provider. The NCC 
Group has been participating in data escrow discussion within 
the domain name industry since 2008 and has also been selected 
by RegistryPro (.pro registry) to act as its daily data escrow 
provider in 2008. 
 
The NCC Group also warrants in its service agreement with the 
Registry that its registry data escrow service is and shall be 
remain fully compliant with ICANN requirements 
 
 
50(b). Applicants must provide evidence as to how the funds required for 
performing these crtical registry functions will be available and guaranteed to 
fund registry operations for a minimum of three years following the 
termination of the Registry Agreement 

The guidance provided by ICANN in regards to the Continued 
Operations Instrument (COI) is as attached. 
 
VIP Registry projection of the domain name registrations and 
renewal over the first three years in the most likely scenario 
is as attached. 
 
Using the COI guidance provide by ICANN and based on the 
forecasted registration with the highest number of 50,000 at the 
end of Year 3, the COI should be approximately US$80,000. 
 
The cost expenditure for the registry critical functions over 
the first three years based on both the most likely and worst 
case scenario is as attached. 
 
The total cost expenditure for the registry critical functions 
over the first three years under the most likely scenario is 
US$187,500, while the total cost expenditure for the registry 
critical functions over the first three years under the worst 
case scenario is US$83,500. 
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It should be noted that the total cost expenditure for operating 
the registry critical functions is calculated based on the total 
number of active domain names on the outsourcing vendor 
platform, which is a cost of sales. As such, the revenue from 
the registration and renewal of the domain names will be used to 
supplement the costs of operating the registry critical 
services. 
 
The registry believes it would be sufficient to cater 
approximately US$80,000 for the COI based on ICANN COI 
guidelines but Better Living Management is committed to increase 
the amount required for COI based on its most likely scenario if 
ICANN requests for the increase. 
 
It is stressed that it is highly unlikely for the Registry to 
fail in either the most likely or worst case scenario as 
explained in detail in both questions 47 and 48 where 
expenditures, funding and revenue scenarios, factors and 
variables are explored in detailed with positive outcomes. 
 
A copy of the executed of irrevocable LOC for the COI is 
attached. 
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